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Kidney
Troubles Disappear

Indiana Man's

"After siifforlrtj* mny months from
Fox.
kidney trouble," writes \V. K. havarid after
Ν Mesville. Ind
and
prescriping tried many remedies
Fol«··/
tions. 1 purchased a box of
They not only did
Kidney Pills.
me more good than any «>ther nmody
I had ever used, but they positively
Other numpet my kidneys ri^ht.
bers of my family have used sauio
■

with similar imltl,"
From every state in the Union como
unsolicited letters telling ot' satisfactory results from Foley Kidney
When the kidneys become
Pills.
filter
clogged up, get sluggish, and
out of the blood only part
strain
and
the
matter,
of the poisonous waste
circulates
and
remains
balance
forms,
through the system, uric acid
and swollen, painful joints and .mus-

Not

Increase

Fruit.

Pruning was begun and has been continued ui.til at the present time the orchards are in pretty fair shape. It was, of
course, not desirable or practical to thin
the trees out at the start to where they
should be at the eod, but the pruning
while rather severe each year has been
gradually increased in amount.
The orchards were fertilized at the
rate of 1000 pounds per acre of a fertilizer carrying 4 percent nitrogen, 8 percent
available phosphoric acid and 7 percent
potash. At the end of the third year
the orchards had so far responded that
they gave a good crop and since that
time fertilizer experiments have been
carried on in various portions of the orchards, as follows:
The use of highly nitrogenous fertiliz
ers have been advocated as a means of
forcing trees into bearing and in some
parts of the etate has been tried with results that seemed to be gratifying. This
method was tiret suggesîed by Dr. Fisher of Massachusetts and was tried by the
station in s.>me co-operative work with
Mr. Pope in his orchard at Manchester
Without very decisive results. At High
moor farm 32 Baldwin trees were divided into three sectious. The trees were
created alike so far as the application of
standard fertilizer was concerued, but 10
of the trees at each end of the row re
ceived in addition nitrate of soda at the
Also the
rate of 100 pounds per acre.
Baldwin orchard was divided into two
parts so that part of it received the
usual treatment and in addition received
100 pounds of nitrate of soda per acre
per year.
In experiments carried out at the New
York station it has been found that
with their deep clay soils well suited to
apple tree growth and apple bearing
there is no effect from the use of
fertilizers, either upon the growth of
maturyoung trees, the wood growth on
ed trees, or the amount of the fruit or
the coloring of the fruit or the size of
the fruit. To see if anything like this
would hold with Maine conditions, particularly with the rather shallow soil
and with the stubborn subsoil upon
Highmoor farm, an experiment was be-

in 1012. It is to be remembered
that the orchard has been cultivated and
fertilized for the three preceding years
and
brought into good condition.
About 100 trees were divided into three
plots containing 12 rows extending clear
across the large No. 1 Ben Davis orchard. Plot A, rows one to four, has
received no fertilizer since 1912. Plot
B, rows five to eight, has received annually since 1912, 000 pounds of a fertilizer
carrying four percent nitrogen. 8 percent
available phosphoric acid, and 7 percent
potash. Plot C, consisting of rows nine
to twelve, has received annually since
1912, 1000 pounds per acre of a cornmer
cial fertilizer carrying 4 percent nitro
available
phosphoric
gen, 8 percent
acid, and 7 percent potash.
Careful records of growth shown by
measure and of yields of fruit as shown
by weight are made of all of the trees in
Thus far no results that
orchard.
could be attributed to the fertilizer have
appeared. No person examining the 12
have
rows of apple trees, part of which
been fully fertilized, part partially fer
tilized and part not fertilized at all for
the past three years, could detect differences whereby he would be akle to pick
out the treated from the untreated rows
It is to be remembered that in all of
these experiments nothing has been
grown upon the land except apple trees
An orchard cover crop is
and apples.
sown in the fall, is plowed under early in
the spring, and the land is kept cultivated until well into autumn, when the covThe plant food
er crop is again sown.
stored up in the wood growth and that
which has been removed in the apple
crop has been taken from the soil, but
beyond that the soil has not been made
to pay tribute to any other crop.—Dr.
C. D. Woods.
gun

Farm Manures.

Circular 4"J of the Purdue Station disshould be of
eusses a topic which is or
vital interest to every farmer, "Farm
cles are the result.
Manure·." We venture to quote the
tone
Foley Kidney Pills cleanse and
that backache,
following ftoui it:
up the kidneys, so
muscles,
aching
sore
"When properly oared for the manure
rheumatism,
disorders
joints, annoying bladder
from a well-ted horse in worth §14.75
and irregulaxiuea àooo disappear.
per year; from a dairy cow, 91S.75; from
South Parle other
A K. SHI'KTLEFK A CO.,
cattle, $11 60; from a sheep, $2.25;
At present only
and from a hog, Ç2.10
a few farmers are
obtaining these ma
the
manure is not
values
because
nure
made under proper conditions or well
cared for.
MANUFACTURER OF AND DEALER IN
"Over half the total fertilizing value
of the manure (solid and liquid) is conRed Cedar and Spruce Clap- tained in the urine;
therefore every reaboards. New Brunswick Cedar ! sonable precaution should be taken to
its loss.
Shingles, North Carolina Pine, prevent
"The loss from leaching during three
and
Sheathing, or four months may range from oneFlooring
third to one-lialf the original fertilizing
Paroid Roofing, Wall Board. value of the manure. By using imperand
vious doors aud by keeping the stock
Apple Barrel Heads,
well bedded, teaching may be prevented.
LUMBER OF ALL KINDS
"When the supply of manure is limited, it is more profitable to apply four to
six tons to the acre than to apply a larg
In general
er quantity to fewer acres.
farming where there is only a moderate
supply of manure produced, applicaEat what you want and not be troubled
tions of four to eight tone to the acre
a
will
take
if
with indigestion you
wilt be found advisable."
This is a day of conservation. Everyone takes up the cry, "Conserve our
Tablet
natural resources/' Every farmer as a
citizen opposes a waste of our forests or
before and after each meal. Sold only
of public money. How about your own
by ue—25c a box.
business? Are you practicing conservaChas. H. Howard Co.
tion? If you are neglecting to take
proper care of the farm manure, you
Eyes Examined for Glasses are
The American people are
not.
notorious as wasters, and nowhere is
this more evident than in the barnyard
The manure is
on the average farm.
and
piled up there day after day and possibly hauled out to the holds once or
South Paris. Maine.
twice a year. In the meantime every
shower takes its toll of fertility. It 1»
sue
no wonder many men do not make
ceesful farmers. To be truly successful
business
be
a
must
good
on the farm one
allow a
man, and no business man will
once be
his
in
waste
business,
constant
has discovered the leak. Already many
AND
farmers are beginning to take better care
o' the manure pile. They realize that
manure is a farm product of value, and
are caring for it as such.

L. S. BILLINGS!

Maine.

South Paris,

You Can Enjoy Life

Dyspepsia

SAMUEL RICHARDS
Optician
Optometrist

Pianos

Organs

•

with brains and
hands and spends money to wrest from
his farm the largest profit it will yield
him. To some there comes little besides
and
Second hand Pianos
Organs the living, and changes in the inconvenTwo square ient home are put off year alter year befor sale at a bargain.
Ab,
cause there is no money to spare.
pianos I will sell at low price. A friends, there are many things that prolot of second hand organs that I will mote comfort la the home that cost
A little time spent in fixCome in and little money,
sell at any old price.
ing an ill-fitting door or potting up a
see them.
shelf would mean more comfort for many

New Pianos, Stools, Scarfs,
Instruction Books, Player pianos always in stock at prices
that

are

right

Send for catalog.

W.J. Wheeler,
Billing» Blook,

South Paris.

Conference.

I ANNUAL MEETINGS TO

BE HELD AT LEW

Tbe State Dairy Conférence and the
annual meeting of the Maine Dairymen's
Association, the Maine Seed Improvement Association, and tbe Maine Live
Stock Breeders' Association will be held
at City Hall, Lewiston, Dec. β, 7, 8, 0
and 10, 1915. All meetings are open,
and tbe public is invited. Special rates
on tbe raiiroads.
A large list of prizes are offered for

dairy products, corn, potatoes, girls'
canning club products, etc. Tbe list
pletely neglected, as regards pruning, will be sent on application to Dr. Leon
culture and spraying. The tiret seaeou S. Merrill, Orono. Program of tbe meetthe station had the farm the orchards ings will also be sent to applicants.
were plowed, cultivated and sprayed.
Some of tbe topics to be discussed at

Attorneys at Law,

IK.THEL,

Did

which had been systematically neglected. These trees were about 23 year»
old, but for the most part had been com-

Jk PARK.

AMleoo E- Herrlck.

prececal *ertcultur*! topic

Ae it ie pretty generally known, when
Maine purchased High moor (arm it bad
something over 3·">00 apple trees upon it

MAINE.

NORWAY.

on

Dairy

ISTON IN DECEMBER.

le solicited. A>Mreee all communlcaUoiu In
tended for this department to Ukmbt L>
Hammond, Agricultural Kdltor Oxford Dem
ocra J. Parte. Me.

a

State

ΤΙφ farmer

works

Potash, Perlmutter
and Others.

By MONTAGUE GLASS

VII.—OPPORTUNITY
[Copyright,

The Prank A.

Muneey Co.]

I am expecting I
should blow him to dluuer maybe,"
Zamp protested, "with a thee yter also."
Shlmko evidenced his diqgust by
puffing vigorously at his cigar.
"You are Just like a whole lot of oth"You are
er people, Zamp," he said.
always willing to spend money before
you make it Meiselson comes in here
and sees you only got a small stock of
piece goods, understand me, and you
couldn't afford to keep no help, and
then on top of that yet you would take
him out and blow him. Naturally be
right away gets the idee you are spending your money foolishly instead of
putting it into your business, and the
whole thing Is off."

"Well, of

■A/

course

_

—

get lots of clothing businesses which
they run a big store with a couple of
On every farm there ought to be a
cutters, a half a dozen salesmen and a
light ladder that a woman or boy cao bookkeeper. What have I got to offer
handle. It should have it· place and be
for $2,000? Ma I am salesman,
kept there, ready for use at a moment's him
notice. Tou can't tell what minute a cutter, bookkeeper and everything.

Cor. New England Homestead.

set fire to the shingle· of the
roof. Just a little bit of water at tbat
moment would atop a big loss. Keep
cool, mount the ladder, and Sing the
water αρ.

spark may

•ohool keep· oc not

And
lees

]jr

me

MI ain't kicking you are not working,
Melselson," Shimko said hastily. "All
I am telling you to what for a Job to
selling toilet soaps and perfumery ?
You got a limited trade there, Melselson, because when it comes to toilet
soaps, understand me, how many people takes it so particular? I bet yer
with a hundred people, Melselson,
eighty uses laundry soap, fifteen ganvere
soap from hotels and saloons, and the

rest buys wunst in six months a five
cent cake of soap. As for perfumery,
Melselson, for a dollar bill you could
get enough perfumery to make a thousand people smell like an Italiener barber shop; whereas clothing, Melselson,
everybody must got to wear it If you
are coming to compare clothing with
toilet soap for a business, Melselson,

there ain't no more

and flpttr»"

NUMBER
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ATP HAT Is brokers?" Mr. Mar·
"A broeus Shimko asked.
VW ker Is no good ι otherwise
Zamp shrugged lmpotently.
be wouldn't be a broker.
"What could I do, Mr. Shlmko?" he
the meeting are:
Brokers Is tellers which they couldn't
RelaIts
and
"Milk
"I got here a small stock of
Au address upon
make a success of their own affairs, asked.
tion to Human Health and Disease," by
I know, but that's Just the reaMr. Zamp, so they butt into everybody goods,
State
Κ
Department
Eugeue
Kelley,
1
else's.
Particularly business brokers, son why want a partner."
of Health, Boston, Mass.
"And that's Just the reason why you
Is bad
An address upon "Bacteria Content as Mr. Zamp. Real estate brokers
Factor in determining the Market enough, and insurings brokers is a lot wouldn't get one," Shlmko declared.
Value and Healtbfulness of Milk," by of sharks also; but for a cutthroat, a "A small stock of piece goods you
Hermann C. Lythgoe, Director, Divi- low life bum, understand me, the worst couldn't help, Zamp; but if you let that
sion of Foods and Drugs, State Departfeller come into your store and find
is a business broker!"
ment of Health, Boston, Mass.
"That's all right, too, Mr. Shimko," you ain't got no cutters or cusCbmera
the
of
"The
An address upon
Report
said timidly; "but If I that's your own fault"
Boston Chamber of Commerce on the Harry Zamp
"What d'ye mean, Mr. Shlmko?"
Milk and Cream Situation in New Eng- would get a partner with, say, for exa go of this Zamp demanded.
make
recommenI
could
and
the
its
$500,
difficulties,
ample,
land,
"I mean this," Shlmko explained. "If
dations to overcome these difficulties," here business."
I would got a store like you got it here,
by John C. Orcutt, Secretary to ComMr. Shimko nodded skeptically.
mittee od Agriculture, Boston Chamber
"I ain't saying you couldn't," he Zamp, and a friend offers to bring me
>>f Commerce, Boston, Mass.
"but where would you And such a feller with a couple thousand dollars
agreed,
ManAn address upon "Feeding and
a
Nowadays a feller with for a partner, understand me, 1 would
partner?
E.
C.
agement of a Dairy Herd," by
§500 don't think of going into retail go to work, y'understand, and get α
Pope, Manchester.
for the
Among other speakers will be includ- business no more. The least he ex- couple cutters and engage 'em
ed L E. Mclntire, East Waterford; E. pects is he should go right away into afternoon. Then 1 would turn around,
L. Bradford, Auburn; Ε. E. Harris, manufacturing.
Jobbing and retail- y'understand. and go up and see such
Skowhegati; W. K. Hamlin, South ing is nix for such a feller, understand a feller like Kllnkowltz, which be is
Waterford; C. L. Junes, Corinna; Ray- me—especially clothing, Mr. Zamp, manager of that tbeayter on Bivlngton
mond Pearl, Orono; J. A. Ness, Auburn;
even drugstores carstreet and 1 would get him to fix up
Dr. Cbas. D. Woods, Orono; Russell S. which nowadays
as a side Une, bo
for me a half α dozen young fellers
Smith, Washington, D. C ; II. G. Beyer, ries retail clothing
from his theayter, which they would
Jr., Portland; A. E. Hodges, C. S. Stet- cut up the business is."
come down to the store for the day,
son, Prof. Franklin Menges, York. Pa.;
Ilarry Zamp nodded gloomily.
and Prof. H. B. Fullerton, Medford, L.
"And, furthermore," Shimko added, and some of 'em acts like customers
I., Ν. T.
Then,
and others acts like clerks.
"business brokers could no more get
The program of the Maine Live Stock
a
partner when my friend brings in the feller
you
Breeders' Association meeting is as folwith money as with $2,000, understand me, what do
lows:
do they see? The place 1b full of cuscould
they
Thursday, Dec. 9
9:30 A.M. Dullness meeting
Mr. tomers and salesmen, and in the rear
miracles,
committees
Keporte of officers and
Zamp. Them is a couple of cutters chalking lines
Appointment of committees
11:00A.M. Lecture
Is past, Mr. on pattern papers and cutting it up
days
Relation, Fred Kasmuescn, Pro
Zamp, and all a with shears. You yourself are so busy,
fessor of Dairy Husbandry,
Durham, Ν. H.
broker understand me, you could hardly talk
business
1:30 P. M. Lecture
could do nowa- a word to us. You don't want to know
Future Opportunities In Live
Stock Breeding, J. A. McLean
days is to bring anything about getting a partner at alL
of the Quaker Oats Co., formeryou a feller with What Is a partner with $2,000 in a
ly Professor at Massachusetts
Agricultural College.
experience, and rushing business Uke you are doing it?
2:30 P. M. Separate meetings of tne
you don't need a I beg oP you you should take the matMaine Ayrshire Breeders' Aseoclatlon
broker ter under
business
consideration, but you pretty
Maine Guernsey Breederb' Assofor that Mr.
ciation
near throw me out of the store on acMaine Holsteln Breeders* AssoZamp. Experi- count you got so much to do. At last
ciation
ence in the retail
Maine Jersey Breeders' Associayou eay you would take a cup coffee
tion
clothing business with me at β o'clock, and I go
away
Maine Shorthorn Breeders' Assois like the meaciation
with the $2,000 feller, and when we
Maine Sheep Breeders' Associasles
everybody meet again at β o'clock he's pretty near
tion
has had It"
4:30 P. M. Business meeting of Maine Live
to invest his money with you.
Stock Breeders' Association
"Then what crazy
[
Do you get the idee?"
as
should I do, Mr.
The business meeting can continue
"Might you could even get the feller
Shimko?" Zamp
long as desired or until time for the
to pay for the coffee, maybe," Zamp
Association.
asked helplessly.
Banquet of the Dairymen's
carried away by
Most of the breeders are planning to at"I must got to suggested, completely
I
tend the banquet.
Shlmko's enthusiasm.
a partner
get
Tbe extra time assigned for business
"If the deal goes through," Shim ko
Ana
aln t it;
discussions is planned for at tbe request with money somewhere,
declared in a burst of generosity, "I
of several members. It is highly prob If I wouldn't go to a business broker
would even pay for the coffee myself!"
able that more time can be spent in who then would I go to—a bartender?"
"And when would you bring the fel"Never mind!" Mr. Shimko exclaimround table discussions than has been
allowed in the past.
"Borne people got an idee all bar- ler here?" Zamp asked.
ed.
Hie ttllCÏUWU /Cl,
There are some happy surprises in tenders is bums, but wunst in awhile a
1 WUUJU ow ut Hi
prospect for the meetings of tbe State feller could get from a bartender an Shimko replied as be opened the store
all
Associations. Plan to be present
1 got working for me door, "and 1 would telephone you sure,
advice altux
day.
wunst in my place down on Park row by Dochtel's place, at 4 o'clock."
Manure for Soil Humus
a feller by the name Klinkowitz, which
Zamp, full of gratitude, shook bands
I w.n greatly impressed by a lecture he Is now manager of the Olympic with bis landlord.
of M
on fertilizers given by Prof. Hurd
Qardens, on Rlvlngton street, and if I
•If I would got such a head like you
Λ C last year. He made very plain the would have took that feller's advice,
got It to tbluk out schemes, Mr. Shimfact that we so often overlook, namely,
Mr. Zamp, instead 1 am worth now my ko, " he said fervently, "I would be a
that unlet» soil is sweet and in good
tens of thousands I would got hun- millionaire, I bet yerP
condition mechanically as to the supply
'When
"The thinking out part is nothing,"
of bumus, etc., it is of little use to ap- dreds of thousands already.
There is you see a feller is going down and out, Shimko said as be turned to leave.
ply commercial fertilizer.
nothing so valuable for land as barnyard Mr. Shimko,' he always says to me, "Any blame fool could think out a
I have yet to see anything 'don't show him no mercy at all. If
manure.
scheme, y'underatand. but It takes a
that will produce such tall, dark green you set 'em up for a live one, Mr.
bright feller to make It work!"
stalks of Held corn at* will hog manure Bhlmko,' he rfays, 'he would anyhow pretty
"If a feller wouldn't be in business
dropped in bills and the corn planted on buy a couple of rounds, but a dead one,
for himself," Shimko said to Isaac klelthe manure. The next best method of
Mr. Bhlmko,' he says, If you show him selson as
they sat In Wasserbauer's
fertilizing corn is a heavy coat of cow
the least little encouragement under- cafe that afternoon, "he
or
manure spread on the land in winter
might Just as
early spring. This, when plowed under, stand me, the least that happens you well never come over from Russland
with the addition of some 800 pounds Is he gets away with the whole lunch at alL"
fertilizer per acre, will grow splendid counter.' Am 1 right or wrong?"
"I told you before, Mr. Shimko," Melcorn.
Mr. Zamp nodded. He resented the
celson retorted, "I am from Lemberg
Where land is too heavy to cultivate 1
he
was
a dead one.
imputation that
plow the sod ground in August, spread but he felt bound to agree with Mr. geborn."
"Oestreich oder Russiand, what Is
heavy with green manure and row to Bhlmko In view of the circumstance
the difference?" Shimko asked. "If a
grass seed at once, using one bushel
on the following day he would
barley per acre as a nurse crop; also 300 that
feller Is working for somebody else,
to 400 pounds high-grade fertilizer ap- owe a month's rent with small prosnobody cares who be Is or what he to,
will
to
the
This
of
able
It
Indeed,
pay
being
spring following.
pect
plied
while if he's got a business of his own,
briug big crops of bay, provided the soil be wondered at Mr. Shlmko's amia- understand
me, everybody would reis sweet, otherwise the crop of
timothy bility, for as owner of the Canal street
spect him. even If he would be born
The biggest crop of
will be light.
premises Bhimko bad the reputation in, we would say for example, China."
strawberries I ever eaw was raised on
of being a harsh landlord. Had Zamp
"Sure, I know, Mr. Shimko," Melselground that was stuffed with manure.
I find that in order to get any decent but known it, however, store proper- son rejoined, "but there 1s businesses
in
active and
plant growth I have to resort to manure ty on Canal street was not
businesses, and what for a busiof some kind. Fertilizer alone will not demand of late by reason of the new
ness Is a small retail clothing store on
land
has
do the trick—except where
bridge Improvements, and Bhimko's Canal street?"
been previously filled with manure. I
amiability proceeded from a desire to
"Small the store may be, I ain't denyrecall a man in a neighboring town who
retain Zamp ue a tenant if the letter's
had a tine hay farm, and wishing to give
ing it." Shimko said; "but ain't It betsolvency could be preserved.
ter a feller does a big business In a
up dairying tried commercial fertilizer
"But I couldn't help myself, Mr. small store as a email business In a
alone. IIis grass soon run out and bo
made a failure of hay farming on fertiliz
Zamp," Shimko went on. "I got no big store?"
er.
business keeping a restaurant at alL"
"If be does a big business, yes," MelAnother most valuable asset to the
As a matter of fact Mr. Bhimko's selson admitted; "but If a feller does
farm is meadow muck. I recall an old
late restaurant was of the variety pop- a
big business why should be want to
friend from New Hampshire who used
designated as a "barrel house," got a partner?"
to tell me of the great value of muck for ularly
retired from the busilight soils. I laughed at the idea then, and he had ouly
"Ain't I Just telling you he don't
but now I know better. One piece of ness after his license bad been rewant no partner?" Shimko interrupted.
dry, light land belonging to a neighbor voked.
"And as for doing a big business, I
was spread very heavily with muck; in
"Yea, Mr. Zamp," Shimko continued;
fact, that piece was deluged with it. "in a business like that .a feller bet yer we could drop In on the feller
This was dope a great mauy years ago
any time and we would find the store
shouldn't got a heart at all. But I am
and still that ground produces large
full of people."
couldn't
bear
that
I
way.
crop* of apples and a good grass crop, very funny
Melselson
commented,
"Gewiss,"
me.
understand
to
see nobody suffer,
Little or no fertilizer bag ever
too.
"three people playing auction pinochle
of
me
on
the
but
of
been used
und everybody takes advantage
piece,
plenty
in a small store is a big crowd 1"
cow manure has been applied regularly.
So I tell you what
on account of It
"No auction pinochle gets played In
Where meadow muck or rather peat I would do.
My wife got a sort of a that
store, Melselson. The feller has
was applied to dry soil I have found that
relation by the name Miss Babette
blm two cutters and three
strawberry plants etand the drouth well
for years by working by
works
which
she
Schick,
and bear splendid crops. In this case I
salesmen? and he makes 'em earn their
as
a
deand
suit
concern
a
cloak
big
tind hen manure plowed under and fermoney. Only yesterday I am In the
tilizer applied on the surface or with signer. She ain't so young no longer,
and if you would believe me,
store,
shallow cultivation makes the best of but she got put away In savings bank
his own landlord he wouldn't
plants and saves the trouble caused by a couple of thousand dollars, and she Melselson,
talk to at all, so busy he to."
the May beetle where cow manure is Is
engaged to be married to a young
"In that case what for should he need
used.
the name Isaac Meiselson,
One crop I bave been able to raise poller by
me for a partner? I couldn't underdoee
what
he
with commercial fertilizers and wood which nobody could tell
stand at all," Melselson declared.
ashes alone is peaches. It is now quite for a living at all. One thing Is cer"Neither could I," Shimko replied,
used any ma- tain—with the money this Meiselson
a few years since I have
"but a feller like you, which be would
I will say, gets with Miss Schick be could go as
nure in my peach orchard.
soon got $2,000 to invest, needs blm
however, that I plow under a crop of partners together with you and pull
for a partner. A feller like Zamp would
hairy vetch and weeds every spring to you out of the hole, ain't It?"
furnish humus for the soil.
keep you straight, Melselson. What
Mr. Zamp nodded again without enAs to plowing uuder greon stuff I have
you want to somebody which he to gonot given it a fair trial since the tempta- thusiasm.
ing to make you work."
"Sure. I know. Mr. Shimko." he said,
tion to feed it to 12 hungry cows is too
"What «ly'e mean, going to make me
great; moreover, I believe the manure "but if a young feller would got $2«000 work?" Melselson asked
indignantly.
from cattle is vastly better fertilizer
a
busluess, y'understand, "I am working Just as hard as you are,
to invest in
than green fodder, except the legumes,
If
he
should he come to me?
Mr. Shimko. When a feller to selling
and the latter are too expensive, with why
Mr. Shimko, that
toilet soaps and perfumeries, Mr. Shim*
the high prices of olover and Tetch seed, would got only 1000,
But
for one to lay down ground for one year would be something else açain.
ko, he couldn't see his trade only ceronly and then plov uuder the fodder.— with so much as $2,000 a feller could tain hours of the day."

this feller comes In here and
alone in the place, with no
customers ner nothing, he gets an Idee
If s a dead proposition. Ain't it?"
Bhlmko pulled out a full cigar case,
a woman.
When you sit down to milk and Molly whereat Zarnp's eye kindled, and he
chewing her end and begins to licked his lips in anticipation. But
Tbe small children enjoy a sand bag stop·
look
juet pat ber on the udder after Shimko had selected a dark per■wing; just a single rope with a small with around^
Then noa low word of approval.
he closed the case deliberately
bag of sand which the youngsters jump tice the Infinite content tbat steals Into fecto
and replaced it in his breast pocket
Put one up.
on to bestride tbe rope.
her eye as ahe resumes chewing.
"A business man must got to got
Signs often fail in the selection of a
he said to the disappointed
in
feedgumption,"
Hens
appreciate punctuality
cow, but the scales and the Babcock test
ing. And we like to see them coihe run- Zamp, "and if you think you could got
can always be relied upon.
ning at meal time· as if they meant a partner Just by bringing him into the
Tbe milk from fresh animals should basine··. Fowls are not thrifty when store here and showing him the stock
be rejected until after the ninth milk- they act aa if they did not oare whether and fixtures which you got it you are

ing.

Democrat.

comparison

as

gold

"What are you doing, Zamp?" Shim· and bis well cot clothing testified to
ko exclaimed. "At 2 o'clock the store his
I
complete solvency.
: would be empty I"
I
Indeed, a replica of the coat and vest
I "Would ltr Zamp retorted aa be
bung In the window of bis enlarged
eyed a well dreeeed youth who paused business premises on Canal street la·
In front of tbe show window. "Well,
beled 'The Latest Prom the London
maybe it would, and maybe it would Pickadllllee," and he had sold, strictif
Mr.
there
and
Shlmko,
anyhow,
not,
ly for cash, more than a dozen of the
wouldn't be no custom ere here we
not to take a partner."
same style during the last twenty-four
of
to
would
cutting
anyhow got plenty
"Did he say be wouldn't take a partFor the rush of trade which
hours.
Is
I da Besides, Shlmko, customers like began on the day when be hired the
ner?" Melselson asked hopefully.
"He says to me so sure as you are ! sheep—If you get a run of 'em one fol"property" salesmen and cutters had
sitting there: 'Mr. Shlmko, my dear lows the other."
not only continued, but bad actually
forenoon
the
remainder
of
the
For
I
for
sake
would
be
If
It
your
friend,
Increased, and it was therefore with
would willingly go as partners together tbe two salesmen had all the customers
the most pleasurable sensations that
Shlmko
could
and
as
manage,
'but
with some young feller,' he says;
they
be recognized at the next table Isaac
when a business man is making mon- watched them work his face grew inMelselson, the unconscious cause of all
ey,' he says, 'why should he gbt to got creasingly gloomy.
his prosperity.
a
"Say, looky here, Zamp," he said.
partner Î* he
! "Excuse me," he began. "Ain't your
says. So 1 soys "You are doing here such a big bus*·
name Melselson?"
to him: 'Zamp,' I j ness where do I come In?"
"My name Is Mr. Melselson," Isaac
mean
where
do
a
do
Is
"What
'here
you
you
says,
admitted. "This Is Mr. Zamp, ain't
asked.
in?"
feller
come
Zamp
young
[
It?" Zamp nodded.
which he Is go"Why, the idee is mine you should
"You look pretty well, considering
ing to get mar- get a couple salesmen and cutters," the
way you are working In that clothried to a young Shimko began, "and"—
business of yours/' Melselson re"What d'ye mean «the Idee Is yours?" Ing
lady by ti*e name
marked.
Miss Babette Zamp rejoined. "Ain't I got a right to
"Hard work never hurted me none,"
"
hire a couple salesmen and cutters if I
Schick.'
answered. "Are you still In the
Zamp
tor'
want
"She ain't so
Mr.
itnd perfumery business,
κυαρ
"Yes, but you never would have doue
young no long"..VNHsou?"
Melselson so if I ain't told it you," Shlmko said.
er,"
j
f ison shook lite head.
broke In ungal- "I ought to get a rakeoff here."
"I went out of the
"Su." he said.
"You should get a rakeoff because
lantly.
"
when I got married last
'By the name my business is Increasing so I got to ».»ap business
Miss Babette hire a couple salesmen and cutters!" month."
"Is that so?" Zamp commented.
Schick,'H Shlm- Zamp exclaimed "What an idee!"
busiko
Shimko paused. After all, he reflect- "And (lid you go into another
continued,
recognizing the ed, why should he quarrel with Zamp? ness?"
"Not yet." Melselson replied, and
interruption with At 2 o'clock, when he expected to rea
malevolent I turn with Melselson, If the copartner- then he smiled. "The fact Is," he add"
'which ! ship were consummated, be would col- ed In a burst of confidence, "my wife
glare,
she got, anyhow, lect 10 per cent of the copartnership is a dmssmaker."
a
couple thou- funds as the regular commission. Moresand dollars,' I over, he had decided to refuse to conSimple Enough.
"and for sent to the transfer of the store lense
says;
A manufacturer of some patent comher sake and for my sake,' 1 says, 'if from Zamp Individually to the copartcame Into the laboratory of an
I would bring the young feller around nership of Zamp & Melselson save at pound
analytical chemist one day with a botlook
him
consent
to
would
here,
an increase in rental of $10 a month.
you
tle containing an unwholesome looking
over?"
And he says for my sake he
"Very well, Zamp," he said. "May- mixture.
would consent to do It, but we shouldn't bo the idee ain't mine, but Just the
"I would give £-D," he said to know
go around there till next week."
same I would be back here at 2 o'clock,
what would make the water and oil
"All right," Melselson said; "If you and Melselson comes along."
In this mixture separate."
are so dead anxious 1 should do so, I
With this ultimatum Shimko started
The chemist looked at the bottle.
would go around next week."
off for Wasserbauer's cafe, and at ten
"Very well," he said; "write out your
"Say, looky here, Melselson," Shlm- minutes to 2 he accompanied Melselcheck."
ko burst out angrily, "don't do me no son down to Canal street
1
"Check?" the other echoed.
favors! Do you or do you not want
"Yes. Melselson," Shlmko began as
"Yes, your check for £20. You say
to go into a good business? Because,
store.
"There's
they approached Zamp's
you are willing to give that, aud for
if you don't, say so, and I wouldn't a feller which he ain't
got no more that price I am willing to tell you
bother my head further."
sense as you have, and yet he is doing
what will make the water and oil sepaMelselson
said.
"Sure, I do."
a big business anyhow."
rate."
"Then I want to tell you something,"
"What d'ye mean, no more sense as
The visitor hesitated a moment and
Shlmko continued MWe wouldn't wait
I got it?" Melselson demanded. "Al- then wrote a check for the sum namtill next week at all. With the busiways up to now 1 got sense enough to ed. The chemist carefully deposited it
ness that feller does, delays is dangermake a living, and I ain't killed myself in his pocketbook, and then quietly
ous.
If we would wait till next week
doing It, neither!"
dropped into the liquid a pinch of comsome one offers him a good price and
For the remainder of their Journey to mon salt. Instantly the water and oil
buys him out maybe. Tomorrow after- Zamp's store Shlmko sulked In silence,
separated, and whether the client was
noon, 2 o'clock, you and me goes over
but when at length they reached their satisfied or not, he bad got what be
to his store, understand me, and we
destination he exclaimed aloud:
wanted, aud he bad paid his own price
catches him unawares. Then you could
"Did you ever see the like?" ho cried. for it.—London Tit-Bits.
Bee for yourself what a business that
"The place Is actually full up with
feller is doing."
customers!"
Bad Hearing.
Melselson shrugged.
Zamp's prediction had more than JusWhen Proctor Knott, now dead, was
ue tuuu.
Λ tuu a^rweuuio,
tified itself. When Shlmko and MelseL
governor of Kentucky «11 influential
"Because," Shimko went on, thorson entered he looked up absently as
citizen of a mountain county In the
oughly aroused by Meiselson's apathy,
rolls of piece goods eastern end of the state was convicted
"If you're such a fool that you don't he handled tbe
which he had purchased for cash only of manslaughter and sentenced to serve
know It, Melselson, 1 must got to tell
Moreover, his a term of years in prison.
»ne hour previously.
Wunst In awhile if a business
you.
pockets overflowed with money, for
Having an aversion to going to prisman Is going to get a feller for partner,
a deposit of on the mountaineer brought
pressure
when he knows the feller le coming every customer had paid
to bear upon the executive office with
around to look the business over be at least 25 per cent.
"Good afternoon, Mr. Zamp," Shlm- a view to securing a pardon. Ills enplants phony customers around the
ko cried. "This is Mr. Melselson, tho emies were equally active in lighting
store and makes It show up like It was
gentleman which I am speaking to you his i>etitlon, and they set on foot a
a fine business, when In reality he is
lie wants to go as partners movement to convince the pardoning
about
going to bust up right away."
together with you."
"So 7"
Melselson commented, and
Itower that he was a menace to the
Zamp ran his band through his di- peace of the community and belonged
Shimko glared at him ferociously.
"You don't appreciate what I am do- sheveled hair. lie was more than con- behind steel bars.
One day the governor received a letfbg for you at all!" Shimko cried. "I fused by his sudden accession of trade.
"You got to excuse me, Mr. Shlm- ter written personally by the convicted
wouldn't telephone the feller or nothing that we are coming, understand ko," he said. "I am very, very busy man. It began as follows:
"I)eer Gov—If you've heared what
now."
me? We'll take him by surprise"
Meleeleon remained silent
"Furthermore," Shlmko continued,
"if Zamp sees a young feller like you,
which even your worst enemy must
got to admit It, Melselson, you are a
swell dresser, and make a flue, up-todate appearance, understand me, he
would maybe reconsider his decision

I

J
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HER FIANCE MYTH
EVEN IN HIS DEATH
Atlanta 6irl Buys Body In Cblcago nnd Has FunnrnL
LONG ROMANCE WAS FIGTIOR
Who Said SK· Was to Marry
Phyeiolan Leavoe Homo to Buy
Trousseau, but Qota Romain· of U»·
Identified Man KUiod by Train and
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Just

Shlmko winked furtively at Zamp.
"Sure, I know," he said, "but when
could we see you later today?"
"You couldn't see me later today,"
Zamp replied. "I am going to work
tonight getting out orders."

Melselson shrugged.

"Go ahead and take him by surprise
If you want to," he said wearily.
In point of fact, Isaac Melselson was
quite content to remain In the soap and

What Memory la.
The correct way to Increase the productivity of the memory is to link ev"Naturlich," Shimko rejoined, "but ery new thing with an unA-rstood
couldn't you take a cup coffee with thought already In hand. Merely to
I memorize the Bible and thus to be
us a little later?"
it "by heart"
Zamp Jumped nervouely as the door able parrot-like to speak
opened to admit another customer. is not memory. Intellectually and emotionally to appreciate and understand
To
one psalm or proverb Is memory.
know where to put your linger on tho
right verse or passage of the Ilible on
your table Is practical and useful recollection. Dictionaries, dlre<·tories, encyclopedias, Indexes and reference
books do the mechunical part for you.
Reason, association, adaptability und
the i>erception of relationships are bet

perfumery trade, and it was only by
flint of much pereuaolon on Misa Babette Schick's part that he was prevail-

ed upon to embark In a more lucrative
It seemed a distinct step
business.
downward when he compared the well
nigh tender methods employed by Mm
In disposing of soap and perfumery to
;he proprietresses of beauty parlors
with the more robust salesmanship In
vogue in the retail cjothlnp business.
"Also I would meet you right here,"
Shimko concluded, "at half past 1

sharp .tomorrow."
After the conclusion of his interview
with Isaac Melselson, Shimko repaired
immediately to Zamp's tailoring establishment, and together they pro-

ter than much Latin and more Greek,
however beautiful and Instructive these
may be In themselves.—Exchange.

ceeded to the office of Mr. Boris Klinkowitz, manager of the Olympic gardens. on Rivington street Shimko explained the object of their business,
and in less than half an hour the re-

Old Time* at the

In

nature of his own times. John Adams
used to bathe in the Potomac every
.morning at daylight because he had no
bathtub in the White House, and no
one ever pulled a camera 011 him. President Taylor used to walk about the

sufficient to throng Harry Zamp's
store for the entire day.
"You would see how smooth the
whole thiiift goes," Kllnkowitz declared
after he had concluded his arrangements. 'The cutters Is genu-ine cutters, members from a union already,
and the salesmen works for years by
a couple concerns on Park Row."

"And the customers?" Zamp asked.
"That depends ou yourself," Kllnkowitz replied. "If you got a couple real
bargains in sample garments I would
not be surprised if the customers could
Two of
customers also.
be

genuine

Ί

'em works here as waiters, evenings,
and the other three ain't no bums,
I called a dress rehearsal at
either.
morning 10
your etore tomorrow

"Did you ever see the like?" he cried.

The two clerks, supplemented by
third salesman, who had been hired
by telephone, were extolling the vlr·
tues of Zamp's wares in stentorian
tones, and the atmosphere of the little store was fairly suffocating.
"I couldn't think of It," Zamp answered, and turned to the newly arrived customer. "Well, elr," he cried,
a

o'clock."

On the following day, when Mr.
Shimko visited his tenant's store, he
rubbed his eyes.
"Ain't it wonderful!" he exclaimed.
"Natural like life!"
Zamp winked.
"Only the cutters and the salesmen

"what could I do for you?"
"Say, looky here, Zamp!" Shimko
exploded angrily. "What is the matter with you? I am bringing you hero
a feller which he wants to go as partners together with you and"—
At this juncture Meteelson raised his
band like a traffic policeman at

right

I

a

busy crossing.

As the two "proper
third stranger.
"One moment, Mr. Shimko," he inty" salesmen were busy Zamp turned , terrupted. "You are saying that I am
wants to go as partto greet him.
i the feller which
"Could you make me up maybe a ners together with Mr. Zanlp?"
|
dress suit mit a silk lining?" the new- ι
"Sure!" Shimko said.
comer asked.
"Well, all I got to say Is this," Met
"What are you so late for?" Zamp , eel eon replied. "I ain't no horse. Some
retorted. "Kllnkowitz was here schon people which they got a couple thoulike it
an hour ago already."
I sand dollars to Invest would
The stranger looked at Zamp in a
they should go into a business like
fashion.
this and kill themselves to death, Mr.

puzzled

"What are you talking about—Kllnkowitz Γ he said. "I don't know the
feller at all."
Zamp gazed bard at his visitor, and
then his face broke into a smile.
"Excuse me," he said. "I am making a mistake. Do you want a French
drape oder an unfinished worsted?"
For the next thirty minutes α succession of customers filled the store, and

ι

Shimko, but me not!"
He opened the store door and started
for the street
"But, looky here, Melselson!" Shimko
cried In anguished tones.

"Koosh, Mr. Shimko!" Melselson said,
"I am in the soap and perfumery bustness, Mr. Shimko, and 1 would stay in
it tool"
Six months later Harry Zamp sat la
Klinkowltz's supernumeraries Daebtel's coffee house on Canal street
when
arrived at intervals during that period and smoked a postprandial cigar. A
diamond pis sparkled In hie necktie,
y^mp tun'ed them (til away.

In her mind she created the existof a sweetheart who never we*

ence

maintained the fiction in a manner to

gain the full credence of her family
engaged to
She showed
"Dr. Alleyne Ilensley."

and friends that she was

letters and gifts of candy and trinket»
from Canada supposed to have com·
from him.

For α time she was In despair, saying be bad Jilted her. Then she announced α reconciliation, set the date
for ber wedding to "Dr. Hensley," then
suddenly reported him killed in a railroad accident, brought a corpse to l*r
home from Chicago, but Just before

the funeral broke down and said she
had bought the body to finish off the
amazing fiction.
Miss Crumley is a young woman ot
considerable social distinction in Atlanta.
She is an instructor and concert performer musically and had neror

given evidence of abnormality until
following an illness that came upon h«f
some months ago.
Announced "Betrothal."
Bhe went to Johns Ilopklna university, at Baltimore, and after an opera-

tion was absent in Baltimore tor three
She went home apparently
months.
She announced to
In sound health.
ber family and friends that while away
she bad become betrothed.
lier sweetheart she described as "Dr.

Alleyne Uensley,"

town and stop and chat with everyone
he met, like η policeman. A reception
In the White House in these days is
relieved of monotony only by the great
crush of guests, who trample the
clothes off one another's backs. Another president set up in the east room a
000 pouud cheese and Invited the multitude to como In and help Itself, which
the multitude proceeded to do.

World's Oldest Industry.
The pearl fisheries of Ceylou are said
to be the oldest industry in the world.
For over 3,0«0 years the pearl oyster
harvest has been gathered by the natives, who, skilled in «living, have handed down the industry from one generation to the next. Pearl lishlilg In Ceylon today is somewhat of a speculation.
The greatest care is taken lest when
the shells of the bivalves arc opened
any of the precious gems be lost of
A very strict watch Is kept
stolen.
over the natives who are employed in
this kind of work, but in spite of the
greatest precautions some of the smaller stones are frequently concealed. The
refuse from the shells is very carefully
examined subsequent to this first examination. Even the dried dust of the

oyster is

carefully sifted.

Smokele»· Powder.
Smokeless

powder

dates back some

fifty years, but it was not until about
1680 that it attained its real efficiency
and sprang Into general use. It must

be understood that even the best of
thia powder Is not absolutely smokelees.
It is not smoky enough, however, to "do any harm," and as compared with the old powder may well
be called "smokeless."—New York

American.

widower, wboaa

a

home she said was in Quebec, Canada,
where he lived with an only child. Let·
tere were received by ber dated Quebec, Canada, and shown and read to
ber friends. Boxes of candy and even
flowers came to her all the way from
Canada—ostensibly so at least. To ber
family and friends she gave minute descriptions of the appearance and character of her suitor. It Is only recalled
now that sho never displayed a photograph of her fiance.
Then she declared that the "docto·"
had telegraphed that he woe seriously
111 m Baltimore and must see her. She
went there, but returned home weeping, stating that she had found him
thero In excellent health, bat that be

had summoned her to say be did not
intend to marry her.

Engagement Renewed.
Then things brightened again. "Dr.
Hensley" bad written to Implore forgiveness. Ilo begged her to marry him.
Sbe announced tbat she had consented,
that be was coming to Atlanta and
tbat they would be married on Not. ITHer Atlanta friends arranged many
social entertainments In ber honor—
showers, teas and other partie*—and
sbe left town with the purpose, h he an·
nounced, of purchasing her truuseeau

in New York. But the next heard from
Sbe telegraph'
was from Chicago.
ed her family that "Dr. Henaley" had
been killed in a railroad accident there.
There was the deepest concern tot
her when she returned to Atlanta with
It vu
the body of "Dr. Hensley."

ber

an undertaking Arm, prepared
for burial and placed in ber home. Just
how suspicion arose as to the "peychlc
sweetheart" is not known, save that
Dr. Bates Block, a nerve specialist,
questioned Miss Crumley at length OS
the eve of the funeral, and ahe broke
down.

given to

Capital.

esque Incidents which the old timers

ers

psychology to attract wfcl·
attention 1b that of Mlae Jalia
Choate Crumley, daughter of the Be*.
Howard Lee Crumley, superintendent
of the Baptist Orphans' home of Atlanta, G a., and her Imaginary romance.
A case In

est

Feared Prematura Burial.
The doctor who left instructions that
bell watch should be fixed to hi·

recalling the lively and pictur-

enjoyed in Washington one Is moved
almost to tears over the commonplace

sourceful Kllnkowitz had engaged a
force of cutters, salesmen and custom-

showed up," he replied.
"Well, who are them other fellers
there?" Shimko asked.
"How should I know?" Zamp said
hoarsely. "A couple of suckers comes
in from the street and we sold 'em
the same like onybody else."
Here the door opened to admit a

I've heared you've heared you've heared a lie."—Saturday Evening Tost

47

α

wrist

after

deuth

as

a

precaution

against premature burial may have
beard of the similar safeguards prescribed by Meyerbeer. Two men were
to watch over blm night and day for
five days, he directed, and belle were
to be bung from bis bands and feet to
give warning of tbe slightest movement.
Finally, Incisions were to b·

made in his throat.
Harriet Martlneau ulso bad a fear of
burial alive and left directions for bei
body to be decapitated, while Lady
Burton stipulated for a poet mortem

Which,
examination of her remains.
we may ask, is greater, tbe fear of
death or the fear of life?—London

Standard.

Ducks and Mosqulteee.
According to experiments reported
by S. Q. Dixon, tbe most formidable
animal enemy of the mosquito to the
duck, and tbe introduction of this bird
is recommended for eliminating moaquitoes and tbe diseases which the··
Insects spread from marshy regions,
where draining would be too coatly.
Two artificial pools were constructed
of equal area, ducks being placed In
and fish in tbe other. The former
was quickly freed from moeqolto
pupae and larvae, while in the other
they continued to abound. Wild dock·
are said to prefer mosquitoes to all oth

one

pool

er

food.—Indianapolis News.
Natural Pottery.

Excellent natural pottery to manufactured by nature in the cas· of a certain cactus.
Woodpeckers are apt tp
excavate neets in tbe trunk and
bmuches, and In order that it may
protect Itself against these incursions

Juice, whieh
hardens, forming a woody lining to th·
bole made by tbe birds. Eventually
tbe cactus dies and withers, but th·

tbe plant exudes a sticky

wooden bowl remains.

Dodging Trouble.
"What's the matter T'
"My wife says I don't know bow M
handle tbe baby."

CharlM Reada'a Mistake.
Charles Reade, wasn't It, ' "I wouldn't get mnffed over that
who wrote, 'Nothing Is so terrible as a son," said the older man. "Take my
"
fooir
advice and don't learn."—Ifcutovlll·
"Yes, but be was wrong. I live next Courier-Journal.
door to a newly married couple. If
"It

was

Charles could see them he would at
once admit that two fools are even
more terrible."—Chicago Herald.

There to

turn into

one

thing that

can

never

suffering, and tbat to ttw goed

we have don·.
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All legal advertisement*
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are given three consecutive Insertions for ·1-90
conper Inch tn length of column. Special
tracta ma<l· with local, transient ami yearly
advertisers.
Job Pserrrao —New type, rast presses, electric
and low prices
power, experienced workmen
busicombine to make this department of our
ness compete and popular.
—

MldLE COPIES.
cents

Single copies of Tiik democrat are four
rach. They will 1* malle·! on receipt of price by
the publishers or for the convenience of patrons
on
single copies of each Issue have been placed
:
sale at the following places In the County
.Store.
Howard's
Drug
South Paris,
ShurtletTs Drug Store.

Norway,

BucktleM,
Hill,
Paris,

I'arls
West

Nove» Drug Store.
Stoue's Drug Store.
A. L. Newton. Postmaster,
Mrs Harlow, Poet Office.
Samuel T. White.

Coming Events.
Nov 15—Thanksgiving.
Dcc. 3, 4,5—Oxford County Boys' Conference,
Bethel.
Dec. β-l·'—State Dairy Conference, and annual
meetings of Ma'ne Dairymen's Association.
Maine Seed Improvement Association, and
Maine Live Stock Breeders' Association,
City Hall, Lewlston.
NEW
Where t»ua
Gloves.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Ity Counts.

Thanksgiving l.lnens.
Clothes of Quality.
Books.

Thanksgiving.

Hex Theatre.
Probate Notices,
Probate Appointments.
Parker's Hair Balsam.
A Three Years' Record.
L. T. Medicine Co.
Administrator's Sale.

κ

Mere and There.
Rhode Island is not quite so small as
the jokesmiths have represented. The
body of a man who disappeared three
was
years ago from a t wn in that slate
fourni recently, indicating that the area
Is not so crowded but that some snots in
t hate been unvislted for a considerable

period.

The fact that at least two Maine
school teachers have within a short time
had to answer in a justice court to the
charge of assault on pupils, is signiti
cant of the changing sentiment or attitude with regard to corporal puuishraent in the schools. Λ generation or
two ago nothing short of permanent injury of a pupil by the teacher would
have been held to justify the parent in
'•taking the law on him." Now corporal punishment is hardly regarded as au
essential part of school discipline. But
that is not yet considered wholly unthe
necessary or obsolete is indicated by
result in the two recent cases mentioned. In one of them the teacher was
given a small fine for technical assault,
and in the other the teacher was dis-

charged.

once famous for
army which he led to Washington,
left the .socialists and has announced
candidacy for the United States Senfrom Ohio. He muet have made
recently,
some fortunate investments
which sort of thing is terribly discouraging to Socialistic sentiments.

"General" Coxey,

tbe
hahis
ate

Something wrong, Indeed, with that Rockland
1*1 who le reported to have stolen IT or IS lozeo
street and
ckk* from a farmer's wazon on the
then eold them for 'JO cents per dozen!—Kenne
bee Journal.
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Baptist church.
And there I taste once more the sweets
The annual sale and chicken pie sup- og and fell into the river.
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apron and candy tables were cleared of work was all done
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by tbe pupils, under
It pays to blanket your horse before it gets very cold.
One by one the mad cooks sputter,
nearly everything, and nothing but two the direction of tbe manual training
One by one remove each fly."
Let me show
pumpkins were left In the booth occu- teacher, Dwigbt Meserve, and is a credit some money on your horse blankets for stable or street.
pied by Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage to the builders and tbe city.
you my line before you buy.
I atch. There was a good crowd out to
Freezing weather.
8ee the babiee, who looked very sweet
.to u .«ploy" "s
Wesley Sinnett, 15 years of age, was
Thanksgiving comes this week.
received a souvenir drowned at Cape Porpoise Friday from a
PROP. OP THi TUOKSP
Americans have mnob to be thankful and pretty, and each
HARNB888TORR.
Thanksgiving is with us once more and every oi,r>
picture of the Sistine Madonna. About «loop with auxiliary power in which be
for.
audience re- had gone out to meet his father, Lamont
·**
The roads are rough for the tires of 175 ate supper, and a good
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Mildred Perham of Bryant Pond, vocal overboard by tbe boom. His body wae
ibot them both witbin a half mile of hie since his return from tbo hospital.
Alice Barden, not recovered, though efforts were made
Flerbert E. Mason and son Merle bave and piano solos by Mies
and music on the victrola by Mr Tol- by Mr. Sinnett wbo saw the accident.
Hooper,
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•esi^cted resident of this
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Mrs.Sarah W. Brown has gone to North man of South Paris. A good sum' was The sloop, named the Evelyn, continued
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loMrs. Etta Bean bas gone to Lewiston and three children, Mr. and Mrs. Harold large sardine packing factories are
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each.
Bell's
Seasoning
Pumpkins,
PARTRIDGE DISTRICT.
Swift and two children, and Alpbonzo cated at or near Portland. They have
to do dressmaking a few weeks.
Walnuts, 26c lb.
Apples
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Stevens and daughMiss Elsie Bartlett visited Portland Tubbs left Saturday morning for bis all shut down, the run of herring having
shopped. The seemingly poor prospects
ter Marion were at Norway over Satur- over Sunday, the guest of Mrs. Lena home in Seffner, Fla.
Mixed
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of the early season have been changed
day and Sunday to visit their cousin, Roes.
Bryant's Pond.
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land In tbe so-called Franklin pasture as
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Theodore Tbayer.
meeting Nov. 10. A good program was is visiting her parents,
a nucleus for a park system. The FrankMr. and Mrs. F. H. Field went to Otis- well carried out with the following James Libby.
lin Co. and the Lyman Nichols estate
Perley Wing, Arthur Besse and Philip are tbe donors. Tbe gifts are conditionfield Sunday to see his sister, Mrs. Edna question well discussed : "What can we
week.
Chase.
do to benefit our individual grange?" Brooke are in Boston this
ed upon the widening of East avenue
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
Miss Lottie Bryant, who has been very
and son
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Why, yes, he is certainly lacking in
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do such
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thing
visit Mrs. Bennett's niece, Miss Lillian
at forty cents or more. And then, come Stearns.
to think, it was wrong for him to steal
Carl Stevens got a fine buck recently.
them anyway.
The Sunshine Club met with Mrs. Augusta Hamblin the 11th. Twelve sat
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But doesn't he run up against trouble in
grouping the pupils according to their Route No. 1, took out 66S6 pieces of mail
brightness.'
weighing 1441 pounds, and F. S. Washburn on Route 2, carried 8404 pieces
weighing 2442 pouuds, during the month
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state highway system
Tuesday to attend tbe funeral of Mr*.
Percent of total valuation on state
73.2 Abbie Perkins.
highways
Mll'-s of state highway built 1914 and
Carroll McAllister is at work for H.
200
191A
M. Adams.
Cost of state highway built In 1914
$
1.300.00C
and 1915
Miles of state-aid highway built 190idumoer.
1,030
15 Inclusive
Ν. U. Yarney was in Norway last
Cost to towns and state approxi9 5,000,000 week oo businees.
mately ....................
Howard Curtis has sold his farm and
In the will of Clara G. Fjgg. who died purchased one od Otisfield Gore.
Mr. and Mrs. John Davenport were at
at Bridgton on the 15th of October, leaving an estate of about 19000, the real es- H. A. Sturtevant's Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Corry Bonoey attended
tate is bequeathed for public purposes.
The homestead on Main Street is given grange at West Paris last Saturday.
the
inLewis Bisbee, wife and little grandt ) the First Universalis Society,
for the support of laughter spent Sunday with Mr. and
come to be used
preaching, and the property to revert m Mrs. L. E. Robiuson.
case no regular preaching le maintained
Mason.
A double
for a period of three years.
tenement house is left in trust to be used
Stephen Westleigh has finished work
The land and build- for D. W. Cnsbing.
aa a local hospital.
School commenced Tuesday, Not. 16,
ings known as the Old' Library lot are
given to the Kureka Club for the period with Miss Violet Morrill of West Bethel
of twenty years, at the end of which time as teacher.
Mrs. Robert Gushing has returned
they become a part of the trust fur the
home from Benj. Tyler's.
benefit of the hospital.
Francis Westleigh ha· · logging job in
the Bog.
The registration at the University of
Mr. and Mrs. J. ▲. McKenzie were in
Maine this year, which is Maine's largest
Of this num- Norway last Saturday to attend her slatotal registration, is 1259.
ter's funeral.
ber, 464 make up the entering class.
Eli G rover is suffering with abscesses
Eighty-four per cent of the total number on his bands.
reaide in the State; ten per cent come:
Mrs. F. A. Hunt was in town recently.
from Massachusetts; and the remaining
The Atlantic ά Pacific Tea cart was
different
fifteen
cent
six per
represent
1
this place recently.
states in the Union and three foreign through
Moses Bennett was in Hastings Suncountries. From foreign countries five
One corneal Jay.
Students are registered.
Mrs. D. W. Cnsbing is boarding the
from India, two from Argentina and two
:eacher, Miss Morrill.
from China.

N. DAYTON BOLSTER CO,

Mrs. Rose Bartlett and Miss Ethel Cole
servei refreshments, ill for several days, is now improving.
Edwin Howe, recently of Norway, is
a delicious guess cake
into one of the tenements on
the
correct
moving
one
the
guessing
given
Main Street owned by Mr·. Emily J.
weight. It was won by Lemonte Cole, Pelt.
who generously cnt it and shared with
The plumbing job at the new high
all present.
Thanksgiving will be obschool building will be completed this
served at the next meeting, Nov. 24.
week. Leon Kimball and Cobnrn Butte
Hebron.
of Norway have charge of the work.
Dr. Α B. Tyler and wife of Peru were
Dr. and Mrs. Tilden have gone to
Jamaica, Vermont, to visit his brother, visitors last week at the home of Zonae
H. Morse.
who has been ill a long time.
Fred Farnum and family will soon vaProf Baird from Bates preached here
cate the Frank Cushman house. Mr.
Sunday.
Mice Fannie Thompson of Auburn is Cushman, who has been employed in
for several years, will
spending the week with her sister, Mrs. Gorbam, Ν. H.,
return here and occupy hie residence
J. C. Donham.
H. K. Stearns is still improving. One again.
Mrs. Inez Whitman, who is at the Lewof the nurses has left, but the other will
Mrs. Cummings iston hospital, Is reported as improving,
remaiu for some time.
of West Paris is keeping house for Mr and Eben Pike, who has been at the
Maine General Hospital, has returned
Stearus.
Herold Phillips has gone to Florida for home.
the winter. He is chauffeur for Mr.
East Waterford.
of Auburn, and made the

entertained and
which included

trip by

Dingley

auto. Norman Richardson accompanied
him as far as New York, returning by
rail.
Frank Moody and Mr. Merrill are on a
short bunting trip.
Mrs. Cornelia Moody i§ expected home
from Boston soon.
Mrs. Mary Bearce is
visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Walter Conant.
Robie Sturtevant will live in Mrs.
Bearce'n house during the winter.
North
Mr.

and

Mrs.

Harry Morey

Watertord.
F.

were

P.

Bazelton

Sunday guests

and

at

Will Heath's.
Jobn Grover and family moved Monday to North Chatham, where he has
taken a job logging.
Mrs. E. J. Paige has returned from
her visit to Lovell.
Mrs. Sarah Washburn and son Ezra
Lebroke are back at their home here
from Wolfboro, Ν. H., where they have
been for some time.
Albert Brown is in very poor health,
so he is confined to his room at Alphon-

so

Charles'.

State Deputy R. H. Gates and wife
from Paris visited Waterford Grange,
No. 479, Friday afternoon, and found
everything in a prosperous condition.
Mrs. Annie Holmes was at West Paris
Sanday to see her daughter, Mrs. Will
Y ates.
Wilson's Mill·.
Peter Littlebale and family were called to Auburn Monday to attend the
funeral of Weston Brooks, son of Ε. H.
Brooks, formerly of this place.
startled to
The neighborhood was
bear of the death of W. W. Linnell very
suddenly Monday night. He had been
out of health for some years, but had
been able to attend to business. It was
a great blow to his family as he was an
ideal hnsband and father. He is survived by his wife, seven sons, and one
daughter, Mrs. Lewis Olson.
M.J. Brooks, eye specialist, was in
town Friday.
The funeral services of the late W. W.
Liunell were held at the lower church
Wednesday, Rev. Mr. Hooper of Colebrook officiating. The singers were also
from Colebrook.

Robinson Fairbanks of New York
spent several days with bis cousins, C.

H. and D. L. Pride, and Mrs. G. L. Hilton.
Mr. and Mrs. William Ward, who are
living in their cottage at Pappooae Pond,
spent Sunday at J. E. Mclntire's.
D. L Pride went to Lewistoo Sunday
and brought Miss Helen M. Sanderson
to her father's. She is getting quite well

again.

A Mr. Richardson of the University of
Maine is at L. E. Mclntire's testing two
cows for the Advanced Registry.
Waterford.
H. L. McGown bad an

day recently.

auction one

J. C. Harvey begins to gather cream
for the Turner Center Creamery Thurs-

day.

Mr. and Mrs Charlie Damon called on
bis brother, F. A. Damon, Sunday.
Gene Everett called on Geo. Miller

Sunday.

The farmers on this street have done
It looks
a lot of plowing this fall.
as if the poor season just past had not
them
much.
discouraged
very
Mrs. L. E. Abbott was In Norway
on business Saturday.
H. L. McGown is getting ready to
Mrs. W. W.
move to Jefferson, N. H.
McGown is going to the home of her
son, George Stnart, in Berlin, Ν. H.

quite

West Buckfield.

Harry Hall was at home Saturday and
Sunday from Bates.

and the building of a new street 2800
feet long from East avenue to tbe junction of Willow and Bates Streets before
The Board of Public
Jan. 1, 1017.
Works has voted to acoept the land and
to baild tbe street during tbe coming
summer.

Rural Carrier Examination.
The United States Civil Service Commission has announced an examination
for the County of Oxford, Maine, to bo
held at Norway and Rumford on Dec. 11,
1915, to fill the position of rural
carrier
at
East
and
Stoneham
that
later
occur
vacancies
may
on rural routes from other post offices
in the above-mentioned county. The examination will be open only to male citizens who are actually domiciled in the
territory of a post office in the county
and who meet the other requirements
set forth in Form No. 1077,
This form
and application blanks may be obtained
from the offices mentioned above or from
the United States Civil Service Commission at Washington, D. C. Applications
should be forwarded to the Commission
at Washington at the earliest practicable
date.

The Brock and Prince sohoole unite and
hold an entertainment and box supper at
the Prince school house Friday night,
Nov. 19.
Mr. and Mrs. P. M. Bennett went to
East Peru Tuesday.
No Joke to This.
Mrs. Pearson returned from Mexico
(Editorial In an exchange.)
Wednesday. Her daughter, Mrs. Everett Harlow', came with her.
The livery stable was formerly an imCleon Record was at Irving Smith'· portant institution in ibe community. But
the great increase of automobiles, Fords,
Thursday.
motorcycles, etc., haa brrougbt a
West Lovell.
change

Dr. Allen is stopping a few day· at
Alonzo Lord's.
Miss Aristeen Lord bas spent a week
at Marjie Johnson's In Stow.
Samuel Alleo, who spent a few days
with hie daughter, Mrs. Linus Bowley,
North Paris.
has returned home to North Brldgton.
Mrs. Bell of Portland has been with
Fred Tnbbs has moved his family to
ber consin, Mrs. Cora Nichols.
Florida, -*bere be owns land.
Earl Fox and Linus Bowley went to
James tiipley has bten making some
repairs on bis buildings. His lameness Fryeburg Tuesday after a furnace to be
installed at W. S. Fox'i.
is much better.
Llewellyn Lowe, who has been in
Massachusetts for several weeks, has re- COLDS DO NOT LEAVE WILLINGturned home with a wife, it is reported.
LY
Mrs. Blanche Lowe has been called to
Because a cold is stubborn is no reaBerlin by the sickness of her mother.
L. J. Abbott has been quite sick, but son why you should be. Instead of
"wearing" it out, get sure relief by takia now better and able to be ont.
ing Dr. King'a New Discovery. Dangerous bronchial and luog ailments often
Norway Lake.
follow a cold whiob has been neglected
Mr. and Mrs. David Flood and Mr. at the beginning. As your body faithand Mrs. Roe well Frost went to Farm- folly battles those cold germs, no better
Ington the 13th for a visit of a week or aid can be given tbem than the use of
ten days.
this remedy. Its merit baa been tested
Ε. E. Witt and familj have moved by old and young. Get a bottle to-day.
into the house be bought of V. E. Dunn. H)c. and 91.00.
Mr. and Mrs. Asa Bartlett and children are visitiog in Uptoo and vlolnlty Mother dray's Sweet Powder· lor Children,
for a week or more.
for FeverUhness, Bad Stomach, Teething DisorIrvine Frost of Anbnrn visited at ders, move and regulate the Bowels and are a
pleasant remedy for Worms. Used t>7 Mothers
David Flood's recently.
Was years. Thea never /Ml. At all druggists,
Mrs. Maud Wood seems to be gaining 16c. Sample FBBK. Address, Allen 8. Olmsted,
4Mi
LeBoy, Ν. T.
îuite fast.

Ζ. L. MERCHANT &, CO.

Wallace R. Moore.

After a final illness of only about a
week, though he had not been well for
Moore
gome time previous, Wallace R.
died at bis home in Rumford early Mon
day morning, the 15th. Mr. Moore was
the .eon of the late Nahum and Ruth
Moore. His father was for many yearn
connected with the Portland and Rumford Palls and the Maine Central Railroads.
Wallace R. Moore was born in Buckfield in 1873, but had been in Rumford
for something like twenty years. Ho
was a graduate of Hebron Academy in
the class of 1S94. He was for some years
freight agent for the Portland and Rumford Falls Railway, later was bookkeeper for C. H. McKenzie A Co., and for a
number of years before his death bad
held a similar position In the office of
the Oxford Paper Co. He was a member
of the Masonic bodies, was a very genial
and companionable man, and had a host
of friends and acquaintances.
He married Lucy, daughter of the late
Henry W. Park of Mexico, who survives
him. They have one son, Nahum, now
a senior in the high school at
Rumford.
He > also survived by his aged mother,
a sister, Mrs. Esther, wife of Anthony
Bernh of Chicago, and a half-brother,
David Moore, in the West.
The. funeral Wednesday afternoon was
attended by Rev. Allen Brown of tbo
Univerealist church, and wae in charge
of Blazing Star Lodge, F. and A. M.,
with Stratbglass Commandery, K. T.,
acting as escort.

Doesn't your salt need cleaning and
pressing for Thanksgiving wear? Bring
it in. Our tailor will do it m you want

it.

F. H.

Noyes

Co.

IRRITABLE
CHILDREN
OFTEN
NEED KICKAPOO WORM KILLER
There is a reason for the disagreeable
and fretful nature of many obildren.
Think of the unrest when the child'·
body is possessed by tiny worms sapping
its vitality and clogging its functions.
Whatever may be the cause—"that children have worm· la a fact." Your child'·
peevishness and irritability haï a cause.
Give Kickapoo Worm Killer a chance
and If worms are there this humanly
harmle·· remedy will eliminate the annoying parasite·. 25c. a box.
Are you

losing

time and energy think·

Idr of the mistakes you have made?

OUR JITNEY OFFER—Thla and 5c.
Don't mi·· thla. Cut out thla slip,

encloae with five cents to Foley A Co.,
Chicago, III., writing your name and address clearly. You will reoeive In return a trial paokage containing Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound, for cough·,
cblds and croup. Foley Kidney Pill·,
ind Foley Cathartic Tablets.—A. E.
9burtleff Co., 8. Pari·.

We pay 2 per cent interest on check account o! 1500 and over, on even
hundreds. Interest credited to your account last of every month.

Savings Department Connected with
BRANCH BANE AT BUCKFIELD, MAINE.

THANKSGIVING LINENS
The Linen

question can be solved in a satisfactory
manner by visiting our Linen
Department during specia
of
linens.
The stocks just now are
showing Thanksgiving
wonderfully interesting. The prices are also attractive.
EXCEPTIONAL VALUES IN

Ladies' and Misses'

Tailored Suits
Attractive models

developed

whipcord,

serges and

Entire stock of the

in

broadcloth, gabardine,

in fashionable

colors, also black.

fall and winter suits at MARK-

new

DOWN PRICES.

GLOVES

are

TOO EARLY TO START EMBROIDERY
WORK FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS

NOT

of but

Two Kinds

We

are now

receiving

eon, and there will be
"
teeth
We cut our business " wisdom
Good and bad.
when we elected to carry only the good kind. The variety
is wide in range, but we know that you will come to us
again—and for a long time in the future—after buying

GLOVES and MITTENS here. They wear splendidly,
it pays to give attention to the selection. We can show
affords from a
you everything the present season's market
low priced working Glove or Mitten, up to a high priced
so

Better look them

Dress Glove.

gets

over

before the weather

too cold.

Stamping

Regular

fied.

From

Square,

:

South Paris.

fine

a

assortment

variety

holiday

sea-

choose from.

to

of patterns.

stocks

are

being largely

increased and beauti-

the first part of December this
work of preparation will be continued and each day the
store will be taking on its holiday dress until we are enabled
to say we are

for the

ready

that is chosen from
to

to

now on

interesting shopping

give

the

our

busiest,

season

attractive and

most

of the year.

Th

tt

stocks of merchandise cannot fail

highest degree

of satisfaction.

Bed Blankets

CLOTHIERS AND FURNISHERS

31 Market

fine

a

stocks for the

EXTENSIVE PREPARATIONS ARE NOW BEING
MADE FOR THE HOLIDAYS

most

EASTMAN & ANDREWS

done in

new

In

fine assortment of the different

a

special values, priced

from 59c

to

$7.50 per

qualities
pair.

and

ONE PRICE CASH STORE.

Free Christmas Gifts to Our Customers Who
Place Their Orders Before December First

NORWAY,

MAINE

CASTORIAf«M»t»*(Mdm gr™*·
Novelties in Wood
«
Tfci KM Y11 Hits Ahrais Bwiglit
Leather Goods I
Picture Frames
Art Objects
It it to
"The Christmas Rush" does not make for quality.
as well as ours that we have plenty of time
advantage
your
As an inducement to the early ordering of
to do our work.
portraits for Christmas, we offer your selection of premiums
35 per cent of the
is had before the First of

to the value of

sitting

you wish.

"sitting price" free,
December—Delivery

j£S77Z~~

Λ

Stoves, Ranges, Heaters
SECOND HAND STOVES

if the

when

THE COTTAGE STUDIO

Miss Libby, Norway

South

J. P. Richardson,

Paris,

CASTORIΑ

....

Cita

lb KM Ym Kin étais Bmkt

«

Maine.

msttîZ
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Ilie Pound and other Tigs
Being

a

Very Little History,

Some Reminiscence, and
More

Divagation.

Long years ago—so many years ago
that 1 wouldu't tell if yoa acked me—as
a small boy it was my lot to travel occasionally over the road between Paris
Hill and what is still the "Forbes DisNot borne by the modη Paris.
trict
ern steed which feeds on gasoline and
miles, but behind plodding old Dobbin,
who generally used a considerable frac
tion over a half hour in covering the socalled three miles which was really
almost four. Along this somewhat leisurely way a variety of matters attracted
the attention of my young eyes, possessed
of that magnifying power which the Creator puts iu the orbs of the child, and
tixed themselves firmly in my memory.
For instance, the "Hathaway swamp,"
of the
a half-mile of road a little north
5 lace now owued by Frank Bennett,
which during a good part of the season
A-e began to dread as soon as we started
11 home; and we always felt a sense
relief when we bad completed the
ess of dropping first one wheel and
•bei another into a succession of potwhich swallowed said wheels al1:
n. -t to the "ex."
Merely by the way,
town in receut years has underdrained
».!iis stretch, and made the foundation of
what may be kept a good piece of road
in place of the former quagmire, if the
superstructure is η ot neglected in the
time-dishonored way.
However, I have wandered into branching by-i aths, for I did not start to speak
of the road problem, but of something
else which was also an inheritance from
the fathers, and w hich remained with us
I do
>ng after it bad fallen into disuse.
not
mean—alas!—the
meetinghouse
horse-shed, once a familiar object in the
country towns, now in almost every instance rotted and torn down—not even
replaced by a garage, for automobiles are
used very little to go to churches, but
mainly to go past them. Time was when
men thought no more of hitching up and
taking the family three or four miles to
church than they do now of driving a
seventy-mile c rcuit on Sunday, and
every church had to have accommodations for a large number of teams. 1
thought once of writing a "piece for the
paper" on "The Decadence of the Meeting house Horse-shed," but the more I
thought about it the more fully I realized what deep water 1 wa« getting into,
and how little I really knew about the
subjecf, and I refrained.
Again I have wandered—far from my
subject if uot from that high road of
s ghts and scenes. Beside this road, near
the bridge over what is known as Cole's
brook, though it has some other more or
less historic names, was a structure on
which my eyes rested with some curiosity. This was an enclosure, two or three
rods -quare, surrounded by a stone wall
which was a triumph of the wall-builder's art. Even in my juvenile inexperience I knew that the mau who laid up
that wall from common Held sione was
The wall was
an expert at the businiss.
considerably higher than the ordinary
farm wall, and was surmounted, as I recall it, by a hewed timber, while a narrow «ate at one front corner afforded en
trance to the enclosure.
This 1 was told was the town pound,
wherein were confined such cattle and
other beasts as had been taken up in
places where they should not be, until
they should be redeemed by their own
I accepted
ers and the proper fees paid.
the statemeut, and this enclosure became to me one of the most interesting
point? along the road. Time after time,
an we approached it, I would direct
m>
I
gaze, in the expectation, or perhaps
should say the hope, of seeing there
some cows placidly chewing their cuds,
or else with some degree of frenzy making the air rési nant while they stretched
their necks above the high wall, and
traveled back and forth «eeking relea-e.
To tbi* purpose I applied myself with
as
much zeal as I later displayed in
searching each uewly airived next year's
almanac in the hope of finding in the list
of the year's eclipses, "Total cclipse of
the suu, J tine steeuth; visible in New
England."

litil my hraicli for the impounded cows
and the total eclip.-e had just the same
reward, and tor the name reason—that
there "««n'tuo such animal." I did Dot
then undt-istand, as I did later, that conditions bad changed, and that the pound j
was even then ra'her a relic than a live
institution. Some years afterward I got
hold of a book tieat>Dg of the beginning*
of our civil government—I think it was
by John Fiske, though it is significant of
the fame of authorship that 1 can not now
recall with certainty either the title or
Two things were revealed
the author.
One, how
very clearly by this book.
many of our governmental institutions
have their roots far back in the history
of our English progenitors; and the
other, bow our New England conservatism clings to an institution an*] preserves its existence, even after changed
conditions have made it of no use.
It was so even then with the pound.
At the time I first made its acquaintance,
and for more than thirty years thereafter, the pound bad a gradually deteriorating physical existence, and a legal
status which strictly bad not changed.
Doubtless cattle were then astray at
times, tiespasniog upon others than their
owners and legally
subject to be iro
pounded, yet tbey never were. As 1
said, I never saw cattle or other animals
there, and I bave bad to look up a man
thirty years older than I to find any one
who ever did.
Oue man, 8. P. Stearns of South Paris,
now about eighty four years young, bas
told me that he remembers as a small
boy seeing llenjy Davis feed and water
some cattle which were in the pound
This must have been in the vicinity of
seventy-five years ago. Henry Davis was
the blacksmith who built the bouse on
the hill above tbe pound now owned by
W. A. Barrows, and be was poundkeep·
er.
Indeed, for a long time tbe ownership of that place seems to have carried
with it the honor—without emoluments
—of being annually elected poundkeeper.
Silas Maxim, the oldest m;»n in town, can
not recollect ever seeing any animals
confined in the pound.
Whether Paris had a pound when it
was a Massachusetts town I do not know,
but it ts altogether likely. In the laws
enacted by tbe first legislature after
Maine became a state is a chapter of
some length relating to pounds and tbe
It requires each
impounding of beasts.
towo to keep and m aintain a pound, and
provides for tbe choice of a poundkeeper
and three or more field drivers, whose
special business it was to impound beasts
running at large contrary to the provisions of tbe law.
These provisions of the law bave a
rather peculiar sound now. They forbid
the going at large at any time, on the
commons or highways in any town, of
burses, asses or mules, of one year old or
aowards, or swine; ei.nilarly forbid the
going at large between April 1st aud
November 15ib, of goats or eheep; but
"neat cattle may go at large on such
commom or highways, at any and all
time·." Towns, however, are given the
privilege of forbidding neat cattle to be
at large by vote at tbe annual meeting.
Of long persistency was tbe moral
effect of this permission relative to neat
cattle in the original law of Maine. In
time the law was amended so that no
domestic animal was allowed to be on
tbe highways unless in charge of a
keeper; but statutes are more easily
Indeed, it is only
changed than habits.
a few years since that, to my personal
knowledge, certain cows, and quite a
number of them, in the village of Paris
Hill, used to be turned out with considerable regularity to secure apart of their
living from the grass growing on the
"commons and highways" of tbe town.
Some even cherished the delusion tbat
property owner· were obliged to main-

The Bible as Literature.
Giant Tree· of Sequoia.
tain fence· to keep cattle from straying
out of the highway· on to their land.
A· » piece of literature, it stand·
Of coarse people realized that cattle
alone, both in Ita antiquity and In the
roaming at large in that way were a nui- MORE THAN" ▲ MILLION GBOW IN ON3 variety of ita contente. It Is a collection
! sance in more ways than one, and most of
of writings covering η period of about a
NATIONAL PABK.
them understood that cattle in the highthousand years, for the oldest passages
ways without a keeper were trespassers.
embedded in the oldest books may date
Yet so strong is the force of custom that
from
the eleventh or tenth century b. c.
The Sequoia National Park Is twenty,
the pound stood empty, and people enstill older,—
four years old, yet, east of the Rookie*, —some few are probably
dured the nuisance.
Testait is scarcely known.
Yellowstone and and the latest parts of the New
On one occasion a cow which had been
end of the first or beginYoeemite are the only two names which ment from the
turned out by her owner to gather iome
And
▲. d.
the enormous majority of easterners ning of the second century
of the juicy grasses growing along the
aod form are
think of when National Parks are men- how diverse in substance
roadside wandered on to the grounds of a
this collection!
tioned. Nevertheless, Sequoia is, per- the books that compose
resident of Parie Hill, and be, knowing
annals of the
in point of average beauty, the Io those that present the
haps,
her
in
whom
the
to
cow belonged, put
of all. It was dear to the heart people of Israel there are many passages
his stable and sent word to her owner superior
of John Muir, Father of National Parks, that are models of prose narrative—lersr,
where she could be found.
Although and Chief Geographer R. B. Marshall, direct, exact, yet imaginative in their
be was one of the most democratic of
The finest of thete
who knows them all as no other mau forms of expression.
in the books of Genet>is, Nummen, when the citizeus next assembled knows
or trav- are found
them,
surveyed
having
in the forum, around tbe stove in the
Samuel and Kings.
ersed them in person, has declared in bers, Judges,
The story of Joseph in Egypt, those of
■tore, he wae roundly abused as a stuckthat it possesses beauty as great an
print
Kli and Samuel, of David and Absalom,
up aristocrat, and it was declared that he all others combined.
took down his front fence on purpose to
with the prophets
It is par excellence the camping-out of the consultation
have the cows come in so be could lock
before the kings of Israel and Judah
park, as some day will be discovered.
and the battle
them up.
Gilead
to
Ramoth
went up
Perhaps the most potent reason for its
But agaiu I bave wandered from the
the last days of Elijah
lack of celebrity is that this is the Big fonght there, of
pound. For more thau eighty years the free Park, and the general public asso- the prophet, his journey to the wilderlaw required that a pound should be
his return and contest with
ciates the Big Trees of California with ness of £inai,
maintained by each town in Maine, with
the prophets of Baal, have a vivid qnalYosemite. The Mariposa Grove, within
can
one single exception,
as far as I
modern pens cannot produce.
reach of the Yosemite Valley, con- ity that
learn. In 1889 the legislature exempted easy
for something of the same
tains several enormous sequoia trees. In One has to go
the town of Whitefield from the provissuch primitive literature as the
fact the Yosemite National Park con-| order to
ions of tbe law in that respect, but in
Homeric poems or the sagas of Iceland.
tains three groves of these giants, the!
tries to reproduce tl e
the other towns tbe maintenance of a
the Merced and When a roan today
two others
being
annual
At
its
and direct simplicity of early narpound was still required.
Tuolumne Groves, which lie within easy fresh
tbe
tbe
town
went
through
meeting
rative, he is almost inevitably drawn into
reach to the northwest.
formal and perhaps solemn ceremony of
old-fashionedness or preciosThe Sequoia National Park, however, a conscious
electing a poundkeeper and field drivers, which lies many milessouth of Yosemite, ity. He is not natural, but archaic. He
even though those officers were obsolete,
is an imitator, and imitation wakes him
was created to preserve, for the use and
in The Youth's
and tbe only practical result was tbe
of the people of the United artificial.—James Bryce,
pleasure
making of a little more work for tbe re- Mates, by far the greatest groves of the Companion.
cording officer.
oldest, the biggest, and the most remarkA Source of Good English.
Nor were tbe field drivers the only
Tbey
able trees living in this world.
cuinberers of tbe record. Allied to them number
From the days of Milton and Bunyau,
Of these, 12.000 ex1,106,000.
I believe the hngwere tbe hog-reeves.
The General who read the authorized version of the
ceed 10 feet in diameter.
were
reeves were supposed to look after stray
Sherman tree, most celebrated of all, is Bib'e, then Mill new, when tlcy
it
is
but
or
of
(bat
Linsort,
hogs
something
279.9 feet hfgh with a diameter of 30 6 boys, down to the days of Abraham
certain that for many years, though duly
feet. The Abraham Lircoln tree is 270 coln and John Bright, who were diligent
of
even
of
them
none
in
their
of
it
etndents
elected,
thought
youth,
feet high with a diameter of 31 feet. The and earnest
doing such a thing. Tbeir choice was af- ί William McKinley tree is 291 feet high it has been a model of pure and simple
ter a while made an occasion for injecting
model
a
Sach
and
melodious
English.
with a diameter of 28 feet.
a little pleasantry into the doings of tbe
in doubly precious to us io these days,
OF MIGHTY DIMENSIONS.
when an immense flood of newspaper
meeting, for it was customary to choose
as hog-reeves tbe newly-married men of
and magazine literary matter, written
is
Park
General
National
Grant
The
tbe town; and if any were known who
hastily because written to be read hastiusually mentioned with Sequoia because ly,
were about to enter a state of matrimony
pours incessantly down upon us, and
though separated by six miles of moun- when
in the uear future, the honor was ex
many an author is tempted to setain and forest, the two are practically
tended to them also.
cure attention by the use of strange and
It
contains
the.same
national
only
park.
1 have sometimes wondered if the
colored phrases. Englishmen and
and was created only for the highly
pound bad meanwhile become as useless 2,530 acres of the General Grant
Americans are none too careful nowaa
tiee
protection
an institution in all other town·* as it bad
in their modes of composition, and
sequoia 204 feet high and days
in Paris. At any rate, in 1903—only a lit- mounter
do not show that sort of respect for their
in
But
General
diameter.
feet
tle more than twelve years ago—the leg- thirty-five
which Frenchmen usually do.
Grant shares bis domain with distin- language
islature, in preparation for a general reIt would be a grave misfortune for Engthe
George
guished
neighbors,
notably
vision of tbe statutes, repealed the whole
lish and American literature if the mas
tree, which is only nine feet
of style that the seventeenth
chapter relating to pounds, and pounds Washington
in height and six feet less in diame- terpieces
lees
aud field drivers, as legal institutions,
century gave to the race were no longer
ter.
ceased to exist.
to dwell in our memories and form our
The sequoias are the oldest living
I have never troubled to inquire if the
habits of expression.—James Bryce, in
in this world. "They are the con
little patch of ground which comprises things
The Youth's Companion.
writes Ellsworth Hunttbe old pouud is tbe property of tbe nectijig link,"
"between the ancient East and
town of I'aris in fee simple, or if it was ington.
modern West.
used by license or sufferance, or on the the
"Three thousand fence poets, sufficient
of reverting to the
once favorite plan
to support a wire fence around 8,000 or
original owner if it ceased to be used for
have been made from one of
its specified purpose.
At any rate, as a 9,000 acre*,
these giants, and that was only the first
physical structure the pound is not what
Six
its huge carcass
it was even thirty years ago. The weeds step toward using
hundred and fifty thousand shingle»,
and grasH grow rank in its area. Tbe
to cover the roofd of seventy or
gate and the old hewed timber which tuough
formed the second item
surmounted the wall have disappeared— eighty houses,
comes upon the trail
of its product.
Finally there still re- 1
ui'iie into that strange nothingness into
firewood
curds
of
of
mained
hundreds
Of Autumn's russet gown,
which such solid matter can dissolve
which no one could use because of the!
Even tbe wall, so skillfully laid by one
wood
of
the
never mind how much we rail
hauling
And,
who was a past master of his art, is slow- prohibitive expense
The upper third
out of the mountains.
ly becoming a mere rick of stoues; aud of the trunk and all the branches lie .in At price of turkey, pig or
m the words of the song addressed to
the ground where tbey fell, not visibly
Ben Bolt—
eat our dinner without fail
for the wood is wonderfully en- We'll
—"A elienco that crawl· round tbe walls as you rotting,
during. but simply waiting till some
And chuckle when it's dowa
Has follows! the ol<lcn <lto."
foolish camper shall light a devastating
Ii indeed there was ever any din.
Aleck.
"Huge as the sequoias are, their size
A
is scarcely so wonderful as their age
free that has lived 500 years is still in itImportance of Comma.
early youth; one that has rounded out
( Kev. Forbes fhllllps. In Answers. )
1,000 summers and winters is only in full
Early in tbe World'» history philos- maturity ; and old age, the three score
the
their
generation
ophers urged upon
years aud ten of the sequoias, does not
necessity for considering small things. come for seventeen or eighteeu centurie».
The comma is about the smallest thing
OBOWING BEFORE EXODUS.
in practical life, but it is far away from
bei'.ii the least important. In a domestic
How old the oldest trees may be is
difficulty, whete a husband and wife not yet certain, but I have counted the ;
quarreled and sought separation, a legal rings of seventy-nine that were over 2 000
gentleman was k'nd enough to try and years „f age, of tbree that were o'ver
Ile reo-nnneuded
patch up a peace.
3,000, and of one that was 3,150.
over'ores from the husband, and sug"In the days of the Trojan War and of
bis
should
write
to
be
spouse the exodus of the Hebrews from Eg>pt
gested that
•he simple and touching message, "May this oldest tree was a
sturdy sapling
heaven cherish and keep you, from your
with stiff, prickly foliage like that of a,
affectionate hu«baud John." This John
It was
cedar, but far more compressed.
duly dispatched ou a picture postcard, doubtless a graceful, sharply conical tree
but he omitted the comma, and the mes
twenty or thirty feet high, with
"May heaven cherish and horizontal branches, the lower ones of
sage ran:
keep you from your affectionate husband which swept the ground.
Like the
John."
young trees of today, the ancient sequoia
lue misplacing os a couina iuvuivcu
similar
aud the clump of trees of
age
two big commercial houses iu a law suit.
which grew close to it must have been a
A memorandum watt sent; "Can let >ou
nt
of
the
adornm.
landscape.
charming
have the hundred pieces at sixteen "and
By the time of Marathon the trees had
"OSE LONG, HAPPY, HEABTFELT SI OH.'
thousand pieces more at same lost the
hard, sharp lines of youth, and
nine.^
\V ben the message arrived it
ra'e
mature.
The lower
were thoroughly
the cost
read: "Cau let you bave the hundred branches had
disappeared, up to a height ί Nobody ever counts
pieces at sixteen, and nine thousand of a hundred feet or more; the giant
duck
or
Of chicken, pie
A careless clerk trunks were disclosed as
more at same rate."'
bare, reddish !
had transposed a comma, unconscious of columns covered with soft bark 0 inches
in Thanksgiving morning's frost
When
the part i' was destined to play.
or a foot in thickness; the upper branches
Clerks are foud of quoting the prov- ha
The
a
appetite we thought we'd lost
acquired slightly drooping aspec1 ;
erb "For one ρ >int Rtynbard lost bis and the
«piny foliage, far removed from
that
in
for only then we wish
pre- the ground, had assumed a
priory." The story noes
graceful ! Comes back,
formation da\e a prior, Clemen', ru ed rounded
!
appearance. Thau for centuries We
might have emptied every dish,
"VT his religious bouse with great wisthrough the days of Rome, the Dark !
dom and liberality. Over the entrauce
and all the period of the growth of And even if the price was high
Ages,
!
to the priory be caused to be written up:
huropeau civilization, the ancient giants
"lie open evermore, Ο thou my door,
preserved the same appearance, strong Our one long, happy, heartfelt
To none be shut, to honest or to poor." and solid, but with a strangely attractive
luck.
Is for our great
riiis free invitation was generously approachable quality."
The sequoias are found scattered all —Luruu Sheldon in New York Tim··.
interpreted by the mendicants, and peop'e came from far and wide to honor it. over the park, which has an area of 101
When the Rood Clement died a very o»7 acres, but the greater trees are
different m»n was appointed as his suc- gathered in thirteen groups of many oooooooooooooooooooooooooo
ο
0
acres each, where they grow close tocessor, a pries? of the name of Kay η hard
°
Thanksgiving day i· a festival Ο
who was as niggardly as his predecessor gether.
The following is a list of a few of the q for «Ideriy people. The mov·· 0
The sign over tbe enlud been lavish
ment on that day is toward th· Ο
Ο
trauce of the priory did not interpret the principal trees, with their names, height
Ο
home where the father and £
sentiments of his outlook on life. His and diameter:
Ο mother, th· grandfather and
meanness could η t tolerate It, nor would
Ο
lleûjht and diameter of principal trees.
grandmother, live. It matters °
it permit him to go to the expense of a
not if we have made a home for
ire>h motto. lie simply changed tbe
GIANT FOREST GROVE.
q
ourselves and If it be sver so ο
meaning by altering the'position of a
General Sherman, height, 279 9 feet;
happy, it Is to the home of boy- ®ο
comma, which made the couplet read:
36
5
feet.
diameter,
hood or girlhood that we turn
''He ο peu evermore, Ο thou my door,
Abraham Lincoln, height, 270 feet; φ on this
Ο
Ο
day.
lo uone, be shot to honest or to poor." diameter, 31 feet.
William McKinley, height, 291 feet ; I
At a dinner iu New Vork a well
known nun gave the toast, "Woman— diameter, 28 feet.
A paper
without her, man is abiute."
MUIR GROVE.
as saying:
"Woman
reported Mr. A
without her man is a bru'e."
Dalton, height, 292 feel; diameter, 27
Most people have heard of tbe mes- feet.
Then
sage, "Dou't come, too late."
GARKIEI.D GROVE.
Persons who are modern and unthere was the barber who advertised on
his sign board:
California, height, 260 feet; diameter grateful refuse to bo preached to.
30 feet.
They do not go to church on Thauks"What do you think
glving day. They stay at home and
I'll shave yoa for nothing
GENERAL GRANT GROVE.
read novels or newspapers and yawn
Aud give you a drink."
General Grant, height, 264 feet; diamand wish the shops were open or that
Of course there was a rush of custometer, 35 feet.
some one would come In for a game of
ers at once, but the barber's rendering
George Washington, height, 255 feet;
was:
bridge, or perhaps they go to the matidiameter 29 feet.
"What! Do you think
The General Sherman tree was dis- nee. But when the shadows fall there
I'll shave you for nothing
covered by James Wolverton, a hunter Is no sense of serenity or of peace
And give you a drink?"
and trapper, on August 7,1879, at which such as broods over a household where
Care has to be exercised in noting the time he uamed the tree in honor of Gen- every member has received a spiritual
There is the case eral Sherman, under whom he had served
comma when reading.
uplift from the observance of a day of
of the cnrate who bad to give out the during the war. The dimensions of this
thanks.
notice: "A sailor going to sea, his wife tree are as follows:
That's why there ought to be an
desires the prayers of the congregation."
Dimensions of General Sherman tree.
an "old fashioned" Thanksgiving in
When the nervous curate gave out the
Feet every home where this paper Is read.
notice the congregation was startled by
ÏN.9
The proclamation of our president
being informed that "A sailor going to Height
llano circumference
10.! .8
see his wife, desires the
prayers of the Ha.-e diameter
each year demands that we give
32.7
3β 5
Ureatent diameter at base
congregation."
thanks not only as individuals, but as
8»!
Circumference 6 feet above ground
27-4 a people.
Ο. E. Libby, chairman of tbe Somerset Diameter β feet above ground
17.7
Diameter NX) feet above ground
If you are diesatisQed with the result
board of county commissioners, is now
The general country le one of the most of the election you are probably sayengaged in securing deeds foi tbe right
America, abounding in ing, "Could anything be worse than
ot way for the Jackman-Kineo road beautiful In
which was authorized by the last Legis- splendid streams, noble valleys, striking the political situation this year?"
and
been
towering mountains. Some
lature, 122 500 having
appropriated. ridges,
Well, there might be war or revoluThe appropriation was contingent upon of the best trout fishing in the world is
tion. And the political situation isn't
is
of
here.
The
the
home
'he
found
Kineo
of
a contribution
park
*10,000 by
Is It?
Hotel Company, a payment of $7,500 by the celebrated golden trout, which is really affecting your comfort,
Somerset Count?, and *5.000 each by the found nowhere else in such perfection of Then be thankful for peace.
Be thankful for plenty.
towns of Long Pond and Jackman which color.
These mountains and valleys form lithave been made. The right of way is to
Be thankful for health.
one of
the most
available
be given by abutters.
Daring the sum- erally
Be thankful for friends and a home
It is
mer tbe entire location has been sur- pleasure spots on the continent.
and the love of the dear ones in your
veyed. 15 men having been employed for easily traveled and abounds In fine camp- home.
The water is drinkable in
two ttonths, and a working plan,hat ing grounds.
beeu made. It is hoped the deeds inay all the streams. Aside from the sequoias
the
can
location
the
entire
be secured so that
largest, oldest, tallest, and most valbe cut out this fall, and then the actoal uable forest trees are found here. There ®
"Think o1 your mere)··, chll· 5
grading will be commenced at tbe earli- are forests of pine, fir, cedar, and many
This highway deciduous trees that are fairly royal. Ο tun·," la a very good quotation to ο
est date next season.
boar in mind whenever trouble· 9
branches off from tbe Canada road about There are many shrubs, wild flowers, Ρ
9 threaten to overwhelm u·, and X
one and one half miles this side of Jack- ferns, and mosses of wonderful luxuriIt is a park of birds. O really if you do think of your ο
rnns in a general east- ance and beauty.
| man station and the shores of
out tbe boundaries of Sequoia Ο mercies you will surely find that
In
Moosebead
to
direction
laying
erly
and the meroiee are 5
Lake, near the mouth of Moose River, National Park some of the most superb q the troubles
about evenly balanced in most Ο
and will allow anto and general traffic to of Americsn scenio country was unac- Ο
direct to countably omitted. Just to the north ° lifetime·, even though during
go up tbe Canada road and
we do not al·
ο
Moosebead Lake, which has before had lies the wonderful valley of tbe Kings Ο their visitations
River with its spectaoular canyon acd Ο waye think so.
no highway connection.
picturesque mountains, while directly on
Not many peat bogs are worked in the east, over the Great Western Divide,
exones
valuable
lies tbe valley of the Kings River, widely
Maine, though several
The Outlook.
ist. One that has been profitably work- celebrated for its beauty.
Mount WhitNew Boarder—How's the fare hen?
130
of
farm
aboat
ed is on the Farwell
ney, on Its east bank, is the loftiest
Old Boarder—Well, we have chicken
acres on Webster Street in the suburbs mountain In the United States.
These
of Lewiston. It bas recently been pnr- two districts are easily raaohed from the every morning.
chased by Orland S. Ham of Lewiston, national park, of which they are In effect,
That*· first rate. How Is tt served 1"
who proposes to develop It extensively though not in administration and protec"In the aheU."
in the spring.
tion, a natural part.
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Where the Turkeys
Come From
eral
consumption
on tbe Atlantic
seaboard Is produced In tbe states
of Ohio, Indiana,

Illinois, Kentucky,
Michigan and

The adjaIowa.
cent states of Missouri, Kansas, Tennessee, Arkansas and Minnesota also
contribute shares, but to a smaller extent. This supply is termed "western,"
a portion of which Is "dry picked,"
while the remainder Is scalded to enable the ready removal of the feathers.
The latter presents the better appearance before cooking, but the former Is
plumped up and becomes attractively
smooth and of unbroken skin surface
under the Influence of the heat needed
in its preparation for the table. All
choice or fancy turkeys and other poultry are dressed "dry picked."
There are several sources of production of ultra superior turkeys, for each
of which it is claimed that it holds the
palm of excellence. As the reputation
for luxurious living in this country began in the south, it will be well to commence with a description of the rice
fattened birds of Maryland. They are
distinguished for delicacy of flesh and
flavor which are imparted by their exclusively rice diet, and their skin Is
remarkably white, as compared with
that of other poultry, which is also attributed to the character of feeding.
There are certain epicures who will

partake of
"Maryland

no other turkeys while
rice feds" are procurable.
The next in order is what is designated as "Philadelphia," and this em-

braces turkeys, chickens, fowls, geese
and ducks. Pennsylvania has been occupied by a thrifty class of German

Thanksgiving

immigrants, who early provided good
poultry, especially in Bucks county of
that state, which furnished the supply

quail,

of the citizens of Philadelphia.
Visitors to that city, attracted by the
excellent poultry with which they were
served, substituted for "Bucks county"
"Philadelphia," and so It has become
the term for all varieties of Pennsylvania poultry sent out of the state.
Northward progression of the descrip
tlon of famous poultry next halts at
There the poulterers
Rhode Island.
have selected the largest of the cultivated strains, which attain the weight
of twenty-five to thirty pounds the
flret year and fifty pounds and upward the second year. Massachusetts
has its claim to the production of high
class poultry also on file, and to turkeys it adds geese, of which in New
York, where all qualities and standards
are passed upon and determined, the

excellence is couceded.
Large size, tendaruess of flesh, pal·
atableness of flavor, are all Included
and, though Rhode Island, Philadel
phia and Maryland each and all lnslsl
that their geese cannot be excelled, the
city epicures decide for Boston's claim
by their insistence for that supply to

dense'

the limit of its extent

good

δ
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Thanksgiving's Uplift
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We thank him who hu made and
peeeorved ua a nation.
Who hid thla continent from the
eyes of the wojld until the time
for <U revelation had come.
Who summoned hither faithful
men, believing In God and In men
as the ohlldren of Qod.
Who preserved the brave colonlati from famine, pestilence and
sword; from Internal dissensions
and from foreign foes.
Who united the hearta and minds
of the various peoples In their demand for liberty and their déclaratlon of Independence.
Who made wise the counsels or
their counselor· and strong the
arm of their defenders and gave
victory to tho weak battalions.
Who pacified the strifes and vanqulshed the Jealousies which separated the several states and Joined them In one indissoluble union,
mo suffered not the evils of slavery to end In the nation's death, but
raised up prophets of liberty to
awaken the consciences of the peopie.
Who has brought to our shores
the oppressed of other lands and
made it a refuge, a school, a home
for the needy and the aspiring ol
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This Time
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concen-

wealth.
Who Inspires other clear sighted,

trated

»

brave hearted men to toll In peaceful voeatlons without stint for pub11c education and public virtue.
*
Who has given to us an open

_

moments of heated discussion before
can all agree upon Just which one
is good enough, and then more consultation before they decide that the association funds are being used to the
best advantage in the purchase of the
bird that is chosen.
Thanksgiving teaches one thing—
namely, that there is no need for a uni-

0
°
_

ο

6

Bible, a living church and a com- Ο
mon faith in a righteous and a redeeming God.
Ο
9
Oh, that men would praise the 0
wonhis
and
his
for
Ο
Lord
goodness
Ο
Ο derful works to the children of Ο
Ο men!—Outlook.

g

°

versal language. When there Is a universal need the words take care of
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The Old Time Spirit

of Thanksgiving

The old time spirit of Thanksgiving—
"Ah, those were pood old days!" This
with reminiscent sadness. If there w ae
not a lurking sentiment for the splendor of good fellowship, for the charm
of simplicity and the peace that comes

Ο
Ο

2

Ο
O
q
Ο

It wa· a beautiful and appro·
custom in the old Puritan
ohurch·· to endeavor to reco«*
cile upon Thankagiving day any
disputes whioh might hava ooeurred among the member·. AIthough it ia poiaible that little if
any trace of *.hia excellent eus·
torn ia found In moat churches
today, it livaa in th· reunion of
famiiiea.

from the contented heart that marked
the old time Thanksgiving, there would
be no regret for the good old days that
But why can't they be conare gone.
jured back again that we might cherish the generous spirit of that household festival?
It is the character of the day that
we would have back again-the aftermath of the harvest, with its spirit of
Joyouaness, the bounteous feast gathering together the family, making sacred the beauty of home ties.
In old New England a hustle of prep-

INTRODUCING THE THANKSGIVING BIRD.

themselves.

aration began long before the appointThe turkey, strutting in
ed day.
haughty disregard of his fate, was
watched with eager eyes and fed with
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you?—New
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The Night After Thankagiving.
'Twae the night of Thankagiving. when
all through the flat
Not a creature was stirring, not even the

ο
Ο

Johnnie lay sleeping upon his small

win

a race.

And a dozen big gobblers sat there lo a
ring.
And they pocked at h la legs and they dug
at his wing;
He tried to call "father" and "mother,"
but vain,
While they still kept their pecking and
causing him pain.
At last, with an effort, he made a big
slash.
And off from the table he went with a
crash,
And when he awakened his parents bott
said,
"Good Lord, John Augustus, can't yo·
stay In your bedT"
—Joe Cone In Boston Herald.

York Tribune.

Thanksgiving day

ought
churchgoer·.

to
It

much
is the one day in the year on
which sectarians sink all their
differences and unite in a com·
mon worship before God.
mean

to

Ο

HELPING MOTHER WITH THE
INQ DIMNEK.

THANKSOIY-

the house was aglow In Joyful anticipation of the coming guests—a true

q
Ο

q

§

enter Cnto hie gatee with
tbanhegfvfng and (nto hie
courte with praiee; be
tbanhful unto him and
bleee hie name.
pealm
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Adorning the
Thanksgiving Table
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PRETTILY

A

decorated
dining table
makes nil attractive setting for
the Thanksgiving
feast Every year
tile shops arc full
of quaint suggestions for the fes-

tivity, from 11Λ. ature representations
of tho lordly gobbler to the homely but
palatable pumpkin. And, best of ail,
many of these pretty favors and place
carde can be made at home with very
little trouble.
There is perhaps nothing more effective among these new ideas than the
pumpkin centerpiece, or Jack Uorner
pie, as It Is sometimes called. This is
really a most deceptive affair, for it
looks like a genuine pumpkin, but is
really cunningly fashioned from deep
yellow tissue paper held in shape by a
wire frame or a frame of rather stiff
cardboard. The stem and leaves are
made of dark green paper. The interior of the pumpkin is hollow and
can be tilled with small favors for the
guests, with ribbons leading from it to
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per. The small pumpkins are simply
balls of cotton on a wire stem covered
with yellow crape paper, while the
blossoms arj of yellow tissue.
Just below the lace trimmed cloth
this same table is draped with a roll
of turkey paper, which is most effective. This is a white crape paper on
which are printed large turkeys iu nattural colors. It Ls gathered along the
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May we so order our lives that
we may ever strive to be at one
with God, not only to give but
also to live thank· unto God. In
this holy frame of mind may we
of
all enter into the spirit
Thanksgiving day.
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Reading the

Death Warrant

gayly

dear was the cider passed around!
Hearts overflowing with Jollity and
gratitude burst into song—
Ah, on Thanksgiving day, when from east
and from west.
From north and from south, oome the
pilgrim and guest;
When the gray haired New Englander
sees round his board
The old broken links of affection restored;
When the care wearied man seeks his
mother once more
And the worn matron smiles where the
girl smiled before!
This was the spirit of old time

TT takes extra fine flour to make
all three equally well, but
William Tell does it, because it is
*

by a special

process from
Ohio Red Winter Wheat. If you

bread, cake
and pastry that keep the family
looking forward to your next treat,
tell the grocer that nothing will
do but William Tell—the flour that
to blue ribbon

division of

our

poopla

muet in time be of benefit to tha
people aa a whole ι for tha βκ·
tension of education and tha
fostering of the arte and aol·
en ces ι for our proeorvation from
flood and famine, plague and
drought—for theee tokone of the
benignant and beneftoent oaro of
a watchful Providanoa it la ha·
shatdd
coming that the
gather, to offer thanka to ΑΙ·

poopla

mighty God.

While in sorrow and compa··
«ion we view tha miaery and dav·
aststion which a world war ha·
brought to our f«llow beings
across the ocean, while wo look
aghast at field· dyad with tha
blood of brave men and wet with
the tear· of women and little
children, at homee destroyed, at
commerce
palaied, at proud
citie· leveled to the duet and
progre·· giving way to decola·
tion, our mind· muit turn in
gratitude to him who ha· k«pt
our nation whole and unharmed.
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Bobby Burns'
Thanksgiving Grace
Some hae meat and canna eat,
And some would eat that
want it,
hae meat, and we can
eat,
Sae let the Lord be thankit

But

we
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0
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0
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eapecial
congratulation in the
We

have

eauaa

of

advanoe·
of scisnce and virtue in our
midst.
It ia fitting that we

0

£q

ment

Ο

should, as a people, acknowl*
edge our obligatione and render
our thanks to the gracioua Au*

ο
Ο
°

thor of all

our

mercies.

£

Ο
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What Bessie Is
Thankful For
I'· dot a pretty dolly,
An' l'a dot a nice new hat|
I'· dot a picture book an' ring
An' much more finga 'an dat.
I'· dot a playhouse by the crook,
Where my papa loves to fish,
An' it's dot a little bwoken chair
An* a pretty bwoken diah.
An' we'e dot a turkey dinner,
An' peach an' pum'kin pie.
An' pudding, too, wif chooolat*
An' heaps of fings, oh, myl
I's dot so much I's fankful for,
Lots more'n I can tell,
But mos' of all I's thankful for
Is 'at all of u· are well.
—Cincinnati Commercial Tribunab

HE OUGHT TO BE GRATEFUL
What Better Fate For the Turkey Than
Making a Whole Nation Gladf
What finish more honorable and Impressive for u bird than to be fated

to dit! to make happy an entire nation?
For this brief golden period the eagle
ia only α remote symbol. The Thankagiving bird is muglcnily transformed
Into α tempting thing of appetizing
odors, an eye entrancing vision of glistening brown and bronze and bringing
In It» trahi attendante of the field that
crisply show ivory white and pale emerald and translucent, liquid ruby.
In the turkey at this season there
are the pride of country, the rellglooe
sense of α nation and its sustaining
hopefulness, the raclai family spirit
that "makes the whole world akin" and
provides the very essence of pleaalng

plenty.

Thanksgiving Pumpkin Pie.

In the Woman's Ilome Companion
Fannie Merrltt Fanner, cookery editor
of that publication, presented a number of November recipes, among which
Is the following for pumpkin pie:
"Mix two-thirds cupful of brown sugonear, one toaspouuful of cinnamon,
half teaspoonful ginger and one-half
teaspoonful οt salt, and add one and
one-half cupful# of steamed and strained pumpkin, two eggs, slightly beaten,

for ornamental purposes on their clothTo
as well as for their hendgear.
this day when they don their nadre
costumes the turkoy feather U preferred as ornament by many of the la·

ing,

dlons of America.

gooooooooooooooooooooooooo
of ο
ο
thankful for

§
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keys and In marketing choice kinds,
but the state does not account for 1
per cent of the trade In fine turkeys.

Novum tier, 1911. and recorded In the Ox font
Registry of Deeds, book 313, pure 119, conveyed
to Charles R. Penley late of enld Pari*, drccaeod,
a certain parcel of real estate situate In Paris,
South Village, In the t'onnty of Ox font and
bounce ! and described as follows:
Being the
old Grand Trunk Hold lot situated on the castI erly side of Pleasant Stieet and bounded northeaUcrlv by the land of James A. Penley store
lot and land of the estate of Samuel F. Itrlggs;
southeasterly by land of said Urig<e' estate ;
southwesterly by land of E. O. Milieu. Being
preclseiv the same premises conveyed to James
Λ. Penley by (Jeorge A. Wilson, Jr, by his
warranty deed dated May 4th, 19C9; and whereaa the condition of said mortgage has been

tingle

Indians Like Turkey Feather·.
Turkey feathers ruuk next in Importance to those of the eagle with all Indlun tribes, while the Apaches, the
Pamunkeys and Cheyennee chose the
turkey's feathers for all ceremonial
headdresses and ornaments. The Pa·
munkey tribe also used turkey feathers

Not Many "Vermont Turkey·."
A standard form of printed bill of
fare used by restaurants, hotels and
steamboats always announces that the
Vermont
turkey Is from Vermont
farmers have done great things in recent years in Improving breeds of tur-

WHEREAS James A. Penley of Parle In the
County of Oxford and State of Maine, by bis
morteag ! deed dated the twenty-ninth day of

yearj for proeperouo induatrfoa
and fortilo fields f for oontantad
homo· and poaooful marts; for
tha growing recognition that
whatever le of eolid benefit ta a

and one-half cupfuls of milk and
one-half cupful of cream. Bake in one
crust"

key is quite a mistake. When discovered in America it was seen both in
a wild and domestic state."

Thanksgiving.

For tho manifold blowing·
(hat Almighty God haa «howered upon ua during tha paat

one

matter of conjecture, but one early
writer says: "It appears to have been
Intended as a satire upon the solemn
strut of the bird, which might appear
to give It u resemblance to the. pompMost assuredly
ous stride of a Turk.
It did not arise from the native place
of the bird, which has no connection
with eastern Europe or Asia. To suppose the bird meleagrls, mentioned by
Greek writers, to have been the tur-

liness and grace.
And when the feast was over and
the long afternoon of sport and games
was spent and the shadows of evening
closed round the great assemblage
crowded about the huge fireplace how
the popcorn spluttered, how

REASONS FOR THANKFULNESS.
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goes farther.

pealm xciU 1·

α

hospitality, not so elaborate as it was
bouutiful and not so luxurious as
healthful, but replete with rare kind-

;

aspire

O

q
ο
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Notice of Foreclosure.

milled

than he unto the Jvord.—

Turkey Not From Turkey.
It is unfortunate that such a truly
American product as the turkey should
have received such a name. Just how
it came to be christened "turkey" is

cot—

was a wing,
And he tried to turn over and dash from
the place.
But he couldn't move muscle, much leas

good thing to givt οg

Ο
Ο
oooooooooooooooooooooooooo

cat.

was browned to a turn and was stuffed for a king,
With his legs In the air, while each arm

a

Ο

or

—and mother, If she is a member of
the Housewives' league and feels a
moral responsibility In these matterslikes to know whether he'll have to pay
δ cents more tills year or only 3 more
But do you
than he paid last year.
think the cost matters on the day before Thanksgiving? Doe* it matter to

§

He

t

5

"turk."
upper edge very slightly and fastened
All day long the procession fills the by pinning under the edge of the tablestreets.
Boys with live birds under cloth.
liberal care. The pumpkins were gathThe place cards are small turkeys
shrieking
their arms, followed by
ered and«4Ay with faces upturned to crowds of children until they disap- with easel backs that can be made
rainuts,
the sun. Vegetables, fruits,
pear In some dingy doorway; wom- from the little turkeys cut from the
sins and citron were heaped in plenty
en with big bundles done up in burlap paper napkins that are got out for
And within
upon the pantry shelf.
These little gobblers
or
old newspaper, which 8herlock Thanksgiving.
Holmes, at least, can tell easily are should first be mounted on heavy cardturkeys by the size of the claws stick- board and ther touched up with a little
ing out; limousines rolling noiselessly gold paint on the feathers to give them
to the doors of shining emporiums a hand painted effect.
A most amusing turkey centerpiece
where the democratic national bird
costs at least 10 cents more tban It does represents the piece de resistance of
if you ta lu? it home alive from the the Thanksgiving table as a very sporty
public market, but it isn't half as bird indeed. lie wears a high silk hat,
much fun; beautifully dressed women he carries a cane under one arm, or,
selecting the finest for the family feast rather, under one claw, and in his beak
of Dives; tired commuters rushing into ls cocked a long black cigar. Ills feaththe market and dashing out again, ers are white and brown and his wattail is
spilling nuts and celery and eranber- tles a brilliant red. aud his
its greatest extent Hut, withto
spread
without
possibility
but
clutching
rlos,
inof error the fattest turkey there is al, he is a hollow sham, and bis
left in the inurket—this is the day terior can be u.sed as a receptacle for
favors or bonbons.
before Thanksgiving in the big city.
One of these gay birds would certainIt
is.
what
the
cares
price
Nobody
It ly create a great deal of merriment at
may be 25 cents or It may be 80.
makes very interesting reading two the dinner table.
Father especially
weeks beforehand.
"toik"

ο
Ο

He saw In his vision a table piled high
With sauces and dressing and pudding
and pie.
And there In the. center, upon a long
plate,
He saw himself lying In elegant state.

Italian, Greek, Norwegi-

an, Russian and German, tliey know

£

He might have been dreamless, but then
he waa not.

Ο

each plate.
This table receives an added touch
of gayety from having the edges
wreathed with pumpkin vines adorned
both with blossoms and miniature
fruit. The vines themselves are made
of wire wound with a tiny twist of cotton batting and covered with green pa-

oooooooooooooooooooooooooo
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It fe

"Giva da turk," grins the red shawlχ
ed little Italian woman, picking her
$ way through the wet alleys of the
ο
Ο
city market place. She reaches the
w
stalls where lire birds are being sold
to these hardy souls who are equal to
Q
0 the task of carrying their purchases
Ο
ο
home,
squawking and struggling,
Madonna
gg through the city streets.
Bella does not hesitate, however. She
Ο
picks out the fiercest bird in the whole
Ο
her capable fingers
g pen andhisruns
feathers to feel if be really
through
Q
q
is as fat as he looks. Then she waits,
ο
her broad smile growing broader every
0
ν
minute, as the dealer weighs her treasure.
The men and boys, to whom the
Q
Ο
day before Thanksgiving Is one of the
ο
most entertaining in the whole calenο
stand around, shouting their glee,
dar,
g
and finally Madonna Bella reaches out
q
all nations.
Ο
a strong hand, seizes her bird by the
Who has given us wisdom In the Ο
ο
legs and thrusts it into the folds of her
past to provide a free school and
free churches for a free people.
apron, departing proudly down the
φ
Who Inspires In our own day clear 0 street Next after her is a delegation
sighted, brave hearted men to bat- ο of mirthful, rosy cheeked boys from
tie without truce or retreat against Ο
σ
the settlements come to buy "a good
open violence and insidious corraptlon, against the perils of popular q one" for Miss Saille. It requires many

9 Ignorance and the perils of
Ο
Ο
°

ο

®
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sigh

great bulk

of the turkey
crop of gen-

Luck

9
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Yea, tbe Jvord eball give
that wbicb (e good, and our
land eball yield ber (n12»
creaee.—pealm

THE

AMERICA'S THANK8.
0

Che kord bae done great
tbfnge, wbereof ve are
glad.—pealm t%%M, 3.

Thanksgiving

!

TESTS

•

ÏMIBBfiM

Every One Chases
the Turkey at

•ooooooooooooooooooooooooo
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plenty

Be

heart to work, etrength
for work and fellowehip in work,
Those who will find it meet diffi·
cult to be thankful are theee
who do not know the luxury of
work.

work,

a

9

q
0
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Bankrupt's

Petition for

NOTICE.

Discharge.

In the matter of
)
In the matter of
)
la Bankruptcy,
JOHN B. FROST
ADKLBERT J. Y BATON, In Bankruptcy.
of Peru, Bankrupt. )
Bankrupt. )
To the creditor· of John B. Frost li the
To the Mon. clakkxce Hale, Judge of tbc
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
trtct Court of the Unite·! States for tho District ; Notice le hereby given that on the 30th day of
of Maine:
Octobcr, A. I). 1915, the said John B. Froet
J. YEATON of Oxford. Jn the was duly abjudicated bankrupt, and that
County of Oxford, ami Mate of Maine. In the flrttt meeting of bis creditor· will be held at
«aid District, respectfully represents that on the theofDce of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square,
13th day of Mar., last past, he wan duly adjudged South I'aris, Maine, on the let day of December,
bankrupt under the Acts of Congress relating to A. I). 1915, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon,
Bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all at which time the said creditor· may auead,
trustee, exhis property and rights of property, and has fully prore their claims, appoint a
Acts amine the bankrupt, and transact such other
compiled with all the requirements of sal<l bank! business aa
un· I of the orders of Court touching his
may properly come befaw aald

{

DU-1

ADELUEBT

meeting.
WALTER L. OBAT,
Wherefore he prays, That he may lie decreed
all
Referee In
by the Court to have a full discharge from
debts provable against his estate under said
South Parla. Nov. 11,1915.
aa are exdebts
such
Acts,
except
broken:
bankruptcy
by law from such discharge.
PROBATE NOTICE·.
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of the cepted
Dated this 30th day of Oct., A. D. 1915.
condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of said
To all penont Interested In either of the
ADELBEBT J. YEATON, Bankrupt.
mortgage In behalf of said estote of Cbarlea R.
hereinafter named :
Penley, of which I am the duly appointed and
At a Probate Court, held at Rumford, la and
Order of Notice Thereon.
qualified administratrix.
for the County of Oxford, on the aeeond Tuesday
Dated at 8outh Paris, Maine, this thirteenth
op Maine, sa.
District
of
Kovrmbcr, In the year of our Lord one thouday of November, 1915
Or thlsStb day of Nov., A. D. 1815,on reading •and nine hundred and fifteen. The following
JENNIE L. PENI.ET, Administratrix.
the foregoing petition, It la
matter
baring been presented for the action
said
late
of
of
R.
Chas.
Estate
Penley,
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be had thereupon hereinafter Indicated, It la hereby
Paris, deceased.
A. D. οκι>κκκι>
upon the same on the 17th day of l>ec.,
Alton C. Whkklkr, Attorney for Adm'x.
1915, before said Court at Portland, In said DisThat notion thereof be glren to all pereon· In«M8
trict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon : and that no- terested, by <!au(lng a copy of thla order to be
tice thereof be published in the Oxford i>emo·
published three week· successively In the OxNOTICE.
crat, a newspaper printed In said District, and ford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
and other persons In
Paris, In said County, tnat they may appear at *
! In the District Court of the United State* for th that all known creditors,
Interest, may appear at the said time and place, Probate 'Court to tie held at Part·, on the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
and show cause, If any they have, why the third Tuesday of December, A. D. 1915, at 9 of
1
In the matter of
Leland O. Watkrhodsk, } In Bankruptcy
the clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
And It la further ordered by the Court, That If tbey aee cause.
of Albany, Bankrupt.)
To the creditors of Leland C. Waterhousc in the Clerk shall send by mall to all known credJeha D. Long late of Hlngham, Massachuitors copies of said petition and this order, adth County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
for
Notice la hereby given that on the 13th day of dressed to them at their places of residence aa setts, (licensed; copy of wlU and petition
of iame presented by Stephen L. Bartproliate
stated.
Waterbouae
said
Leland
C.
A.
D.
the
1915,
Nov.,
<
the
and
Pierce
Long,
Witness the Hon. Clabence Hale, Judge lett, harles P. Barnes
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that tbe first
meeting of hla creditors will be held at tbe of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Fort- executor· therein named.
office of tbe Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South land, In said Dlatrlct, on the eth day of Nov.,
A. Mart·· of Andorcr, ward ; third
Hearjr
Paria, Maine, on the 1st day of Dec., A. D. 1915, ; A. D. 1915.
account presented for allowance by John L.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
at 10 o'clock in tbe forenoon, at which time tbe
[L.·.]
liai ley, guard lan.
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
said créditera may attend, prove tbelr claims,
Carol ta· Nsdesv late of Romford, deAiteat:—JAMES E. HKWKY,ulerk.
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, and 45-47
ceased
; final account preaented for nllowaae·
transact such other business as may properly
by Emma Dunton, administratrix.
come before said meeting.
! South Parla, Nov. 13, 1915.
ADDISON E.HERRICK, Judge of aald Court.
WALTER L. «RAY,
A true copy—Attest :
Referee In Bankruptcy.
46 48
ALBERT D. PARK, Regtater.
I bave a young horse to let for her Μ 4β
keeping; good reader, kind and safe.
Sleigh and hameau furnished if deaired.
ALBERT D. PARK.
44tf
Το» iMMcin iuomyi m lueou
1 FOR BACKACHl KIOflEYS ANO BIA00KR |
ruptcy.

Bankruptcy

Horse to

FOLEY KIDNEY PUIS

Let..

FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS

J

I
I

ESTABLISHED 1333.

ISSUED TUESDAYS.

Done

South Pans, Maine, November 23,1915
Rage

Four

SCIENTISTS FIND
PELLAGRA CURE
Convicts Result In
Checking Spread of Malady.

Tests

on

IS DUE ENTIRELY TO OIET.
Five
They Lived Without Meat For
Month» and Then Developed the Dieeaae—Common
6tatea,

It

but

In

Some

la

Now

Southern

Hoped

to

Day of Peace

The

The Oxford Democrat

the toils and the wearlaom*

are

marc hen.

la the lumowDf οt bugle ani
drum;
and
sweetly the sky overmchta
Softly
il
Shelt'rlmr a land where rebellion
dumb.
deDark were tbe day a of the country's
rangement.
conflict
the
whsr.
Bad were the hours
Done

was

on.

tlirough the gloom
trangement
God sent his llgM, and

But

The cuuae and
l**en

a

cure

discovered by

for pellagra
the public

The spread of this
service.
malady, \v hic h Lad been increasing lu
the Cnlted States at a terrific rate during tLc pu i few years, may now be
checked uutl eventually eradicated.
health

la
Newton.
Assistant
Secretary
charge of the public health service,
regards the discovery as one of the
m<>-r Important achievements of medical science In recent years.
The ti: m1 experiment of a long series

of the public health service was carried out at a convict camp ou the farm

of the MissLsslypi state penitentiary,
about eight miles oast of Jackson,

work has beeu lu
charge or Surge-u Joseph Gold berger
and Assistant Surgeon G. A. Wheeler
Miss.,

where the

The experiment was
of the service.
to test the J ssihility of producing j»ella era in healthy human white adult
males by a restricted, one sided, mainly carbohydrate (cereal; diet, uf eleven convicts who volunteered for this

experiment

developed

six

dermatlti.- and mi!d
intestinal symptoms.

a

nervous

typical

gastro-

Prcduced the Disease.
Experts, including L>r. E. 1L Galloway, the se· retary of the Mississippi
state I»cird ·ί Le:'.lth; I»r. Nolan Stewart. ex-superintendent of the Misslsslppl State Hospital For the Insane ut
Jackson; l»r. Marcus II :;;se. professor of derma toi· -,ν, medical college of
the rnlverelty of Tennessee. Mcmphls, Tenu., and Lr. Martiu U. Eng
of dermatology iu the
man,

profe&dor

Washington Medical school, St. Louis.

de« iare that

produced

the disease which

was true

was

pellagra.

Governor I'.rewer offered to pardon
the cunvi. ts. who w juld receive proj>er
Tin*
care throughout the experiment.

bountiful, but there
meets, ud!k, eggs. beans, peas

given

diet

were no

was

This diet
similar proteld foods.
eon.>lsti>d "f biscuits, fried mush, grits
and brown gravy, sirup, corn bread,
cabtiag·-. >weet potatoes. rice, collards
or

and coffee with sugar.
Tlie couvlcts began the test on Aprii
a Although the occurren e of nervous
dlssymptoms and gastro Intestinal
turf»ances was noted early, it was not
until Sept. Li. or a boot live month*
after the beginning of the restricted
diet, that the skin symptoms so char-

acteristic of peiiagra began

to

i*llagra developed

develop.

In camp
were
excepting uia »ng those men who
on the restricted diet.
On the basis of this discovery MisLouisiana and Florida have
No case of

sissippi.

laid their propaguuda before their rel->ards of health for the erad-

spective

ication of the disease.
y
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BUSINESS SHORT $1 BILLS.

-i
The United States Is sutTerin* $
^
Φ fr«>m a dollar bill famine, uo- <$*
^ cording to I'nltwl States Trees- ·*
Φ urer John Burke. who declared $
that. mtvttMttdkg the fed f
<«>

that $14,·'·*ϊ4λα.ι»> ii-i one dollar <»
•V bills hud bven furnished tu the 'v
φ subtrvasurles, there is a demand
Φ fur this variety of currency -v
Φ which the treasury has not been <9
Φ able to uieet. Approximately $9.- ♦
♦ 4ô<ï.*AW In two dollar bills has
φ been Issued to help tue*-t the de- S
^

φ
Φ
Φ
Φ
Φ
Φ
Φ
Φ
Φ
Φ
Φ
Φ
Φ
Φ
Φ
φ
Φ
Φ

maud.
The treasury also has furnish
ed approximately $17.00»>,»*λ> sHI'nlted
and
certificates
rer
States notes. Half dollar.
ters and dimes b.?ve lie
j»ed out to the am mut of nearly
|»1.<WO.OOO. and more tliau #1.OUU.UMJ worth of nickels and
pennies have been scut to the
subtrvasuries. making a total of
approximately $ΙΜ,(>υ·»,ηυ»> in subaldlary coins sent to subtreas

<·

«

<$
<$

uries since Auk. 1·
Mr. Burke believes letter bus!
η ess conditions are responsible <$
for the demand.
Φ

ΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦ^

COW BREAKS BUTTER RECORD
Chamoionahip Won by Duché·· Skylark Ormsby With 1,205 Pounds.
The world's championship for the
production of butter fat by a single
cow in a year has been won by Duch

Skylark Ormsby, u Ilolsteiu-Frie
shin, uccoidhitf to an announcement
made lu Minneapolis.
Ducheas
The
produced 1,205.001
pounds of butter fat aud gave 27.1*11.7
pounds of milk in the yeur and ;rave
ÎVÔ.S. 1 pounds of milk aud 34.3*1 pound*
She ate lose
of butter in seven days.
than twenty pounds of tfrain a day and
remained In perfect health.
ess

welcome the

fraternal.
Out of the bl»od of a fpnflict
dimness of
Out of the dust and the
death.

Buret Into blossoms of glory
Flowers tliat sweeten the

eternal
world with

their brvxUh.
Flowers of charity, peace and devotion
of
Bloom In the hearts that are empty
si rife;
the
as
broad
and
Love that lu boundless

ocean
of life.
Leaps into beauty and fullness
chorals
So. with tie singing of paeans and
In the
And with the tl.ig Hashing high
sun.
the
heroes
our
of
Place on the graves

laurels

Which their

unfaltering valor has
-Taul I^aurenco Dunbar.

won.

-FOOD OF THE GODS"
IN OHIO LABORATORY.
Black, the Hero of an H. G.
Weils Story, From Columbus.

M.

Ε·

Ellis M. Black, a youngster la tbe
scieutltlc world, who has been workin*; in tbe laboratories of the Oblo

State university, asserted the other
ilay th:it bo bas discovered a hitherto
unknown substance, found In practi-

cally all human and animal foods, by
which the irrowth and development of
animals can l>e controlled.
Administered to young animals,

Black says bis mysterious food may
cause# them to grow twice or three
times as fast as a normally fed animal. Deprived of it altogether, tbe animal dies. Deformed und stunted animals, be says, if they receive It m

varying doses, reach their full growth,
although their period of youthful
growth may have elupsed loug before.
.Mr Black. who Is nut yet twenty-four,
bat» already received two degrees from
tbe uuiversity and Is now working for
the decree of dostor of philosophy.
He has holies that hLs new discovery
will lengthen human life: that If fed
to La· kward babies it will cause them
But be will not
to mature normally.

promise or predict.

K<>r seven months Mr. Black and his
assistants, under direction of Dr. Ernest Scott and I)r. J. F. Lyman, profess·.^ of physiological chemistry at

State uuiversity, have exwitli their "elixir" on huBlack
man subjects, mostly babies.
says these experiments have produced
"some favorable results, which cannot
the Ohio

perimented

be announced yet"
"Scientists always have held that all
foods are made up of live well known
carbo-hyfats,
water,
substances
drates. proteins and minerals," Mr.
Black explains, "our discovery Is the
—

sixth

combinent—the

unknown com-

foods.
ponent of animal and human

It is the one necessary substance for
life to animals m their food. A rabbit
fed with any combination of the ordinary fo *1 elements minus our product
This elixir
uill die in three weeks.
element of foods is stored In tbe vari

organs of animals and probably
of human beings, so that even deprived of It for a time they are able to
live. It Is worth noting that animals
which eat their foods raw have a lungto
er span of adult life in camparison
of youth and growth than
their
υ us

period

humnns."

MAKING

LARGEST

MIRROR.

Pittsburgh Is Completing One That
Weighs More Than Two Tone.
In a lecture ut Pittsburgh Dr. J. A
Brushear. president of the American
SuUrt.v <>f Mtrliiiukul Engineers and
of the nio«jt eminent
revealed 10 his audience tluit there is
neartiiii completion In that city, uudei
the direction of James IS. McDowell,
the largest reflecting mirror ever made.
astronomers,

one

It is seveuty-two Inches in diameter
and weighs two and one-quarter tons,
with a fo.ul length of thirty feet The
mounting is being made hi Cleveland,
and wheu the telescope la Anally set
up o.i SauulcU hill. British Columbia,
tons.
the total weigh* will be some
Grinding of the immense piece of
a
glass. Dr. Bras hear saKl. was not
but workmen
difficult
operation,
very
were now engaged In correcting ik>ssl
ble error to the
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<?

we

dawn
dominion·.
O'er the expanse of our mighty
Sweeping away to the uttermost parts,
Fuace, the wUle ilylaa. un untiring pinion*
to our
Bringing her message of yoy
hearts.

Eradicate It.

have

fraternel es-

οf

fifty-thousandth

one

of

tv.o-hundred-uud

nu

inch of a para

bollc curve.

STRONG DESERVE THE FAIR.
Attest Thgy Get Thorn, According tc
Divorce Court Testimony.
"To the strong the Mr," commente*
Judge Morgan of San Francisco lr
granting a divorce to Duke R. Lee, ο
strong man In a circus, from Eliza

beth I.ee. a bareback rider.
I^ee testified ho was married in New
York in 1911.
Shortly afterward, h<
said, his wife became acquainted wltl
Lee Sampson, who. he admitted, waf
stronger than he und was, in fact, sec
ond to n<»ne but the Biblical Samson.
"As noon as she discovered thai
stronger than I she lefl
"She is stll
mo for htnx" Bald I>ee.
with him."

Sampson

was

WASHINGTON WHS
I LEADER OF RACE
Former Slave Rose to Be Great

Educator of

Nogroos.

FOUNDER OF BI6 INSTITUTE
Τuekegee I· Known All Over the CounFor Colored
try a· the Beat 8chool
Persona In the United 8tatea—I ta
Head Was Friend of Two Preaidents

and Other Noted Men.

Booker T. Washington, wlao died the
other day. was the most widely known
wan his race lias ever produced in this

country and its foremoet

educator.

Born of a slave mother into slavery,
the fortunes of his life led him to be

White House guest of a president at
to be entertained and re-

luncheon,

—mmmmm—

J

Queer Ones

Some

In Oxford, Western District, Registry of Deeds,
Book 73, Pafe 240. Said Charles H. Davis
afterwards conveyed to Georre E. Smith his
19th. A. D.
ί*ΐ££*·1 Jktrtini by deed. May
1886 and recorded in said Registry, Book 73,
548·

age
TENTH:—A certain lot or parcel of land
situated in said Stoneham, the same being a more or leas.
THIRTEENTH, No. 2 :—Also one other parof the South half of lot numbered twenpart
and bounded as folSix cents damages awarded man ar- ty-one, and meaning to convey the school- rel situated in Stoneham
seven of
owned by No. Two School lows: Being a part of lot numbered
house lot
rested by Kiverhead (Ν. Y.) constable District. formerly
first division and sixth range in said StonestonewaTl
a
of
at
the
end
of
commencing
ham,
ELEVENTH:—A certain lot or parcel
who bad Do warrant
of the main road leading
land situated in the Town of 8toneham, in on the North side
on the East line of
«aid County of Oxford and being the South from Stoneham to Lovell,
on said line
Iiats digging a nest at La Crosse, half of lot number seven (7) in A range and Mid lot and running Northerly
land of Jonathan Bartlett: thence Westerly
to
or
less.
more
acres,
ta.
nine
con
fifty
of
Simon Qrovto
land
line
Wis., uucovcred $50o worth of jewelry
in
on
«aid
Bartlett's
well
a
certain
TWELFTH:—Rights in
Being er; thence Southerly on Mid Grover's line to
Stoneham and rights of way to well.
hidden by α burglar.
Mountain,
so-called;
on
Hardin
of
stone
a
to
McKeen
E.
pile
the same conveved by Mary
Ernest 8. Bartlett, by her quit claim deed thence South forty five degrees West, flfiytwo
tree
oak
to
an
in
rods
and
ten
feet,
spotted;
recorded
and
Ban1915
dated January 21st,
Thirty-four members of two
of Deede- Western DUtrict, thence South, forty-five degrees East, sixtywere left $1,000 2lf?rd,
from Stone
clubs
card
main
one
rods
to
the
road,
leading
(Me.)
18.
gor
Book 106. Page
of
THIRTEENTH, No. 1:—A certain lot or ham to Lovell; thence Easterly on the line
each in will of α woman member.
thereon, said road al.out fifty rods to the first bound
Parcel of land, with the buildings
or
more
situated in said Stoneham, and bounded as mentioned; containing forty acres,
at the South- lose.
wit:
Salt wuter mosquito has a cruising follows, to of lotCommencing
EUGENE C. LIBBY.
numbered six in the first
east corner
mile Division and sixth range, of which this is a
Deputy 8heriff.
range of fifteen miles against ten
of
East
line
on
the
thence Northerly
limit of freeh water cousin, expert P«.rt;,
the corner of land owned by Albert

5*.i
Littlefield

Bays.

and

Levi

McAllister

and

thence

Westerly on said Littlefields line to the corof Jonathan Bartlett's land; thence Westman
cost
California
on said Bartlett's line to the West line of
Squirrel potpie
erly
said
lot; thence Southerly on said line to
of
was
made
It
pet
squir$150 because
the end of a stonewall on the North side of
rel of town recorder, who sat In judg- the main road leading from Stoneham to
Lovell; thence Easterly on said wall continu
ment.
ing the same course thirty four rods and six
feet ! then South, twenty-four detrrees East, to
of the old County road: thence
Bug that lives on lead pipe has been Nie Northonline
said North line of the old CounEasterly
found by California Investigators seekthe division line of said lot; thence
ro.ad1to
'/
Southerly on said division line to the South
ing cause for so many boles In cable line
of said lot, thence Easterly on the South
covers.
line of said lot to the first bound mentioned;
"toy a<res, more or less.
rc?iL?,'ni_n.g
THIRTEENTH, No. 2:—Also one other
Crowbar, rope and six hot bran parcel situated in Stoneham and bounded a«
mashes used in extracting half pound follows: Being a part of lot numbered seven
ner

in said Stone-

of first division and sixth ranee
from Congo, eeventeen-monthsham, commencing at the end of a stonewall
ceived by queens and prinoee abroad, tooth
York.
New
in
on the North side of the main road leading
old
hippo]>otamus
to have Hurvard and Dartmouth unifrom Stoneham to Lovell. on the East line of
said lot and rnnnine Northerly on said line
versities confer degrees upon him «ηΊ
Bartlett: thence Westerly
Blind, James McKeever drives his to land of Jonathan
to die leaving behind him a record of
on said Bartlett's line to land of Simon Grevis
with
else
one
some
when
Grevauto
said
own
on
is
thence
Southerly
er;
genachievement and ability which
and takes apart er s line to a pile of stone on Hardin Mounerally considered never to have been hlin to give directions,
forty-five de
tain, so railed : thence South
and puts together his machine, at grees West, fifty two rods and ten feet, to an
equaled by any one of his race.
oak tree spotted ; thence South, fortv-five deO.
It was with the Tuskegee Normal and Bellefontalne,
crees East, sixty-one rods to the main road,
Dr.
that
leading from Stoneham to Lovell; thence East
Institute
Washington
Industrial
Tly on the line of said road about fifty rods
From
was most generally associated.
to the first-bound mentioned; containing forty

Its foundation in 1S81 until his death
Under hie
he had been its principal.
management and leading this school
for negroes had grown from a shack
in which thirty pupils gathered for
lessons to one of the largest and most
munificently equipped normal educational institutions in this countrv,
where more than 1.500 negro boys and

und women, annually

girls, young
receive Instruction.
But Dr. Washington's work was not
confined to the administration of one
school. Its Importance, it is generally
acknowledged, lay in his national leadership of his race. Into practically
every state of the Union the negro educator went, giving advice to his people. spreading his influence, dealing
with their problems whatever they
men

were.

by Roosevelt
In 1904 he accepted a luncheon invitation extended to him by Theodore
Boosevelt, then president
Trusted

Included in the number of Dr. Washclose personal friends may be
mentioned such men as Theodore
Boosevelt William Howard Taft, Oswald Garrison Vlllard. President Kel-

ington's

sey of the Title Guarantee and Trust
Jacob
company, Andrew Carnegie,
Schlff. Hamilton Wright Mable, Bobert Shaw Mlnturn. Felix M. Warburg,
William Jay Schieffelin, Dr. wniia
Seth Low and Governor Whitman.

LAND FOR ARMENIANS.

acres,

Texas Man to Finance Immigration ot
Several Thousand Person·.
If the plans of Major George W. Littlefield. the multimillionaire bauker
and ranchman of Austin, Tex., do not
miscarry his 200,000 acre ranch lu th:u
part of the Texas Panhandle will be

more

OXFORD,

or

less.

EUGENE C. LIBBT,
Deputy Sheriff.

STATE OP MAINE.
N°VemW 8,h'

1915·

ss.

Taken this eighth day of November, A D
1915 on execution dated October 28th, A. 1).
rendered by the
1915, issued on a
Supreme Judicial Court, for the County of
Oxford, at the term thereof beirun and holden
A. D.
on the second Tuesduy of October,
colonized with Armenians within the 1915, to wit: on the nineteenth day of OctoA. D. 1915, in favor of Edwin S. Cumber,
next few months.
of Oxford
mings of Norway, in the County
H. A. Wroe, son-in-law of Major Lit and State of Maine, Surviving Partner of the
B. Cummings & Sons,
of
of the Amer late co-partnership of C.
tlefield and vice
which consisted
Stephen B. Cummings,
lean National bank of Austin, wen
Cummings and Edwin S. Cummings
«ι
of said Norway, and George I. Cummings.
to New York to confer with a repre all
late of said Norway, deceased, against Ernest
tentative of the Armenians who i> is. Bartlett of Stoneham, in said County of
for Eight Hundred Thirty-Five Dolseeking a location fur the Immigrant* Oxford,
lars and sixty-five cents, ($835.65), debt or
in this country. It is stated that Ma damage, and Thirty-three Dollars and fiftyone cents,
(*33.51) costs of suit, together
Jor Littleficld will finance the bringing with lifteen cents, (.15c) for one writ of executhousand
will
be sold at public auction at the
of
several
and
over from Turkey
tion,
of Albert J. Stearns, Main street, Nor
them with home- office
of then and
in Norway, aforesaid, to the
Village,
way
on his big tract of land on the most fa
highest bidder, on the eighteenth day of De
cember, being Saturday, A. D. 1915, 'at 10:3u
rorable terms.
o clock
in the forenoon, the following desfor
thi
cribed real estate and all the right, title and
All of the land Is
which the said Ernest S. Bartlett has
interest
growing of various kinds of crops, an' and had in and to the same on the eleventh
the 3C0.G00 acres will easily accommo day of December, A. D. 1913. when the same
was attached on the original writ in the same
dnte 10.000 persons.
suit, to wit:
FIRST:—A certain piece or parcel of Real
Kstate situated in said Stoneham, it being the
North half of lot numbered six (6) in the
first division and fifth (5) ranee of lots in
said Town of Stoneham, with the buildings
thereon; intending to convey the sauie proper
con*l'-ve<1 "» Jonathan Bartlett by deed from
«·
in
«m. S. Pierce and others, and recorded
Western
District, Oxford Registry, Book 79.
MAINE.
STATE OF
same
the
also
propertv
It
being
rage 393.
November 6th, 1915.
described in a deed of mortgage from Daniel
D. .Merrill of Stoneham, aforesaM, to John
Howe of Otisfield, dated April 10th, Α. I)
«875, and recorded in Oxford Registrv, Western District, Book 62, Page 32, to which reference may be had for a more particular des-

judgment

president

provide

adapted

SheriffsSale onExecution

Uil: ζά"Τ' Ργ'Κ,τΛΛ'ϊ

Began Life as a Slave.
Supreme Judicial
and holden cription.
Wipin *
Dr. Washington wus born in 1857 οι Oxford, at the tera therw { begun
SECOND:—A certain lot or parcel of land
situated in Stoneham. in the County of Ox
1S5S at Hules Ford, Franklin county,
ford and State of Maine, and bounded as
^ a.
A few years later the family
follows: Bounded Northerly by land of Fred
McKeen, by the Elden McAllister pasture, an·
which owned him moved to West Vir S. Bartlett of Stoneham »»
Farrington pasture; Westerly bv land
by the
glnia, where the boy wus put to work
Leonard Gammon and by land of' Dean
of
About
MadLson.
Russell; Southerly by land of E. S Hutehins.
in salt works near
anu
debt or
land of Isaac Davis.
damage,
u o( gulti to· and Easterly by pasture
the time the war ended he began to sixty-four cents,
Said
land was conveyed to Frank L. Howe bv
\
writ
Kethcr with fifteenι cent. (■ \$e) for one
bv their deed
show a desire for un education. He
bUc auclion l-red C. and Edward N. Davis,
of Warranty, dated December 23ni, If99, ami
went to school about two months β at
recorded in Oxford Western District Registn
an(' by deed from Sidney
of De·
year and read and studied at night
the
ri'·
w. n·1*?'
h,s deed dated Januarv 4th
r5
In 1871 he heard of the Hampton In1900, and recorded in Oxford Western District Registry Book. 87. Pace '.M2.
He walked
stitute at Hampton, Va.
THIRD:—A certain lot or parcel of land
I«art of the way to Hampton and stud- had in and to the
situated in said Stoneham, being a part of
in
seventeen
and
was
fourteen
in
ied ut tho institute, from which he
November, Α. D. lal\*" 0
jots numbered
Academy Grant, so called, and bound
samf. was> at
when ,h. .am*
hpeburg
graduated with high honore. Ile re- afternoon, the time
as follows, viz: Commencing at the Southed
thence
of Heal west corner of lot numbered fourteen:
turned to West Virginia, where he
line of said lot to the
Stoneham it being he hasterlv on the South
taught school for u tim«.· and thee Es ate situated in said
Great Brook, so-called; thence N'ortheasterlv
on the Bank of said Brook to the North Line
went to the Wayland institute In
of said lots; thence Westerly on the North
V\ ashlngton. Prom there he was calline of said lots to the Northwest corner of
lot numbered fourteen: thence Southerly on the
ed to Hampton as teacher. After two

"{^ ^dol.

&Ybi«Sdêr,onn

Λ;

eighteenth^day

«

^,h ® "the

,!,tFIRS0T·—A c/rtain

years of thLi General S. (J. Armstrong
wus usked by tho citizens of Tuskegee,
Ala., to llnd some one to start an institution at that place simllur to the
He recommended
one at Humpton.
young Washington, and the latter took
the Job, going to Alabama in 1881.
Dr. Washington had l>een married

three times, his third wife surviving

him.

His first wife was Fannie M.

Smith, whom he married in 18S2 and
She was a gradwho died in 1884.
uate of Ilunipton. nnd the wedding
In 1885 he
took place in Tuskegee.
married Olivia Davidson, one of the

teachers at
IShy, aud
Margaret J.
Institute', in

She died in
the school.
Dr. Washington murried
Murray, graduate of Frick

lSt»3.
Ile leaves three children, two sous
Ills daughter, Porand a daughter.
tia, was born of his first marriage.
His two sous, Booker T.. Jr.. and EdAll
ward Davidson, of his second.
three were educated in the north.

the^

piece^or1^

Hift7. eB-kpc79
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t0 whicb refer-
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certain lot

·>»

parcel of land

or

Sd ''Sid SuWmSm" and' bounded toi
lows: Bounded
and
Northpasture, Und
bvThe farrington pasture; W«UTj>'
„} Leonard Gammon and b> land jy
as

lîrf
100

nev

.ηΤΕ&™1

C

Λ

M
Ulster
McAllister,

X.

Davis.^v

dee.J

their

by
d> hi* deed dated J anuary
Oxford Western
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lots

numbered fourteen wd

as'follows
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FOR U. S. SECRET SERVICE.
This Country Planning a System That
Will Rival Europe'·.
The United State» will have a secret
service tu match that of any European
nation within the next twelve months.
The need of such a branch of government, In whose service would be

S dii^Lpt.»^ s»».i»»;·
first division

contuiiniiK

*»**>

Included men In all walks of life
actually engaged In business or the

lot line

country.

",Vh*- A^rSt.

trades, as Is the custom
professions
In Europe, was made obvious by the
activities of the foreign accuts in thLc

to

land

or

To make possible the creation of
such a secret service congress will be
asked to appropriate a sum reaching
Into the millions.
These secret service agents, it is
proposed. Aill not have any badges,
cards or other means of identification.
They will be carried on tlie payrolls
only by number, and their names will
be known only to their Immediate su

perlors.

Hardness of Icebergs.
A Remarkable Island.
The hardness and strength of Ice InWhite island, which lies in the Βαν
creases with the degrees of cold, and
of rieuty, oil the coast of New Zea
as Icebergs come from the region ot
land, derives its name from the clouds
perpetual cold of an intensity difficult of white steam in whk-h It
npi>ears to
to realize it is readily seen how they
be continually enveloped. Its area Is
can become "demous of destruction."
only «an» acres and its height about 800
The tests were made on a farm near
The harduess of Icebergs is something
feet above sea level. The water of the
Minneapolis under the supervision oi
even
that
of
the
wonderful,
surjiasslng
island is of a {tale greeu hue, and any
experts from the Wisconsin and Min- 'Hand Ice"
reported from St. Peters- thing dipi>cd into R become* of a red
nesota experimental stations.
burg in 1740, wherein It is declared brick color. The fumes of sulphur are
that "in the severe winter of that year
always plainly perceptible. Covering
The Year Without a Summer.
a house was built of ice taken from
an area of fifty acres of one of the
The year 1810 was known throughout the river Neva which was fifty feet
lakes on the lslaud is an Immense
the United States as the year without long, sixteen feet wide and twenty
caldron hissing and snorting and send
a summer.
Jauuary of that year was feet high, and the walls supported the ing forth volumes of
poisonous eteam,
so mild that most people would have
roof, which was also of Ice. Before It while all chances of
egress appear to
let their furnaces Ko out had they bad stood two ice mortars and six Ice canbe denied by the steep, silent and
any. and February was only occasionnon made on a turning lathe, with
gloomy cliffs.
ally colder. March and April coaxed carrlaires and wheels also of ice. The
the buds and flowers out. aud May was cannon were of tho caliber of six
Further Decadenoe Noted.
a wiuter month,
with ice aud snow. pounders, but they were loaded only
Of course "canned music" has not
By the end of May everything (terisli- with one-quarter |M>und of powder and
able had been killed by the <Okl, and with hemp balls—on one occasion with supplanted finger made music, but It
the young leaves had been stripped Iron.
The thickness of the icç was must be admitted that there are in
from the trees. June was us cold as only four Inches, and yet It resisted these days fewer proposals of marriage
on piano stools than there have ever
May. Both snow and ice were com- the explosion"
been before. The.v have fallen off 77
mon throughout the month all over the
per cent In seven years. In former
corn belt, aud after huvlng planted
Lost Gold Mine.
times, when wakeful mother heard the
corn two or three times the farmers
Among tho famous lost mines of the desperate love music stop suddenly In
threw up their hands. Snow fell ten
western world and one which Is again
the parlor and the old piano begin to
Inches deep In Vermont. The followbeing sought Is the Tlslngall of Costa respond fitfully to the dainty touches
ing winter was the hardest the people Rica, it Is said
to have yielded great of only one little hand, she understood
of the United States have ever known.
quantities of gold In the time of the that rich* then and there it was up to
Spanish domination. After quelling daughter to deride Ju't what was gothe Indian uprisings, however, the ing to happen to Willie.—Da'las News.
Misesd Πι*
Putton-Ayree— I am caviare to tba Spaniards failed to relocate the mine.
general, you know. Miss Innocent— It Is thought that It lies hidden In the
Life without endeavor Is Uko enterOh. are you. really? My brother is lo bed of one of the larger streams. Many
ing a jewel mine and coming oat with
attempts have been made to find it; but
the military too.-Boston
Transcript ;j so far without avail
« empty hands.—Japanese Proverb.

Oxford, at the Una th«*oi b«u· uU Mta
on the aeeond Tueaday of October, A. D. 1®15,
to wit: on the nineteenth iêr of October, A.
D. 1915 in favor of Harry Β. Giboon of NorKraeet
way, in aaid County of Oxford, s gainst
8. Bartiett of Stoneham, In aaid County of
and
dollar*
eighteen
for
eifhtrnine
Oxford,

South, twenty-four decree· Eut, to the North
line of the old County roed ; thence Easterly on
Mid North Line of the old County road to the di·
vision line of said lot ; thence Southerly on s&id
division line to the South line of Mid lot; thence
Euterly on the South line of Mid lot to the
first bound mentioned ; containing fifty acree,
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certain lot

or

parcel of Und

^ Connt^

situated in Stoneham ta
bounded Easterly by the Durginer
called ; Northerly by land of

^Jo

.«d

r^wJert
oy uld of 5h.H« H. Davis
ter, weetert
formerly owned by gt»tira Gammon and
Ab0
Worfrway
andT^n land of Hilton
McAni..

r^&SFJSiaS^Sras
gjth
ham, the .tor·
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premises

Mary

field and Levi McAllister and thence Westerly
said Littlefleld's line to the corner of
Jonathan Bartlett's land; thence Westerly on
said Bartlett's line to the West line of said
lot; thence Southerly on said line to the end
of a stonewall on the North side of the main
road
leading feom Stoneham to Lovell; thence
and said
Easterly on said wall continuing the same
course thirty-four rods and six feet; then
,

over

West line of said lot to the first bound men
tioned.
Meaning to convey all of said lots
lying Northerly and Westerly of said Brook
conveyed to
hiuut' Property
William J Culbert by Edwin S. Hutehins of
rryeburg, by deed dated September 28th, 1903
and recorded in Western Registry, Book 92'
I I ace 132.
FOURTH:—A certain lot or parcel 01
Innd situated in said S'oneham, and being η
part of lot numbered six in the seventh range
and first division, containing forty-five acres,
mori^or less, and bounded as follows, to wit:
Commencing on Banister Grover's West line
at the Brook; thence Northeasterly by'saiil
Brook to a brown ash
tree; thence same
coursc 10 the East line of said lot; thence
South on said lot line to land owned by Henry
Hill; thence Southwest on said Hill's lot line
to the corner on an oak tree; thence on the
Westerly line of said lot to bound first mem
tioned.
Excepting and reserving two rods
square near Amos Barker's line as a bur>
ground where Oliver T. Adams was buried.
FIFTH:—A certain.lot or parcel of land
situated in the Town of Stoneham, aforesaid,
and is a part of lot numbered six (6) in the
ninth (9) runye and first division of lots in
said Stoneham, and being all of that part of
said lot lvng Northerly and Westerly of the
Goodwin road, so-called, and Easterly of the
Goodwin Brook, excepting, however, the School
house lot of one acre, being the same lot
The
on which a school-house formerly stood.
premises herein conveyed are known as the
Daniel Merrill
Meadow, and contain ten
acres, more or less, except, however, a certain
H
parcel on the rise of ground whichto William
Jonathan
Karrington formerly conveyed
are
Itartlett ; otherwise than that the
the same as conveyed to said William II. Far·
rington bv Peter McAllister, October lltl
1900, by deed recorded in Oxford Registry.
Western District, Book. 87, Page 414.
SIXTH:—A certain lot or parcel of land
situated in said Stoneham and bounded as fol
lows, to wit: Being a part of lot number six
in the ninth range, commencing at the North
west corner of said lot and run Southerly or
said lot line to mud brook, so-called; thence
Northeasterly to a pointy of w(M>ds continuing
a
straight lin'· to the North line of said lo
to a Tjirch tree spotted ; thence Westerly oil
said line to the first liound mentioned.
SEVENTH:—A certain lot or parrel of
land situated in said Stoneham, to wit: it
being all that part of lot three in the first
division and fifth range of lots in said Stoneham, which lies on the East side of the road
leading frotn the turn near Levi McAllister's
to Ashbel G. Allen's in said Stoneham.
EIGHTH, No. 1 :—A certain lot or parcel
of land situated in Stoneham, being a part of
lot numbered four (4) in the first (1st) division and seventh (7) range of lots in said
Stoneham, and bounded an follows, to wit
Beginning on the South Line of said lot.
on the West shore of Lake Keewaydin at high
water mark,
and run Westerly on said line
to the line of the main road leading from East
Stoneham to North Lovell ; thence Northerly or
the East line of said road twenty-two and onehnlf (22 1-2) rods to a maple tree marked:
thence North fortv-five degrees East to the
shore of said Lake;
thence
Easterly and
Southerly by the shore of said Lake at high
water mark to the first bound mentioned; containing one acre, more or less.
EIGHTH. No. 2:—Also one other lot or
parcel of land situated in said Stoneham, being a part of said lot numbered four (4) in
the first (1st) division and seventh (7) range,
nnd 'bounded as follows, to wit: being an island
the only one owned by Albert Littlefield in
Lake Keewaydin, first off the shore from the
above described lot or parcel of lnnd. and connected by land with the main-land at low
water, and containing one acre, more or less
NINTH:—A certain lot or parcel of land
situated in Stoneham in said County, and
hounded Easterly by the Durgin Brook, so
railed; Northerly by land of John M. Farrington, formerly owned by Hilton McAllistcr;
Westerly by land of Charles H. Davis, form
erly owned T>y Statira Gammon and Southerly
by land of Isaac Davis. Also a right of waxover nnd upon land of Hilton McAllister to
the piece hereby conveyed, from the road
leading from Lovell to North Stoneham, the
above real estate and way are the same conveyed to George E. Smith and said Charles
H. Davis by Alpheus I. Hamblin, by deed dated
April 8th, 1885 and recorded in Oxford, Western District, Registry of
Deeds, Book 73,
Page 240. Said Charles H. Davis efterwards
conveyed to George E. Smith his interest therein, by deed. May 19th, A. D. 1886 and recorded in said Registry, Book 73, Page 548.
TENTH:—A certain lot or parcel of land
situated in said Stoneham, the same being a
part of the South half of lot numbered twentyone, and meaning to convey the school-house
lot formerly owned by No. Two School District.
ELEVENTH:—A certain lot or parcel of
land situated in the town of Stoneham, in
snid County of Oxford nnd 'being the South
half of lot number seven (7) in A range and
containing fifty acres, more or less.
TWELFTH:—Rights in a certain well in
Stoneham and rights of way to well.
Being
the same conveyed by
E. McKeen to
Ernest 8. Bartlett, by her qnit elaim deed dated January 21st, 1915 and recorded in Oxford Registry of Deeds,
Western District,
Book 106, Page 18.
THIRTEENTH, No. 1:—A certain lot or
parcel of land, with the buildings thereon,
situated in said Stoneham, and bounded as
follows, to wit: Commencing at the Southeast
corner of lot numbered six in the first Division
and sixth range, of which this is a part ;
thence Northerly on the East line of said lot
to the corner of land owned by Albert Little-

on
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Taken this sixth day of November, A. D.
1915 on execution dated October 29th, A. D.
1915, issued on a judgment rendered by tho
Supreme Judicial Court, for the County of
Oxford, at the term thereof begun and holden
D.
A.
on the second Tuesday of October,
1915, to wit: on the nineteenth day of October, A. D. 1915, in favor of Jessie R. Small
in said County of Oxford,
of Stoneham,
against Ernest S. Bartlett of Stoneham, aforeThousand Four Hundred and
for
Three
said,
cent*.
and
twelve
dollars
forty-eight
($3,448.12) debt or damage, and twenty-four
dollars and seventy-two cents, ($24.72) costs
of suit, together with fifteen cents, (.15c) for
and will be sold at
one writ of execution,
public auction at the office of Eugene F. Smith.
Main street. Norway Village, in Norway, in
said County of Oxford, to the highest bidder,
on the eighteenth day of December, being Saturday, A. D. 1915, at eleven o'clock in the
forenoon, the following described real estate
and all the right, title and interest which the
said Ernest S. Bartlett has and had in and
to the same on the twenty-fifth day of July,
A. D. 1914, the time when the same was attached on the writ in the same suit, to wit:
FIRST:—A certain piece or parcel of Real
Estate situated in said Stoneham, it being the
North half of lot numbered six (6) in the
first division and fifth (5) range of lots in
in said Town of Stoneham, with the buildings
thereon; intending to convey the same property conveyed to Jonathan Bartlett by deed from
\Vm. S." Pierce and others, and recorded in
Western District, Oxford Registry, Book 79,
Pace 393. It being also the same property
described in a deed of mortgage from Daniel
D. Merrill of Stoneham, aforesaid, to John
Howe of Otisfield, dated April 10th. A. D.
1875, and recorded in Oxford Registry, Western District. Book 62, Page 32, to which reference may be bad for a more particular dee-

"'IeCOND:—A

certain lot or parcel of land
situated in Stoneham, in the County of Oxford and State of Maine, and bounded as follows: Bounded Northerly by land of Fred McKeen, by the Elden McAllister pasture, and by
the Farrington pasture; Westerly by land of
Leonard Gammon and by land of Dean Russell;
Southerly by land of E. S. Hutchins, and EastSaid
erly by "pasture land of Isaac Davis.
land w'as conveyed to Frank L. Howe by Fred
C. and Edward N. Davis, by their deed of
Warranty, dated December 23rd, 1899. and recorded in Oxford Western District Registry,
Book 87. Page 241, and by deed from Sidnev McAllister, by his deed dated January

Ith. 1900, and recorded in Oxford Western
District Registry. Book 87, Page 242.
THIRD:—A certain lot or parcel of land
.ituated in said Stoneham, being a part of
in
seventeen
and
lots numbered fourteen

Grant, so-called, and
Academy
follows, viz : Commencing at the
lumbered fonrlwr.;
lot
of
Southwest corner
thence Easterly on the South !ine of tald lot
thence Northso-called;
to the Oreat Brook,
easterly on the Bank of said Brook to tfce
thence
said
lots:
Westerly on
of
Sort h line

Fryeburg

hounded

as

cento, (>89.18) debt or damage, and thirtythree dollar» and sixty-four cent*, ($33.64)
fifteen
eentt,
with
costs of suit, together
(,15c) for one writ of execution, and wiU be
on
Saturday, the
sold by public auction
at
eighteenth day of December, A- D. 1915,
ten o'clock in the forenoon, at the office of
Eugene F. Smith in Norway Village, in aaid
Town of Norway, all the right in equity which
the «aid Erne*t S. Bartiett haa and had on
the fourteenth day of November. A. D. 1913,
at four o'clock in the afternoon, when the
same waa attached on the original writ In the
same rait,, to redeem the following deaenbed
mortgaged real eatate to wit:
FIRST, No. 1 :—A certain lot or parcel of
land situated in said Stoneham, and being the
North half of lot Number Seven in Range A;
also the North half of lot Number Six in
Range A; and lot Number Fire in Range Α..
containing two hundred acre*, more or leas,
and being the same premise* conveyed to William H. Hobbs by Nelson Abbott of Norway,
by his deed of Warranty dated September
30th, A. D. 1890 and recorded in Oxford
Western District Registry of Deeds, Book 7i,
Page 851.
FIRST. No. 2:—Also a certain lot or parcel of laud situated in said Stoneham, to wit :

I,ots number four and five in the first division
and tenth Range: also South half of lot number six, first division, A Range, being, a
part of the Lemuel Goodwin Farm, so-called,
containing two hundred and fifty acres, more
or less, and being the same premise* conveyed
to William H. Hobbs by Esther W. Goodwin,
by her deed of Quit-claim dated December
A. D. 1889, and recorded in Oxford

31st,

Weetern

District Registry of Deeds, February

1890, Book and Page not given.
Parcel No. 1 of the above described real
estate is subject to a mortgage given by Ernest
S. Bartiett to Jessie R. Small, recorded in
same Registry, Book 99. Page 230. and dated
23rd, 1911, on which is said to be due
3rd,

May

about

$3448.12.

Southerly

_

Taken thie sixth day of November, \
[,
1915 on execution dated October 29
re· !■■■■.
1915, iaaued on a
Judicial Court, for the C,
:.
Oxforl, at the term thereof begun and
on the lecond Tuesday of October. Λ
b
U> wit: on the nineteenth day of Oct/·.D. 1915 in favor of Jessie K. Small of —.
ham, in sattf County of Oxford, a;»
nest S. Bartlett of said Stoneham
,r
Thousand Four Hundred and for
lars and twelve cent·, (13.44·. 12
damage, and twenty-four dollar» ar.<i j.
two cents, ($21.72) costa of mit, sol··
fifteen cents, (.15c) for one writ of .·»,
·.
aueti· r
and will be sold by
day, the eighteenth day of Decer..> r
1915, at eleven o'clock in the f r
the office of Eugene F. Smith in :
lag.·. in the Town of Norway, in
of Oxford, ail the right in equi'
said Ernest 8· Bartlett has ar.'i
twenty-fifth day of July. A. D. Γ.·.ν *.
the same was attached on the or..
in the same suit, to redeem the foi.
·.„·
criled mortgaged real estate, to w.<
FIRST, No. 1 :—A certain 1·>τ or :
said
in
Stoneharn
aland situated
1
the North half of lot Number S ·.·
A; also the North half of lo' N.r··Range A. and lot Number >'.··■
containing two hundred a. re-.
and being the same premise* cor.·.
liam H. Hobbs by Nelson Al.i
by his deed of Warranty d.^.-l s
30th, A. 1). 1890 and recorded
Western District Registry of Deeds.
Page 351.
FIRST, No. 2:—Also a c-rta :!·.:··
of land situated in said Ston· ·. .·
Lota number four and five η t:.. :
ion and tenth Range: also South
numl<er six. first division. A it.:..
part of the Lemuel Goodwin Far
containing two hundred and t f t >
or less, and being the same pr·
to William H. Hobbs by Esther '<'·
by her deed of Quit-claim da i
31st, A. D. 1«89. and record-d
1
Western District Registry of 1>
3rd. 1890. Book and Page n··Parcel No. 1 of the atrtw· <ί·
estate is subject to a mortgage .·
nest S. Bartlett to Jessie R.
in same Registry. Book 99. Pa.·
od May 23rd, 1911, on whl·
due about $3448.12.
Parcel No. 2 of the above ■:·estate is subject to a mortgage gr.
S. Bartlett to Aurilla Ο Lir. l-.v
22nd. 1909, and recorded .n -.:·
Book 99. l'âge 40, on w hich is
about 11500.
SECOND:—A certain lot OP ;. ir
situated in said Stoneham. I.e.·
half of lot numbered Six in th··
ion and Fifth Range of lots r. -λ
with buildings thereon, intendu.i
all that part of said lot lying
main road leading from J/s>;,r.
For a ni'ire [ 1:
Waterford.
to
cription, reference may be had :■
Stephen D Foster, dated \:g
anil to d>-'-d from Daniel Clark J.»·
Deed from said 1 :.il«tb. 1869
in Oxford Western District R· ^
Deed fr tn
lti»ok 55, Page 320.
Book 49. Page 502; contain.r.k' t·
more or less.
Said real estate, second par
said K-·
to a mortgage given
Λ ..·
let! to Charles O. Knight.
sail County of Oxford, recorded
try. Book 83, Page 586, on wL ·.
be due about Î612.
THIRD. No 1:—A certain 'nt <
of land situated in said Store·':.·
buildings thereon, being the Ν
in the .- xtV
of Lot No. seven Π
anl firs! Division of lots in said
the same conveyed to Emma I
.fame* I. Fields, by his deed dated i
Ctli, 1-90 and recorded in Oxi< rd
District Registry. Book «5. I'ag. 1

the North half of lot Number Six in
Range A, and lot Number Five in Range A.
containing two hundred acres, more or 1·»»,
and being the same premises conveyed to William H. Hobbs by Nelson Abbott of Norway.
by his deed of Warranty dat<*d S**pteml>er
30th, A. D. 1890 and recorded in Oxford
Western District Registry of Deeds, Book 77

also

■

I'age 351.
FIRST, No. 2:—Also a certain lot or parcel
of land situated in said Stoneham, to wit:
l^ts number four and five in the first divis
ion and tenth Range: also South half of loi
number six, first division, A Range, being e
part of the Lemuel Goodwin Farm, so-called
containing two hundred and fifty acres, mort
or less, and being the same premises conveyed
to William H. Hobbs by Esther W. Goodwin,
by her deed of Quit-claim dated December
31st, A. D. 1889, and recorded in Oxford
Western District Registry· of Deeds, Februsrj
3rd, 1890. Book and Pare not given.
Parcel No. 1 of the above deecribed real
estate is subject to a mortgage given by Kr
nest 8. Bartlett to Jessie R. Small, recorded
»nd
in same Registry. Book 99. Page 230,
dated May 23rd. 1911, on which is said to be

.-

.·

_bv

taining twenty-five acres, more >r
THIRD. No. 2:—Also or.e Other ;
land situated in the Town of Al'sti.
County of Oxfotd. and being a par:
numbered Ten in the eleventh R ng·
in said Albany, the same conveyed :■

°real

Emma I

as above, containing ft■'y
more or less. excepting the lease of t
solidated Miea Company, the same
to the said Bartlett the first day of J

year.
Said real estate, third parcel, ts
a mortgage given by said Erne«t S
to Etnnia I. Brown of said Stoneham.
ed in said registry. Book 83. Pag·which is said to be due about $300
FOURTH. No. 1:—A certain lot or
of land situated in said Stoneham and l'as follows, to wit: Being a part of I.··
bered six (6) in the seventh (7) Rν,
first Division in said Stoneham and
m follows: Commencing at a brown
North side of the Bn>k
the
on
through said premises: thence a·, r
to
Amos Barker's line: then
course
lv on the line of said Barker s land
owned by John W. Adams: thence a V.
Banister Grover
course to line of
thence Southerly to the Brook arid 1■

mentioned; containing fifty-five

lesa.

liven'

C°'sai'd 'reaf' 'estate'* fifT

mor^ace

registry

Swk 97° Page»j
'situated

forty-five

""SIXTH*
inii

Iu'ellà

fr°nj

\moî

"°Said^ real**
said

_

it.

'sEVENTH:—A

land,'

Lnd

piece

jhre.

^'one

RSaid"°real

_Bar1

Sophie

$3Sa'id

ιη«1α<|^1

93'e!gStH:—A

|

thirtjr-aix

Sheriff's Sale of Equity
OXFORD,
____

,76'

STATE OF MAINE.
November 8th, 1915.

BTiTS OF

·ι.

Taken thia sixth day of November, A. D.
on execution dated October 27th, A. D.
1915, issued on a judgment rendered by the
Supreme Judicial Oourt, tag the Oowib 9t
I

EUGENE 0. LIBBY,
Deputy Sheriff.

1915

1015 on

αΜΛα

*«£*·,A ml.

acre·

FOURTH. No. 2:—Also one other
land situated in said Stoneham.
numbered five in seventh range ani
vision of lota in said Stoneham. in »vd
ty of Oxford, containing seven·.) fi\·
more or less, except the point deeded
M
Russell
Said real estate, fourth parcel, ·.*
to a
mortgage given by Ernest S Γ.
Barnett "f Woodstock.
to Joseph Β
County. recorde<l in said registry. B>
I'age 34, on which is said to te du<
$6i2.50.
FIFTH, No. 1:—A certain lot or
of land with the buildings thereon.
in said Tow n of Stoneham. be ng :
half of lot numbered four (4) .n
(β) Range and first Division of i
Town
Excepting therefrom the sa*
privilege sold to John Lynch: al- » ..'
i5> acre» and one-half (1-2) sold
P. Bicknell: also what was do.i·
Holt and to Ν. M. Ru»»el!. at. ί
East of the stream running from S·
intending by the above to convey rsame premises devised to Georg·· .l
I >·
wi 1 of Joel S. Sawyer, late
l>eing the former homestead of -id 1
hir:
Sawyer, and same conveyed
than Sawyer, by his dee«l of Warrant)
May 25th. 1861. and record· 1 λ :h
Wjstern District Registry of I »<
73 Page 343.

JotVn

34·,

Sa^·"·

»

l,reU°o7und ^ηΛ
CÎAW
Albert"

Brown hv the said James J

by his deed

conveyed

o™"} jj
Jin®

«

·*

J.

Ztn-tZe{TZ^y

judgment

pu&lic

Jo

Sot

1915

88.

Supreme

SnWie

Unm^and '^unde^'as .^'k^'j^^'^wiielFSy

STATE OP MAINE
November 6th,

OXFORD,

Parcel No. 2 of the above described real
estate is subject to a mortgage given by Ernest S. Bartiett to Aurilla O. Lindsay, dated
July 22nd. 1909, and recorded in same
Registry. Book 99. Page 40, on which is said
to be dne about $1500.
due about $3448.12.
SECOND :—A certain lot or parcel of land
Parcel No. 2 of the above described ~ea!
eituated in said Stoneham, being the North estate is subject to a mortgage given by Er
Divis
half of lot numbered Six in the First
nest 8. Bartlett to Aurilla O. Lindsay, dated
ion and Fifth Range of lots in said Stone- •inly 22nd, 1909, and recorded in same Kezis
ham, with buildings thereon, intending to try, Book 99, Page 40, on which is said tc
North be due about $1500.
convey all that part of said lot lying
of the main road leading from Josepn C.
SECOND:—A certain lot or parcel of land
Bicker's to Waterford. For a more particu- situated in said Stoneham. being the Ncrtl
lar description, reference may be had to a half of lot numbered Six in the First Divis
deed from Stephen D. Foster, dated August ion and Fifth Range of lots in said Stonehirn
10th. 1863 and to deed from Daniel Clark with
buildings thereon, intending to convej
Deed from said
dated February 10th, 1869.
all that part of said lot lying North of thi
Clark recorded in Oxford Western District main road leading from Joseph C. Ricker'i
Registry of Deeds, Book 55, Page 320. Deed to Waterford.
For a particular description
from S. D. Foster, Book 49. Page 502; con- reference
may be had to a deed from Stepher
taining fifty acres, more or less.
dated
August 10th. 1863 and t(
D.
Foster,
Said real estate, second parcel, is subject deed from Daniel Clark dated February 10th
to a mortgage given by said Ernest S. Bartsaid Clark recorded ir
from
Deed
1869.
iett to Charles G. Knight, of Waterford, in Oxford Western District Registry of Deed»
in
said
recorded
.«aid County of Oxford,
D. Fos
Deed from 8
320.
Moolt
55,
Page
is
Registry. Book 83. Page 586, on which
ter. Book 49, Page 502; containing fifty acres
said to be due about $612.
more or less.
of
or
parcel
THIRD. No. 1:—A certain lot
Said real estate, second parcel, is subject t<
land situated in said Stoneham. with the a
mortgage given by said Ernest S Bartleti
buildings thereon, being the Northeast corner
Charles G. Knight of Waterford, in said
of Lot No. seven (7) in the sixth (6) Range
of Oxford, recorded in said Registrv
County
and first Division of lots in Raid Stoneham, Book 83, Page 586, on which is said to b«
the same conveyed to Emma I. Brown by due about
$612.
James I. Fields, by his deed dated December
THIRD, No. 1 :—A certain lot or parcel oi
6th, 1890 and recorded in Oxford Western
in said Stoneham. with the btild
situated
conland
District Registnr, Book 85, Page 136,
ol
ings thereon, being the Northeast corner
taining twenty-five acres, more or lees.
of
seven
No.
Lot
other
(7) in the sixth (β) Range an.
one
piece
THIRD, No. 2:—Also
th<
Stoneham.
in
said
land eituated in the Town of Albany, in said first Division of lots
Isame conveyed to Emma I. Brown bv Jam.·
County of Oxford, and being a part of lot
fields, by his deed dated December 6th
numbered Ten in the eleventh Range of
Western 1>ί»
lots in said Albany, the same conveyed to the 1890 and recorded in Oxford
.Jamee
J.
trict
seid
the
Registry. Book «5. Page 136, containin*
Brown
I.
said Emma
by
less
or
more
Fields, by his deed as above, containing fifty twenty-five acres,
THIRD, No. 2:—Also one other piece ol
acres, more or less, excepting the lease of the
:n
aid
Consolidated Mica Company, the same to be land situated in the Town of Albany,
of Oxford, and being a part of loi
of
first
the
July
County
Bartiett
day
said
paid to the
of
loti
eleventh
in
the
Rang··
numbered Ten
64
aie
to the
Sairi
estate, third parcel, is subject to in said Albany, the same conveyed
Emma I Brown by the said James J. Fields
a mortgage given by said Ernest S. Bartiett
as afove, containing fifty acr·»
rehis
deed
said
Stoneham,
of
I.
Brorrn
by
to Emma
the lease of the Con
corded in said registry, Book 83, Page 533, more or less, excepting
solidated Mica Company, the same to be paie
on which is said to be due about $300.
first
the
Bartlett
day of July eacl
FOURTH. No. 1:—A certain lot or parcel to the said
of land eituated in said Stoneham and bounded year.
third
Said real mtate,
parrel, is subject U
as follows, to wit: Being a part of Lot numErne»t S Barllet
bered six (6) in the seventh (7) Range and a mortgage given by said
of
said
Stoneham, reord
I.
Brown
Emma
bounded
to
and
first Division in said Stoneham
or
as
follows: Commencng at a brown Ash tree ed in said registry, Hook 83, Page 533,
be
about
$.100.
said
to
due
is
which
Brook
the
running
of
the North Side
on
FOURTH, No. 1:—A certain lot or parce
through said premises; thence an Easterly
oi land situated in said Stoneham and boundtc
course to Amos Barker's line: thence Northto wit: Being a part of Lot num
erly on the line of said Barker's land to land as follows,
bered six (6) in the seventh (7) Range an*
Westera
thence
W.
John
Adams;
owned by
Division in said Stoneham and bour.de.
ly course to line of Banister Grover* land: first
as follows: Commencing at a brown Ash tre.
thence Southerly to the Brook and bound
first mentioned;
containing fifty-five acres, on the North side of the Brook runmn,
through said premises; thence na Easterh
more or less.
North
FOURTH, No. 2:—Also one other parcel of course to Amos Barker's line; s thence to Ian.
lot
said
Stoneham.
being
in
erly on the line of said Barker land
situated
land
Wester
a
thence
W.
John
Adams;
numbered five in seventh range and first Di- owned by
land
vision of lots in said Stoneham, in said Coun- ly course to line of Banister (trover's
thence Southerly to the Brook and bound fir»
ty of Oxford, containing seventy-five acres,
mentioned; containing fifty five acres, mor.
more or less, except the point deeded to N.
or less.
M. Russell.
S'iiil real estate, fourth parcel, is subject
FOURTH. No. 2:—Also one other parcel ol
Bartiett
S.
Ernest
to a
land situated in said Stoneham. being lo
mortgage given by
to Joseph B. Barnett of Woodstock in said numbered five in seventh range and first I>i
l,a"1 Stoneham. in >aid Coun
County recorded in said Registry, Book 99. T""°?
a r.··.
Page *34, on which is said to be due about ty of Oxford, containing seventy-five
more or less, except the point deed.-d to Ν
$692.50.
FIFTH. No. 1:—A certain lot or parcel of M. Russell.
land with the buildings thereon, situated in
Said real estate, fourth parcel, is subjeel
said Town of Stoneham, being the North half to a mortgage given by Ernest S Har-l-tt t<
of lot numbered four (4) in the sixth (6) Joseph Β Harnett of Woodstock, in said Conn
Range and first Division of lots in said Town. ty. recorded in said registrv. Book 99. l'agi
on^hich is said to be due about $692.50
Excepting therefrom the saw mill and priviHFTH, No. 1 -A certain lot or parcel ol
lege sold to John Lynch; also about five (5)
sold to Carrie P.
acres and one-half (1-2)
buildings thereon, situated ir
•j n?
Bicknell: alio what was deeded to A. C. Holt said
Town of Stoneham, being the North hal
and to Ν. M. Russell, and what li«e East of of lot numbered four (4) in the sixth (6)
the stream running from Stone Pond, intend
Kange and first Division of lots in said Tewn
ing by the above to convey precisely the excepting therefrom the saw mill and privi
same premises devised to George A. Brown by
lege sold to John Lynch: also about five <"
will of Joel S. Sawyer, late of Stoneham; it
me-half (1-2) sold to Carrie Ρ
acres and
being the former homestead of said Joel S. Bicknell ; also what was deeded to A. C Holl
Jona
him
to
same
and
by
M.
Russell, and what lies Ea«· ol
and
to
Ν.
Sawyer,
than Sawyer, bv his deed of Warranty dated the stream running from Stone Pond, intend
Oxford
with
and
recorded
above
to convey precisely the sam<
25th.
the
1861,
May
mg by
Western District Registry of Deeds, Book premises devised to Oeorge A. Brown by wil
73. Pace 343.
of Joel S Sawyer, late of Stoneham; it be
NO 2:—Also one oiner piwe or ing the former homestead of said Joe! S
FIFTH
Sawyer, and same conveyed to him bv J,)na
by his deed of Warranty dite»!
15*n
May -5th, 1861, and recorded with Oxford
Western District Registry of Deeds. Book 73.
age *543.
FIFTH NO. 2:—Λ1»0 one otner piece 01
,o the old road Wading to former rM.dence of parcel of lend situated in said Town of
H»·· I
«vivnnii* Β
Richardson; thence Easterly u>
Ι
of
land
line
to
South
road
the
«aid
I
of land
said George A. Brown, being the
Littlefield, on the Westerly side of tb« I
mentioned in first described P»rcel, thence road leading from «aid Stoneham to Ν >rtli I
liv said line to the road lending to l»ortn τ «veil
thence Southerly on Littlefield * line I
thence on the Westerly side line·of to the old road leading to former residence I
Being a of Svlvanus B. Richardson; thence has.erl I
said road to the first named bound.
part of lot numbered four in the *«venth
I
{ange nnd first division of lots m said town.

the North line of said lots to the Northwest
numbered fourteen; tnence
of lot
on the West line of said lot Ό the
Meaning to convey
first bound mentioned.
all of said lots lying Northerly and Westerly of
said Brook, this* being the same property conveyed to William J. Culbert by Edwin 8.
Hutchins of Fryeburg, by deed dated September 28th, 19u3, and recorded in Western Registry. Book 92, Page 132.
FOURTH:—A certain lot or parcel of land
situated in said Stoneham. and being a part of
lot numbered six in the seventh range and
first division, containing forty-five acres, more
or less, and bounded as follows, to wit: Commencing on Banister Grover's West line at
the Brook; thence Northeasterly by said Brook
to a brown ash tree: thence same course to
(he F.ast line of said lot: thence South on said
lot line to land owned by Henry Hill; thence
Southwest on said Hill's lot line to the corner
on an oak tree; thence on the Westerly line
Exceptof said lot to bound first mentioned.
ing and reserving two rods square near Amos
Barker's line as a burying ground where
Oliver T. Adams was buried.
FIFTH:—A certain lot or parcel of land
situated in the Town of Stoneham. aforesaid,
and is a part of lot numbered six (6) in the
ninth i9) range and first division of lots in
said Stoneham. and being all of that part of
said lot l>ing Northerly and Westerly of the
Goodwin road, so-called, and Easterly of the
the
however,
Goodwin
Brook, excepting,
School-house lot of one acre, being the same
lot on which a school-house formerly stood.
The premises herein conveyed are known as
the Daniel Merrill Meadow, and contain ten
acres, more or less, except, however, a certain
parcel on the rise of ground which William
II. Farrington formerly conveyed to Jonathan
Bartlett: otherwise than that the premises
are the same as conveyed to said William H.
Farrington by Peter McAllister, October 11th,
1900, by deed recorded in Oxford Registry,
Western District. Book 87. Page 414.
SIXTH:—A certain lot or purcel of land
situated in said Stoneham and bounded as
follows, to wit: Being a part of lot number
six in the ninth range, commencing at the
Northwest corner of said lot and run Southerly on said lot line to mud brook, so-called:
thence Northeasterly to a point of woods continuing a straight line to the North line of
said lot to a birch tree spotted; thence Westerly on said line to the first bound mentioned.
SEVENTH:—A certain lot or parcel of
land situated in said Stoneham, to wit: it
being all that part of lot three in the first
division and fifth range of lot* in said Stoneham. which lies on the East side of the road
leading .'rom the turn near Levi McAllister's
Allen's in said Stoneham.
to Ashbel G.
EIGHTH, No. 1:—A certain lot or parcel
of land situated in Stoneham, being a part of
lot numbered four (4) in the first (1st) divisto.
ion und seventh (7) range of lots in said
Stoneham. and bounded as follows, to wit: Begiven by said Ernest S. Bartlett to
ginning on the South line of said lot, on the John H Maxwell of East U™rmor«
West shore of I.ake Keea-aydin at high water irin County Maine, recorded in said
574 575 and 576 on which
mark, and run Westerly on said line to the
line of the main road leading from East Stone- is said to be due about $4140.00.
ham to North Lovell; thence Northerly on the
SIXTH No. 1 :—A certain lot or parcel of
in said Stoneham "A bounded
East line of said road twenty-two and one- land
half (22 1-2) rods to a maple tree marked: as follows, to wit: it being the
East
to
the
thence North
degrees
of lot number two (2) in the
shore of said Lake; thence
Easterly and of lots and Sixth Range, containing fifty acres.
Lake
at
said
shore
of
high
the
Southerly by
water mark'to the first bound mentioned; conNo. 2:—Also one other parcel beEasterly half of lot number three (3) in
taining one acre, more or less.
ETGHTH, No. 2:—Also one other lot or he first division and Sixth Range, excepting
parcel of land situated in said Stoneham. be- and reserving therefrom what was formerly
deeded to Jonathan Bartlett.
ing a part of said lot numbered four (4) in
the first (1st) division and seventh (7) range,
SIXTH No. 3:—Also one other piece to
and bounded as follows, to wit: being an
J. Grover.
Meaning hereby
island, the only one owned by Albert Little- the same premises named in the deed
field in Lake Keewavdin, first off the shore
Barter to Joseph B. Barnett, dated
from the above described lot or parcel of August 27th. A. D. 1902 and duly "corded
land, and connected by land .with the main- in Oxford Western District Registry of Deeds.
land at low water, and containing one acre,
more or less.
state, sixth parcel is
NINTH:—A certain lot or parcel of land a mortgage given by the said Ernest8. Bart
situated in Stoneham in said County, and lettto
Maxwell »"d being the
John
Fifth Par
iMiunded Easterly by the Durgin Brook, so- same mortgage mentioned in the
called ; Northerly by land of John IL Far- C>
certain lot or parcel of
rington, formerly owned Ijv Hilton McAllis
1er; Westerly by land of Charles H. Davis,
with the buildings thereon, situated in
It be
formerly owned by Statira Gammon and said Stoneham. described as follows:
Also ο inc the homestead farm of Walter S. Butter*.
Southerly by land of Isanr Davis.
right of way over and upon land of Hilton
being all that part of lot number
McAllister to the
hereby conveyed, from in the first division and fifth range of lots in
the road leading from Lovell to North Stone- said Stoneham, which lies on the \\ est sid.
ham. the above real estate and way are the of the road leading from the turn near Levi
same conveyed to George E. Smith and said
McAllister s to Ashbel 0. Allen s "> "id
Charles H. Davis by Alpheus I. Hamblin. by ham. except that part of said lot described in
Me
deed dated April flth, .1885 and recorded in the deed from Prudence E. Smith to
Oxford. Western District, Registry of Deeds, A Mister, dated July Oth. 1874 and recorded m
Said Charles H. Davis Oxford W«"Stern Registry of Deeds, Book A4
Book 73, Page 240.
afterwards conveyed to George E. Smith his 1
interest therein, by deed. May 19th. A. D.
estate, seventh parcel, 's ubject
1886 and recorded in said Registry, Book 73, to a mortgage given by said Ernest 8.
Page S48.
lett to Walter S. Butters of said Sonehem, re
TENTH:—A certain lot or parcel of land corded in said registry. Book 91, 1 age 300, on
situated in said Stoneham. the same tieing a which is said to be due about $1500.
The said real estate, seventh parcel, is abo
part of the South half of lot numbered twenK. Mc
ty-one, and meaning to convey the school- subject to a mortgage given to
house lot formerly owned by No. Two School Allister of I^ovell. Maine
recorded in sa
about
District.
on
ts
aaid
to
be
due
which
registry,
ELEVENTH:—A certain lot or parcel of
land situated in the Town of Stoneham. in
real estate, seventh parcel, Is also sub
said County of Oxford and being the South ject to whatever rights Walter 8. Butters may
half of lot number seven (7) in A range and hold therein, by reason of conditions
in the deed of said Walter 8. Butter, to the
containing fifty acres, more or less.
TWELFTH:—Rights in a certain well in said Ernest 8. Bartlett. dated Augiist 23rd
Stoneham and rights of way to well.
Being 1905. and recorded tn same Registry, Book
the same conveyed by Mary E. McKeen to
Ernest S. Bartlett, by her quit claim deed,
certain lot or parcel of land
dated January 21st, 1915 and recorded in situated in said 8toneham, with the building*
Oxford Registry of Deeds, Western District, thereon and being a part of lot numbered
Book 106, Page 18.
seven
(7) in the first division and aixth
A certain lot or par
THIRTEENTH. No. 1
range of lots in said Stoneham and bounded
eel of lind, with the buildings thereon, situated as follows: Beginning at the Southwest cor
in said Strneham, and bounded as follows, to ner of said lot on Ix>vell and 8toneham Town
wit: Commencing at the Southeast corner of line· run Easterly on the South Line of said
lot numbered six in the first Division and lot to land of Calvin H.
Stearns; thence
sixth range, of which this is a part; thenee Northerly
on
aaid
Stearna
to
line
of
Ernest
thence
Northerly on the East line of said lot to the land
Bsrtlett;
corner of land owned by Albert Llttlefield and
Northwesterly on said Bartlett s line to an
Levi McAllister and thence Westerly on said oak tree spotted, which tree is the corner
Littlefield'e line to the corner of Jonathan of land of Ernest 8. Bartlett; thence in a
Bartlett's land; thence Westerly on said Bart- Southwesterly course, parallel with the Best
lett's line to the West line of said lot; thence line of said Bartletts land to the Brook:
Southerly on laid line to the end of a stone- thence Westerly by the Brook to a beech tree
wall on the North side of the main road lead- a little South of said brook on Lovell and
ing from Stoneham to Lovell·; thence Easterly Stoneham Town line; thence Southerly on said
on said wall continuing the same course thirTown line to the first bound mentioned; con
ty-four rods and six feet : then South, twenty- taining thirty-five acres, more or lew.
four degrees East, to the North line of the
Said real estate, eighth parcel is subject
old rountv road; thence Easterly on said North to a mortgage given
by Ashbel G. Smith to M.
line of tne old county road, to the division F. McAllister, late of Norway, Maine, recorded
lino of said lot; thence Southerly on said divis- in said refpatry, on which is eaid to be due
ion line to the South line of said lot; thence about $150; also subject to another
mortgage
Easterly on the South line of said lot to the given by Ashbel G. Smith to V. H. LitUefirst bound mentioned; containing fifty acres, fleld of said Stoneham. recorded in said
more or leas.
registry, Book 91. Page 271, on which is said
THIRTEENTH, No. 2:—Also one other par- to be due about $276.80.
cel situated in Ston;bam and bounded as folNINTH:—A certain lot or parcel of land
lows: Being a part of lot numbered seven of situated in said Stonel.aax, and bounded as
first division and sixth range in said Stone- follows, to wit: Being a part of lot number
ham, commencing at the end of a stonewall six in the second Division and second range
on the North side of the main road
leading of lots in Stoneham, beginning at the Southfrom Stoneham to Lovell, on the East line of weaterly corner of said lot; run North ten
said lot and running Northerly on said line and one-half degTeea Wert, one hundred and
to land of Jonathan Bartlett; thence
Westerly seven roda to a atake and stones; thence
on said Bartlett'* line to land of Simon GrorNorth forty-one degrees East seventy-eight
or; thence Southerly on said Grover'i line to rods to a sUke and stone·; thence North aeva pile of atone on Hardin Mountain,
so-called; enty (70) degrees East four and one-half rods
thence South forty-five degrees West, fifty-two to a stake and stone·; thence ten and one-half
rods and ten feet, to an oak tree spotted; degrees Eaat one hundred and
roia
thence South, forty-five degree* East, sixty-one to a stake and atone· on the Southerly line
rods to the main road, leading from Stoneham οt said lot; thence South
and fivesixty-three
to Lovell; thence Easterly on the line of said eighths degree· to the first bound mentioned.
road about flftjr rods to the first bound men
Containing fifty acre·, more or leu, excepting
tioned; containing forty acre·, more or leas. and reserving the old buildings.
Said reel estate, ninth parcel, la subject
EUGENE. 0. LIBBT,
to a mortgage riven by Dennia W. Adama to
Deputy Sheriff. Ernest
8. Bartlett recorded in aaid registry,
on which is said to be due about $60 ; also
subject to another mortgage given by Dennis
W. Adams to William Adam· recorded in aaid
registry, on which ia aaid to be due about
corner

191β, leauedon a judgment rendered by the
Supreme Judicial Court for the County of
Oxford, at the tern thereof begun and hoideo
on the second Tuaaday of October. A. D. 1015,
to wit: on the nineteenth day of October, A.
of
D., 1915, in favor of Edwin 8. Cummingi
Norway, in aaid County of Oxford, Surviving
Partner of the late copartnership of C. B.
Cummin*» Λ Sont, which comiated of 8tephen
B. Cumminfi, Fred H. Cummingi and Edwin
8. Cu minings, all of Mid Nor way, and Oeorge
I. Cummins», late of aaid Norway, deceased,
in
against Erneat 8. BarUett of Stoneham.
«aid County of Oxford, for Eight Hundred
cent»,
and
Dollar·
jixty-five
Thirty-five
($835.65), debt or damage, and Thirty three
Dollars and fifty-one centa, (133.51) costs
of suit, together with fifteen centa, (.15c) for
and will be aold at
one writ of execution,
auction on Saturday, the eighteeith
at 10:30 ο clock
ay of December, A. D. 1915
in the forenoon, at the offlce of Albert J.
Stearna, in aaid Norway, all the right in eqi.it;
which the aaid Ernest 8. Bartlett baa and had
on the eleventh day of December, A. D. 1913,
when the aame was attached on the original
writ in the same suit, to redeem the following
described mortgaged real estate, to wit:
FIH8T, No. 1 :—A certain lot or parcel ol
land aituated in said Stonebam, and being the
North half of lot Number Seven in Range A :

ri rut,

λο.

ζ

λι*ο
in

υί land ntuated
parcel
ham and bounded as

on·1

m:.

said To*
follow? :o
line of Ian

mencin* on the Ea»t
Albert Littlefield, on th.* Wester!*
rond leading from said Stoneha:
I.ovell ; thcnce Southerly on Lit!
to the old road leading i> former r
Syvanus Β Kichardson ; thence F

road to the
|sa:d
I by said Oe..rge A

South

line of la:

Brown. Wine

t

described
tir&t
land mentioned in
I 'hence by »aid line to the roa.i |.·.,..
I North Lovell; thence on ihe West.
Beini: a part of lot numbered four in the I line of said road to the first nanu d
seventh range and first dirition of lotsm I Ueing a part of lot numbered four
said town containing six aères, more or les.
range and first division of Iota
a I said town, containing six acre*, more or le>
Said real estate fifth parcel '"
mnrtsaee eiven bv said
Said real estate, fifth parcel, is subject to .«
Ernest S·
H Maxwell of East Livermore, Andres I mortgage given by said Ernest S Partlett to
Η. Maxwell of EhI J.ivermore Andre
eoggin County. Maine rworde.1
I rofgin County, Maine, recorded in -a:d r.*··
try. Book 97. Pages 5.4. 575. and 576,
which is said to be due about $4140.00
triv! Book 97, Pages 574, 575, anj 57^ υη
SIXTH No. 1:—A certain lot or parcel of I which is said to be due about $4140.00.
•v>0 1 —A certain lot «τ parcel of
in said Stoneham and bourdwl
land
!
half I land situated in said Stoneham and bound.
m follows to wit: it being the
the Westerly
lot number two <2) in the first. division las follows, to wit: it being
first
div·..
in
lot
number
two
the
(2)
lof
of lots and Sixth Range, containing ift>
I of lots and Sixth Kange, containing fii
one
other parcel ■ acres, more or less.
No. 2:-—Also one other parcel >„
h»in* Easterly half of lot number three (3)
m
the
division and Sixth Range, ex I I-.asterly half of lot number three (3) in h·t
division
.ir>t
and Sixth Ranj?e, excepting
I
and reserving «herefrom what was
I reserving therefrom what was formerlv 1
formerly deeded to Jonathan Bartlett.
to Jonathan Bartlett
ed
I
oTvfH No 3:—Also one other pieci to
3:—AUo one other pi...
Meaning hereby to convey
Meaning hereby to .·■ '■
the same
named in theι deed Irom I Luella J. 6rover
I the same premises named in the deed
\moH Barker to .ToM*ph B. Barnitt,
d",
Barker
to Joseph
B. Barn.tt
Anoa
I
27th. A IV 1902 and duly recorded
in Oxford Western District Registry of Deeds. August 27th. A. I). 19Ί2 and dulv r'e. or·:
I in «>xford \> estern District Registry of 1)..
is subject IBook «9, Page 416.
sixth parcel
Said real estate, sixth parcel, is subject
I
to a mortgage given by the said Ernest
H
a mortgage given by the said Ernest S
Bartleu
John H. Maxwell, »«d
the same mortgage mentioned in the
Him I let! to said John H Maxwell, and Wing
-aiiie mortgage mentioned in the "fifth Γ
I
Parcel."
I

•ubjectjo

tTJohn

Tt

'situated

Westerly

*CSIXTHe Nole":-AUo

|!>e\enth

J
(John
I

Ii

£
fi^t
èêpting

I

Lu'ella J.'Orover.

Ii

\ugust

premise,

I

B<SaidK9reàia,!estate?
[Ô*said

Μηξ J

Ii

SEVENTH'—Λ certain lot or parcel ot
r,rtain lot or pare.
land, with the buildings thereon, situated in I lar.d. with the building thereon situa·. 1
said Stoneham. described
follows:
It b< I said
I·
described as follows
Stoneham,
aj
ing the homestead farm of Walter S. But ere, I the homestead farm of Walter S Butt.·-r»
and being all that part of lot number tirua" that part of lot number thr··· ;r
being
in the first division and fifth range of lots I first division
end fifth range of
I
in said Stoneham, which lies on the West side
I stoneham, which lies on the \\. >t sid.
of the road leading front the turn near Levi
'rom the turn near Ι,. ν
McAllister-» to Ashbel 0.
in
.«aid 17ÎÎ"'
Allen a
I Alliater a to Ashbel (f Alien s in said
Stoneham, except that part of said lot des I ham except that
part of -ai l lot d.
cribed in the deed from Prudence Ε Smith
·»
Ε Snub
!?.*! "•"«"Ί iroul Prudence
to Levi McAllister, dated July 9th. 1874 end
*Iul> ®,h· ,*:i "J <■·
i*'11*1
recorded in Oxford Western Registry of Deeds. l£n
'" Oxford
eatern Regi,lr,· of l>. Js. Β
I 04
I
Page 29.
estate! seventh parcel. l«
n'
Said real estate, seventh par
to a mortgage riven by said Ernest S. Bart I
>
1! .-(!·
la mortgage given by said Fr:
lett to Walter S. Butters of said Ston.'Un. I to Walter S. Butters of .:i
recorded in said
Book 91. Page .100. I corded in said
registry.
regiMrv. Booii
on which is said to be due about $1500.
on which in said to bo dm
The said real estate, seventh parcel, is J
e K*'1' real estate, sevent
ir
also subject to a mortgage given to Soiihie I
10
? mortgage given
K. McAllister of Lovell. Maine, recorded in I ii 'lir
I McAllister of Lovell. Maine, r.
said registry, on which is **id to be due aliout
00
'· seld

^°Sai(f*reai*

«^jwt

..

,3Said

||300tr>'

real estate, seventh
i* also «ub I
Said real estate, seventh pari
to whatever right* Walter 8. Butters
Iject to whatever right. Wallet
reason of conditions in
may hold therein,
I may hold therein, by reavn·.
eluded in the deed of said Walter 8. Butters to
Iud.4 in the deed of nid Walter
the said Ernest 8. Bartlett, dated August
8. Bartlett
°3rd 1905, and recorded ir same Registry,
and recorded in
Book 93. Page 343.
»
I Hook 93. Pa«
343
!
EIGHTH:—A certain lot or parcel of l*nd
EIGHTH -A certain lot or par :
situated in said Stoneham. with the building* I situated in said Stoneham. :i t
thereon and being a part of lot numix red I tnerMB and being n nmrt
seven
(7) In the first division and sxth seven (7) in the first d
range of lots in said Stoneham. and bounded I range of lots in said Stonehan
as
follow»:
Beginning at the Southwest las follows: Beginning at the
corner of said lot on I»vell and
Stoneham ncr of said lot on Lovell and
Town line; run Easterly on the 8outh line
.run. Easterly· on thi> so,,
of «aid lot to land of Calvin H. Stearns: lot to land
of Calvin H. Stearic
thence Northerly on said Stearns' line to land
"(Μπα' line to la
·ιθη ; thence
of Ernest Barflett; thence Northwesterly on iiMartlet!
Northwester!*said Bartlett» line to an oak tree spotted, ett s line to an oak tree spotted. »
which tree i» the corner of land of Ernest the corner of land of Ernest S H
8. Bartlett; thence in a Southwesterly course, in a Southwesterly course, para
parallel with the East line of *aid Barth tt s
M,d B»rtlett > land t.,
land to the Brook; thence
bv the .h
,h«· »ro..k M a !
Brook to a beech tree a little South of Mid a little South of said brook on l,.n.
brook on I^jvell and Stoneham Town line:
·.
'hence
■? first bound Southerlv
thence Southerly on said Town line to the line to the
mentioned
first bound mentioned; containing thirty five thirty-five acres, more or les*
acre*, more or lee*.
.said real estate, eighth parcel, i*
Said real e«tate, eighth parcel, ie subject
*iv··" by Ashbel (f Si;.
\r
to a mortgage given by Ashbel 0. Smith to M
late of Nor war. Main.·, r
j McAllister,
P. McAllister, late of
cord»sl in said registry, on which is sa J
re
corded in said regiatry, on which is aeid to
>e due about 1150: also subject to anotl
be due about $150; also subject to another
Smith 10 V :·!
AahKI
mortgage given by Ashbel O. Smith
λ. Η liitili>n»*ld of haid Stoneham. recorded in
Littlefield of said Stoneham, recordedto_in said registry, Book 91 Page 271. 011 which ί» «ι 1
registry, Book 91. Page 271, on which is to * due about $276.80.
said to be due about $27β.«0.
A cerUin lot or parcel of la: I
NINTH:—A certain lot or parcel of land
Stoneham and bound.si
*·*
situated in aaid Stoneham, and bounded as follows, to wit: Being a part of lot numb.r
follow·, to wit: Being a part of lot number
the second Division and second Kan
six in the second Division and second H*igo
t lots in Stoneham, l*gmning at the .sou.:
of lota in Stoneham, beginning at the 8otth
of "«'Ι I"»: run North ■·
I
westerly corner of said lot; run North ten
Wcs'· en«·' hundred
and one-half degreea West, one hundred i.nd
end »<ones; the:
J1
seven rods to
«take and »tones; thence North North /fort) one degrees
East seventy eight r
ν
forty-one degree» Eaat «eventy-elght rod* to »
iU>'1"·; thence North ».λ.
τη»
sMke and «one·; thence North
»eventy ( r0) ( 70) degrees hast four and one half ro.^
degree» Ea*t four and one-half rod* to a it »ke
thence ten and one half ·,·
ana stones; thence ten and one-half
hundred and thirty-six ro.l*
degrees
Î*
onf i,on''11
Eaat one hundred and thirty-six rod* U a
on 'he Southerly ! .·
«take and stones on the Southerly line of said
thence
aixtythri* and fi>.·
lot; thence South sixty-three and five-eighth*
,0 ,he firet bound nientior.' I
degreea to the first bound mentioned.
ΒοΓβ
or Ιβ,ϊ· exepm.»·
Con
Mining fifty acre·, more or les», except.ng and reserving yi.*Crf?·
the old buildings
and reserving the old building*.
Said real estate, ninth parcel, is subject to
Said real estate, ninth parcel. U
by Denni« W Adallls 10
subject
to
mortgage given by Dennia W. Adams to
recorded in said registry.
Ι
Erneat 8. Bartlett recorded in said regi«try. on
,0 ^ due *bout 16» al·.»
**■!
on which la said to be due about
$60 ; also
given by Dennis
subject to another mortgage given by Denni» W Adams to William Adams, recorded in «aid
W. Adam* to William Adam» recorded in aaid
00
** *aid lo ^ du'' λ1,01"
registry, on «kick la aaid to U due about $75.
ject
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The Oxford Democrat.
South

Paris, Maine, November

Mise Emma Haakell Is a
and Mrs. Ε. N. Haskell.

Mrs. Kate Stuart went Saturday
Portland for a visit of *ome week*.

23, iqis

to

The teachers' club it· entertained this
Mis* Pillsbury at Mr.

Monday evening by
Stanley's.

SOUTH PARIS.

Mr. and Mr?. William Welsh of Grafguests at
too, West Virginia, were
Percy Allen's the past week.

SOUTH PARI· »ΌβΤ OiTTC·.
7:30 A. M. to 6:30 P. ■.

Myron W. Maxim, Harry Shaw, Elmer
Campbell and Kay Seeley left Sunday for
a hunting trip to Andover Surplus.
Donald S. Brings,who had been at Up-

>fflce Hour»

<

gaeat of Mr.

Ο HAND THCMK RAIL WAT.

Beginning Sep». 12, 1915,

ton on a hunting trip, returned the last
ΓΚΑΙΝ9 LKAVK SOUTH PA 119
of the week with aspikehorn buck.
liolng <lc wn ( Κ art) 5 V, a. in., express. dally;
» : a πι
local, dally except Sunday; 5*7 p. m.,
Fred B. Howe of Waltham, Mass., wan
expre*·, dailyliolng up (Wert) 9:43 a. no., express, dally, here last week to see his mother, Mrs
» i· ra local, dally exceptSunday; 931 p.m.
Charlotte Howe, who is rather feeble.
express. dally.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph E. Gray of PortcarKCHis.
land have been guests for a few days of
First Congregational Churcti, Rev. A. 1. Mc
hie parents, Mr. and Mrs. William L.
Whorter. Pastor. Preaching service, 10:45 Α. X.
T. P. S. C. Ε. 6:00
in lay School 11 45 a. M.;
Church Gray.
m ;
ι·
Evening service 7:00 p. at 7 Λ)
p. m
The young people's societies of the
rayer meeting Wednesday evening
Λ il, not otherwise connected, are cordially In
several churches held a union meeting at
the Congregational vestry at 5:30 Sunday
Methodist Church, Rev. C. I. 9t>ear, Partor
1'rvaching service 10:45 a. m.; 3ab:>ath Schoo afternoon.
:.· m. ; Kpworth League Meeting 6:00 P. M.,
orayer meeting Wedne-^lay evening 7 to.
Mrs. W. A. Porter's horse, which was
B;i tlsi Church, Kev. ύ. Howard New ton, t'a»
of advanced age and had spent his life
i»n Sunday, preachtng service 10:45 a *.;
tor
in the service of the family, was tenderly
>ab atli S;hool ii I.; Y· P. 9. C. E., >5:15 P.
P. Μ. ; Wednesday evening
laid away last week.
rayer meeting 7

All ar
Seats tree.
prayer service
welcome.
I'nlversallrt Church, Rev. Chester Gore Miner,
Pastor.
Preaching service every Sunday a
10 :4ύ A. *. Sunday School at 12 *.

Irving O. Barrows and Percy Turner
spent several days in Stoneham last
week. They had hunter's luck, and aie
cot living on venison.

_

statku

Mttrxsus.

Mr. and Mrs. Π. II. Bryant of Water
vilie recently spent the day here and in
Norway. Mrs. Bryant visited her aunt,
Mis. W. II. Robinson.

Κ A A. M.—Part
Lodge, No. 94. Regular
jnce'lng Tues lav veulng on or before full moor.
I. (). O. IT —Mount >'lca Lodge. regular onee
Inge, Thursday evenlu of each week·—Aurora
Knoarcpoient," 'rst and ihlrd Monday evening1

«

f each month.
R.—Mount Ple^san- Kebekah Lodge, No.
cts second and fourth Fridays or each
In <>ld Fellows' Hall.
K —W. K. Kimball Poet. No. 14-, mee <·
I thirl satur-lay evenings of each
!n G. A. R. Hall.
K. Kimball Circle, Ladles of the G. A
tlrst and third Saturday evenings of
nth. in i,rand Army Hall.
V —Jopl.ua L. Chamberlain Camp meets
-l Tuesday night after the full of the
...

■

Maurice L. Noyes and Warren W.
French left Saturday morning with A. L
Tubbs and his party for Florida, where
they expect to remain for the winter.

».

A. L. Tubbs, who has been in the vicinity for the past few weeks since coming wi'h the remains of Mrs. Tubbs,
left Saturday on bis return to Seffner,
Florida.

of H.—Paris Grange. meets flrst and third
Saturday of each month, in -ί ange Hall.
fourth Mondays of
> G. C-—Second an I
I
ea h month.
^
St· nv Itr
Lodge, No. 181,
s. κ. ". Ρ
and lourth We lueeday evening
meet- e*-"U
month.
each
of
Κ of P.—Ham η l odge. No. 31, meets ever
Friday evening at Pythian llaU.
!'

Ralph R. Butt* was at West Paris Saturday, and made contracts to put in
electric lighting systems for L. C. Bates
of West f'arie and Walter E. Peuley of

...

_

—

Rankin entertained
Mr». Vita
teachers' club last Monday evening.

Greenwood.

A new bay window has been built on
the south side of the house of A. F.
Barrows on Park Street, and a piazza is
being added on the front and the south
*ide of the house.

the

William L. Iiray, J. Λ. Record and
Howard Record are in Andover deer

A good sale was enjoyed by the Ladies'
Aid of the Baptist church at its fair
rhursday afternoon aud eveniug, in the
In the evening
several departments.
there wa- a musical program which was
i>f high quality.

hunting.

Mrs. Charles Hall oi Newport, Ν. II.
is the guest of her pareuts, Mr. and Mrs.
II. D. Field.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson G. Elder entertained a party ot four tables at rook Friday evening.

On Sunday Rev. and Mrs. A. T. McWhnrter were presented with eight beuunful chrysanthemums by the church and
Christian Endeavor Society, in loving
remembrance and appreciation for the
sight years they have been with them.

Mrs. I. F. F van s and Mr. and Mrs. Ρ
M. Walker are at Krrol, Ν. Η., visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Fred U. Evans.

Island
Bartlett went to
to take the examination
for brakeman on the Grand Eruuk.

Llewellyn

A barrel is to be packed next week at
Mrs. L. C. Morton's to seud to the PenobArticles
ncot Mission at Rock laud, Me.
L>f bedding, wearing apparel or anything
or
for
Christsuitable for household use,
mas presents will be gratefully received.

Pond recently

Mr. and Mrs. Albert D. Park and Mrs.
Esther Kyerson were at Rumford Wvd
nesday to attend the funeral of Wallace
R. Moore.

Sale of seats for the play, "Belle, the
Typewriter Girl," which will be given at
Grange Hall L>ec. and 3, opens at How
ard's drug store next Saturday, Nov. 27,

Mrs. Walter 5. Jones and her daughter, Miss Hattie Bray, who have been in
California since last spring, are expected
to arrive home early in December.

1ϋ:3ϋ A. M. This is under the aus
pices of the men of the Universalis! par
isb.

at

Another farewell performance of a
thunder shower in the small hours ot
Saturday morning, with some sharp
lightning, and a downpour of rain and
hail.

Frank II. Bumpus, who has not been
in good health of late, was taken Sunday
afternoon to Dr. King's hospital in Portland, where an operation was performed
He stood the shock
soon after arrival.
of the operation well, but is regarded as
in serious condition.

We seem to have been in the nentral
zjne last week, between the six inches
of snow which made sleighing at Presque
Isle and the five inches which fell at
Buffalo.

At the meeting of the Woman's Foreign Missionary Society of the Methodist
church, held with Mrs. H. A. Morton
Thursday afternoon, officers for the year
were chosen as follows:

Very interesting that statement in an
exchange, but difficult of confirmation
for most of us, that the northern
brilliant in the early morning
these November days.

are

lights

hours

Pro» —Mrs. George F. Karnum
Kec Sec.—Mrs It. A. Morton.
or. Sec —Mr*. Κ. K. Chapman.
Treae.—Mrs. 3. C. OrJway.

A rail has been put up in front of the
call window at the post office, to avoid
some of the congestion at that point
when the window is opened after the

Don't forget the fair at the Congregational church under the auspices of the
Ladies' Circle Wednesday and Thursday,
mail has been distributed.
Dec. 8 and !), afternoon and evening. As
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rawson went usual there will be various things for
will be given
Saturday to Brownville to visit their son sale. An entertainment
with
and wife. Mr. and Mrs. Shirley J. Raw- Thursday evening in connection
of the fair. The cast of the drama will be
son, and will remain until the first

given

next week.

soon.

Football.
NORWAY H. S.

49;

QOBHAM H. S.

0.

Norway High School football teaml

walked through the team from Gorham,
Ν. H. High almost at will at the game
played at the fair grounds Saturday afternoon. There was a fair attendance,
and those present could not bnt help
wleh that they might see Norway High
go up against some of the strong school
teams of the state and see what kind of
a showing they could make.
Certainly
Gorham had nothing that could make
the Norway boys extend themselves.
Norway's first score came early in the
game, and was largely tbe result of poor
judgment on the part of tbe visiting
quarterback. Norway kicked off to
Gorham and on three plays the visitors
bad gained only four yards. Oo tbe
fourth down with six yards to gain, Es
tabrook failed to call for a punt, and
Norway took the ball on downs. Hall
went around left end for ten yards and
tben Evirs went around right end for
twenty yards and a touchdown. Brooks
failed to kick the goal.
Norway made two more touchdowns
before tbe end of tbe quarter, Andrews
scoring one and Bartlett the other.
Brooks failed to kick the goal for either.
Gorham threatened the Norway goal
line only once. This happened near the
end of the first half. Norway held Gorham for downs on their thirty yard line.
On the first play they failed to gain and
occurred
on tbe next two plays fumbles
but Norway recovered the ball each
time. On the fourth down, Evans broke
through the Norway line and blocked an
attempted punt, securing the ball within
The
ten yards of Norway's goal line.
visitors were too anxious, however, and
fumbled on their first play, Norway securing the ball and immediately kicking
It out of danger.
The longest run of the game was
made by Andrews, who intercepted a
forward pass and carried tbe ball SO
yards for a touchdown. Norway gained
most of their dietanceon long end ruus,
>n which the man with the ball was givEvirs' work in this
sn fine interference.
ine was exceptionally good, and be
;ained much ground after it seemed impossible for him to get ahead any father.
Of the linesmen tbe work of Bedard
itood out prominently. Brooks proved
t good man in carrying tbe ball and was
hard runner for Gorham to stop. Tbe
work of Estabrook and King was tbe
nost noticeable of the vieitors.
The line-up:
NOKWAÏ H. S.
r. e.
loonier, r. t.
?e<iat-l, r. g.

|

ol

1. e. Duoont
1· t. Malloy
1· g Kvane

C. Phlj>pe
Iarrlman,c.
r. g. Nmleau
eavcy, 1 g.
r. t. H heeler
>eecoteau, 1.1.
r. e. Coilln
Ivlrs, I. e.
q- b. Kstabrook
Ln.lrewa, q. b.
1. b. b. GUlls
(rooks, r. h. b.
r. b .b. Gorham
klaln, 1. b. b.
t.
b. Ring
Sartlett. f b.
Substitute* use·! by Norway, Sanborn, D.
Hunt.
ami
A.
L>escoteau
ilaln.
Score, Norway II. S. 49. Gorham H. S. 0.
"ouch<iowns, Andrews i, Urooke 2, llartlett,
îvlrs, Bedard, Klaln. Goals for touchdowns,
(rooks. Time of quarter», 1'- minutes. Ref
ree, McKcnney of Gorham. Uinplre, Russell of
Ileadllnesman, Foes of No; way ;
iorway.
nesim'n Luck of Norway ami Chandler of Goram. Timer, Blckford of Norway.

1 sotes of the

Thanksgiving

who now express their intention to work
within the Republican party for the success of the principles which they favor
United effort was the spirit of the meeting, and no jarring note was struck.
Hon. Charles E. Burbank of Brideewater, Mass., was the principal speaker
ol the afternoon, but before he was introduced there were preliminary talks
bv local men.
Walter L. Gray of South Parie, chairman of the county committee, called the
meeting to order, and after stating briefly the objects of the gathering, called to
tl β chair Frederick R. Dyer of Buckfield,
ti.e Oxford County member of the Second Congressional District Committee,
who had been active in arranging for
ti e meeting. Mr. Dyer spoko bn. fly,
especially with reference to the situation
ir the Second District, where he empha
sized the necessity aud the good prospect

electing

a

Republican

as

representa-

tive to congress in place of the present
incumbent.
Mr. Dyer then called on Hon. Frank
J Ham of Augusta, chairman of the
State Committee, for a brief talk. Mr.
Ham talked directly and forcefully, saying that in 1910 and in 1012 the party
pat before the people progressive platforms. If we are to succeed in next
ν iar's campaign, we must then adopt a
progressive platform. We must takf
that platform seriously, as a pledge to
b? carried out, and no man should ac
sept a nomination who can not stand on
the platform. Our candidates must be
the best and strongest men, and must be
live men. He urged every one to vote
in the primaries, and said that in bis
navels through the state, he had never
ieen so much red blood in the party as

3

Chairman Dyer then called upon a
lumber of representatives of different
lections of the county, and in response
ο his call brief responses were made by
L W. Blanchard of Rumford, Hon. John
\. Roberts of Norway, Alton C. WheelHon. James S.
»r of South Paris, and
A right oi South Paris. All urged unit>d action, and expressed confidence in
he result of next year's campaign In the
Mr. Blanchard
, iuntv and in the state.
ί id Mr. Wheeler stated wifout reservaion that they bad acted with the Progressive organization and had no apoloîles to offer, should do the same tbtug
i/ain under the same circumstances but
now act with the Republican
•artv in opposition to the Democratic
and
would support within the p»rmrty,
ν their progressive principles.
Hon. George D. Bisbee of Rumford
.resented a brief message from A. K.
learns of Rumford, a prominent Pro
Treseive, who was unable to be present,
iut pledged his support to the Republi-

iould

|
j

Hon. Charles E. Burbank of BridPe"
»ater, Mass., was then introduced by
Thairman Dyer, and spoke for about
hree-quarters of an hour. Mr. Burbank
* as elected to the state senate of Massa:uusetts as a Progressive party candi-

late, and served as such through the
egielative session. In the recent campaign he acted with the Republican
arty, took a prominent part in framing
he platform, and was active in the campaign which resulted in the election of

Mr. McCall.
Mr
Burbank spoke as a thorough beiever In the principles of the Progressive
organization, and devoted himself largev to a consideration of what conscien;ious Progressives should do under presThe work of the Proet conditions.
gressives was necessary, he said, but
of the
here is not one of the
Progressive party which is Inconsistent
of
ivith the general principles
theRepub-

principles

Season.

being made by the
Ripley A Fletcher have bargained for
^
of Paris Grange for the purchase of the house of C. Freeland
are two ideals of government.
before Christmas. Penley on High Street, and it will be
will
H.
Anna
spend ;
Mrs.
Hayes
to one, it is the function of
According
in
Lewiston.
new will be in or- transferred as soon as some necessary
relatives
with
j he
rhankegiving
government to exercise a sort of pounder the lead of legal formalities can be carried out. Ripce power, without interfering with inMrs. Lydla Rounds is visiting her
ley Λ Fletcher are now running a garage
Mr. and Mrs. Frank lustry or the general affairs of the
in the basement of Odd Fellows' Block, 1 >rotber and wife,
un- !
recent Sunday two representa- next door to the Peoley house, and pur- laskell, in Auburn, and will remain
leople—the laissez faire or let alone doc-,

Preparations

are

°There

December committee
night
a big ball the
Old dances as well as
der. Music will be
Howard Shaw.

On a
tives of the Democrat dropped in at a
borne where a fair-sized orchard is a part
of tbe farm, and in the course of the
call the hostess indicated pretty well the
size of the year's crop when she said, "I
haven't a thin* to offer you, not even an
apple. We've had to buy apples for our
own use this fall.''

meat· were served. Moat of tboae prêtent were former members of the Ο. K.
wblob was broken op
Wblat

NORWAY.

Club,

death· among Its

membership

and

by

was

the

town for a few days. Mr. Sargent was continued for a period of two yeara.
for many years a foreman in the shoe Tbey recently met with Mra. Walter Anfactory here under the B. F. Spinney derson at ber borne on Daoforth Street.
A second meeting was held Thursday
management.
Company D and the Hospital Corps evening, Misa Emma Smith entertaining
were officially inspected Monday even- witti Mrs. Charles Sargent of Portland
of honor.
ing. Tbe inspecting officer of tbe Com- aa guest
A break-down at tbe power station
pany was Major W. C. Goodwin of Auout of comgusta. Those who inspected tbe Hospi- put the electric car aervice and it waa
tal Corps, which baa headquarters at tbe mlsaion Saturday morning,
first of the afterBradbury boat house, were Major J. F. not resumed until the
noon.
During this time conductor Guy
Hall of Boston, Medical Corps U. S. A
and ran a jitney
Major C. F. Kendall of Blddeford, Major F. Stevens got bis auto
makB. F. Bradbury of Togus, Chief Surgeon service between the two villagea,
of the N. G. S. M., and Dr. W. C. Has- ing trips every half hour on tbe regular
electric schedule.
kell of Lewiston.
The basket ball game at the Opera
Tbe engagement of Miss Grace Thibobe with
deau, youngest daughter of Mr. Thomas Bouse next Friday evening will
High School. Tbis is,
Thibodeau, to Wilfred S. Rowe of Au- Berlin, N.
time these
burn, has been announced. Mr. Rowe tbe writer believee, the first
but
has a position as milk tester with tbe two «chools bave met in basket ball,
to
tbe ability of Berlin High
place a fast
Porilaud Dairy Testing Association.
Mrs. 9. L. Nichols is tbe gnest of her, team on the floor is well known, and tbe
team that comes here next Friday evenmother at Plymouth, Mass.
Tbe Parish Club of tbe Congregation- ing will force Norway to tbe limit. It
al Church was entertained Tuesday will be a game worth seeing and should
evening by Mr. and Mrs. Ε. N. Swett at draw a good patronage.
The Sunday School class of Mrs. H.
Rook and
'heir Main Street home.
flinch were enjoyed and refreshment* L. Nichols of the Methodist church will
be entertained this Monday evening at
served. There were sixteen present.
At its meeting Saturday evening, Ox- tbe home of Mrs. Arthur Gerry.
There will be a union Thanksgiving
ford Castle, K. G. E., will work tbe first
and second degrees, after which an oys- service at tbe Univerealist church Wedter supper will be served. The prospect nesday evening, Rev. G. Howard Newton
Rermon
that tbe lodge will bave a good season's of tbe Baptist cburcb giving the
and being assisted in tbe service by ι be
work ie bright.
Miss Edith Briggs, who has been stay- other pastors.
Rupert Mixer returned to bis work in
ing in Lewiston, hae been tbe guest of
after
spending a
Mrs. George H. Robertson, Paris Street. Portland Sunday
Mr.
It is ezpeoted that the first and second week's vacation with his parents,
He with his
degrees will be worked at tbe meeting and Mrs. Horace Mixer.
time
of
the
of Norway Grange, Saturday afternoon, brother Roland spent a part
and put
Nov. 27. Tbe following program has with their uncles in Waterford
in their time bunting.
also been arranged:
Floyd Hattkell sang tenor in tbe ConA. M. Dunham
Music, violin
Grange gregational quartette Sunday at the
Song—Plow, Spade and Hoe
I'aucr—Progress In Co-operation
morning service. He has a pleasing
Bro. F. P. Towne
adds much to tbe
i)lecusbion of same led by W. M., G. W. Rich- voice, and a tenor
ardson
quality of the music.
Chorus
Grargo
Song
Thanksgiving Day promises to pass
Heading—A Woman's Question.
with home gatherings
Bro. Arthur Buck about as usual
forming the principal feature of the day.
A Talk on the Water Powers of Maine
venue
Asa
He
a
There is to be a matinee at R»x They're
b As a Life Necessity
at 3 o'clock in the afternoon, and Penc Kxpanslon—New Industrloe
d More Money Needed as More Oflices arc ] oessewassee Lodge, K. of P., will b;ive
Created
their annual ball in tbe evening. The
e
Position of Dcfence
of the high school football team
f The Interest and Claims of the Grange In manager
Maine In Connection with her Re- is making strenuous efforts to secure a
....Bro. J. A. Roberts game with some team for Thanksgiving
sources
Spécial Feature—In charge of l'erley Runnel!, forenoon, but as most of the bigh school
Clarence Buck, Beryl Knight, Katherine
teams have finished their schedules and
Flint and others
l'a per—The Light that Shines the Farthest
broken training, he has thus far been unSister Addle Young
uccesefnl.
Not
to
Grange
Temptation
Song—Yield
Sister Fannie Rlchardsou
Closing Thought
Maine News Notes.
I. \V. Waite has returned from Middle I
as
has
been
be
where
employed
Dam,
guide during the summer and fall.
A Lisbon Falls man has been arrested
Tbe Browning Reading Club meele charged with using tbe malls to defraud,
this Monday evening with Mrs. Gertrude by a scheme of advertising for women to
Libby, Paris Street. Roll call will be make silk ties at borne.
answered by Thanksgiving quotations
William Kelley, aged 13, and Guy
and the president's proclamation will be
of Lincoln, were drowned in
read by Mrs. Georgia Andrews. Thanks- Moody, 17,
Mattanawcook Lake on tbe 13th by the
giving stories will be given by Mrs. Gercapsizing of theircanoe in a squall.
trude Hoemer and Mrs. Libby.
George Buswell, who has been 111
John A. Heon of Springvale committed
sently, is improving. Mr. and Mrs. Bus- suicide by drowning. Despondency from
well plan to move soon from their farm ill health is supposed to b3 the cause.
the rent over] He was 04
m the Elm Hill road to
years of age, and leaves a wife
Richardson's barber shop.
aud a number of adult children.
Mrs. A. P. Baseett is visiting relative··
Herring have re-appeared to such an
in Yarmouth and Damariscotta Mills.
AmeriMt. Hope Rebekah fair, held In Odd extent around Eastport that the
its
was obliged to re-open
Fellows' Hall Wednesday and Thursday can Can Co.
cans for tbe canafternoons and evenings of last week, re- plant to make enough
to finish their orders.
ceived as good a patronage as could be ning companies
expected in these days of moving picA second fatality resulted from the reThere was a good attendance cent locomotive boiler explosion at Ayer
tures.
Wednesday afternoon, and quite a lot of Junction, Washington County, in tbe
the useful and fancy articles were dis- death of Hugh R Drisko of Columbia
posed of. In the evening the attend- Falls a day or two later. Drisko was a
ance was small, as a "feature show" at
paeeenger on tbe train.
the movies got most of the townspeople.
A force of over sixty men le at work
The supper and entertainment on Tbors·
on the stockyards at Yarmouth Junction
day evening received a better patronage which
are to be used by tbe Freoch in
and was first class in every respect. The
Elon connection with tbe shipment of horses.
program consisted of a solo by
The sheds are 250x40 feet, and tbe whole
Brown, two piano duets by Misses Doris
acres.
and Adeline DeCoster, readings area covered in some thirty

In west Bethel,
16,
Weatlelgh, a son.
In Canton, Nov. 8, to the wife of Alee Sylvia,

a

son.

Lug

Pr,nclPjf"

j

j

WHERE QUALITY COUNTS
MANY AT SPECIAL PRICES

Buy Suits Now

In South Parle, Nov. 30, by Rev. Cheater Gore
Miller, Mr. Lewie A. Andrews and Miss LUla E.
Smith, b' th of South Parla.
In Auburn, Nov. 16, by Rev. N. G. French, Mr.
Prank Warren Bnck of Norway and Misa Edith
Estelle Davie of Mechanic Falla.

are

years.
In Weet Parle, Nov. 17, Lorraine P. Willie,
aged 72 yeara.
In Wcat Parle, Nov. 16, Harry John*on, aged
over 80 yeara.
In Magalloway Plantation, Nov. 8, W. W.
l.lnnell, aged 62 yeara.
In Rumfonl, Nov. 19, Wallace R. Moore, aged
42 yeara.
In Mexico, Nov. 13, John U. Walt?, aged 62

taking advantage of the liberal mark-down

sirable

styles.

$9.60, $12.00, $15.00, $18.00.

Suite for

Dress Skirts
SPECIAL VALUE
Made

model,

of all

has

wool

fancy

serge,

yoke,

cut

A GOOD 50c APRON FOR 39c
Made of Percale in medium and

flare

button ' dark

tiimmed around neck

colore,

I and sleeves.

trimmed, in navy and black.

years.
In Rumfonl, Nov. 13, Walter Mareton, aged CO
years.
In Lovell, Nov. 12, Mra. Abballnda Charles,
aged 81 yenre
In Buckfleld, Nov. 17, Mrs. Martha, widow of
Ozcn Spauldlng, age'I 87 yeara.

Apron Sale

Kimono

$2.98

Winter Coats
A large assortment, just
unusually good values.
CORDÏJROY COATS,

some

the time you need them most,

fur trimmed, $10,

$12.50, $15, $16.50.

$5.98, $7

FANCY MIXTURES, many are plush trimmed,
$10.00, $12.50, $15.00, $iS.oo.

CURLTEX

ASTRACHAN, BABY LAMB AND
$15.00, $iS.oo, $20.00.

Thanksgiving
Linens?

Do you need

showing

new

many very

We

What

are

and desira- We are
blacks.

that

ble patterns, quality
proud to recommend.

we

are

eral

No advanced

a

choice

$9.00,
styles

comfort there is in Furs.
many kinds, mostly

showing

new

They

very stylish, sevMuffs
this season.

are

shapes

$i.50,
$15.00, $18.00, $w

$J ^

| $5.00, $,2.50,

of price of Linen here.

in

50,

Fur Muffs

Linen |

Maine

Norway,

[
|

re-1
]

|

Brooks
by Mrs. Harold Anderson, and the farce
"Borrowing Trouble," the parts being
taken by Mr. and Mrs. Frank Brett,
Mrs. C. S. Libby, Mrs. Eva Kimball,
Mrs. Gertrude Hosmer, Miss Marion Andrews, Louis Brooke and Elon Brown.
The tourmaline presented by Miss Char-1
lotte Lovejoy was won by Mrs. Hattie |
Sawyer, who guessed within one of the

correct number of seeds in a pumpkin.
The large boxes of chocolates were won
by Miss Lelia Watson and Mrs. Eva Fogg.
Twenty-five members of Norway
Lodge, I. 0. 0. F., accepted the invitation of Ml. Mica Lodge of South Paris,
and were present at the meeting Thursday evening. The work done by West
Paris Lodge was much enjoyed, as was
tbe banquet and smoke talk tbat followed. A special car brought the members
home at midnight.
Mrs. Charlotte W. Pratt will spond
tbe winter in Portland with her niece.
Capr. and Mrs. E. G. Schwartz are expected to return from Baltimore, Md.
after Thanksgiving, and will make their
home for the winter at Beal's Tavern.
Mrs. Charles G. Blake has gone to
L'rote, Neb., to attend the wedding of
her niece, Miss Bertha Denison. Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Denison of Harrison
will be with Mr. Blake during Mrs.
Blake's absence.
Miss Lillian Powers was in rortianu
Wednesday and Thursday and while
there attended the grand organ recital
and heard Madam Schumann-Heink sing.
Vivian W. Hills has been in Boston

Considerable fault is being found with
the hen at the Experiment Station at the
University of Maine, because she struck,

after laying 2HS eggs in one year and refused to lay another solitary egg. Why
not praise her a little for what she has
done?
A man believed to bave been ueorgp
Jackson of Bostoa, 21 yearn of age, was
found dead at Lewiston Junction Wed
nesriay night by a Grand Trunk conductIt is thought that he was killed by
or.
he
a fall from a freight train on which
was

riding.

The Latest Models

OVERCOATS

all here at your disposal
together with the newest,
most novel fabrics of the seaIf you want something
son.
different, more stylish and
are

smarter than usual, get your
Overcoat or Suit made-tomeasure here.
A little money goes a long
way, for our values -are extra-

]

|
j

|

The

larger part of

Hundreds of

Holidays

the

For

IIV

our

Christmas Books

copyrights

are now

in.

at 50 cents each.

Books for Boys and Girls at 25 and 60 cents.
All the Best of the Late Books.
Books for the Children.
Gift Books, Poems and Birthday Books.
A fine assortment to select from
AT THE PHARMACY OF

ordinary.

W. 0.

Frothingham,

South Paris, Maine.
PROBATE NOTICES.
«

Γο all persons Intercetoil In cither of the estate

hereinafter name<l :

At a Probate Court, held at I'arle, In an·!
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday
af Nov., In the year of our Lord one thousand
Dine hundred and 11 f toe η, the following matter
having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby ϋκυκκκυ :
That notice thereof be given to all persons In.
tcrestcd, by causing a copy of this order to be
Oxpublished three a weeks successively in atthe
South
ford Democrat, newspaper published
Parle,· in said County, that they may ap|iear
fit a Probate Court to be held at Paris on
the third Tuesday of December, A. D. 191S, at
nine of the clock In the forenoon, and be heard
(hereon If they see cause :
George I>. Ganuuon late of Canton, deceased; will and codicil and petition for pro.
bate thereof and the appointment of Alfred Τ
liammon as executor thereof without giving
bond, presented by Alfred D. (iammon, the ixrcutor therein named.
Abballnda ("harlea late of I.ovell, deceased; will and petition for probate thereof ami the
executor
appointment of C. K. Chapman assaid
C. K.
thereof without bond presented by
Chapman, the executor therein named.
Moody F. McAllister late of Norwiy, deceased; first account presented for allowance by
Delia J. McAlla^ter, executrix.
Erneat L. Russell late of Sumner, decessPd; first account prsented for allowance by Amy
E. Kussell, administratrix.
Aravesta I>. Brook· late of Paris, décru".
ι··ΐ; first account presented for allowance by
James S. Wright, adminUtratur.
James P. Grant late of Oxford, deceased;
first and final sccount presented for allowance
by Sheraan E. Grant, administrator with the
will annexed.
William 1>. Blood laic of Paris, deceased;
first account presented for allowance by Walter
I.. Gray, executor.
Randolph C. Thome· late of Ituckflcld, deceased; first arcount presented for allowance by
Charles C. Wlthlngton, executor.
Clarencc E. Foster late of Uucklield, deerased: first account presented for allowance by
Leila roster, executrix.

Chas H Howard Co
The

Souili

"Ke-XaJl

S/ore

Maine

Paris

Our Confidence
In Patrician Shoes is shared by thousands of satisfied customers who are
particular in the selection of footwear.
The luxury of a Patrician shoe is
recognized the moment you put it on—
it feels different—it is different—while
the saving in price is at least an extra
dollar or more.
Buy a pair of Patrician for your next
shopping tour and realize the pleasure
they give—you will never regret it.

j

|

on

Suite—a saving of $3.00 to $7.00 on each one. Suite of
Poplin, Cheviot, Bedford Cord and Gabardine, all in very deour

Died.
In South Parla, Nov. 22, Charlea G. Andrewa,
aged 82 yearo.
In Parle, Nov. 17, William Hooper, aged <5
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MERCHANDISE

Headache? I
reel languid, weak, ran down?
A good remedy 1» Burdock
Stomach "off"?
Blood Bitter·. Aek your druggist. Price $1.00.1
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with the Progressive party organizitiou
in the last campaign in this state, and

GORHAM H. 8.

Oxford County Boys' Conference.
Tbe third annual seesion of the Oxford
bounty Boys' Conference will be held at
iethel, Dec. 3-4-5. 1915. Maine is the
tanner state of the Union in tbe attendmce and influence of its great stategathrings of older boys and their leaders,
rhe county meetings lack the crowd, but
;ain in the closer fellowship of the
mailer group and in the greater neariess to actual conditions.
The first meeting of Oxford County
toys and their leaders was at Rumford,
,nd the second at Norway, and both
rere of a kind to send tbe delegates
,way under the sway of high ambitions
Now tbe men
or life and usefulness.
vho have been responsible for the splenlid results of the past in state and
ounty are co-operating with one anothr and with the local committee at Bethel
ο make the coming meeting the best yet
leld.
Delegates from churches and
>oys' clubs, either workers with boys or
he young men from fourteen to twenty,
ire invited from
part of the
every
ounty. F. B. Merrill of the Oxford
>unty Citizen is chairman of the comnittee on registration and will be glad
ο hear from any who wish to attend and
lave not yet received their applications
or credentials.
The banquet comes on the opening
light, and a fine program of inspiration,
ecreation and fellowship will fill tbe
lours of tbe two following days.

LARGE AND ENTHUSIASTIC GATHERING

In no "off year1' for a long period has
there been euch a meeting of Republicans as was held at the court home at
South Paris last Tuesday afternoon. It
has not been uncommon to bave two or
three soores of the interested member·
o' the party present at such a conference, but at this one the court room was
nearly filled, there being two hundred or
more in attendance.
Not only was there
the immediate
a good attendance from
ν cinity, but they alio
came, by train
and auto, from Woodetock, Bethel, Hebron, Buck field, Sumner, Canton, Ku™·
fcrd, Mexico, Lovell, Fryeburg, Porter
and other towns.
Also there was evident a spirit of harmony and determination to do effective
work.
A considerable percentage of
tlose in attendance were men who acted

[

Jail,

Great Republican Qet-Together.

A

Exclusive

Agents for South Paris

South Paris,

W, 0. FROTHINGHAM,
Why

Protect
When

they

are

Crops

and Not

carefully

vested and sold.

Maine.

Money ?

grain, vegetables, fruit, etc.,
watched and

and Norway.

are

protected

growing

until har-

But the money realized from these crop·, is that
Or is it kept in the

always adequately protected ?
home

subject

Open

an

to

theft and tire?

account with this

strong, reliable Insti·
at received.

deposit all money as soon
Then pay all bills by check. This is
tection.
tution and

practical

pro-

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
NORWAY.

CASTORIA Ferlntiots indChOdreo.
ThilUal Yu Hiii Atvajt Bwtft

MAINE.

°<

japan ne
RACE SUICIDE IS BLAMED.
AID TO THE AlllES

HOMEMAKEBS" COLUMN. FIRST FAMILIES DYING OUT;
COLCKK. Oxford Democrat,

Mr. Sandman Comes Quick when
You Drive Away Jack Frost

The Thanksgiving Table*
CBANBEBBY CO Ν 3 KB VK

1 qt. cranberries
2-3 cup cold water
2 3 cap boiling water
1-4 lb. aeeded raiaina
1-2 lb. Engliah walnat meats
1 orange
1 1-2 lb·, aagar

cold out of
The kiddies need no coax- dampness and
Gives
house.
glowing at bedtime —for the all the
minutes
five
in
Perfection Heater ing warmth
had made the room nice —ten hours comfort on a
and cozy.
gallQP of kerosene. Smokeodorless, safe.
The Perfection keepe less,
stores, ard
Sold at all hardware and general
Poster.
Cat
see the Perfection Cozy

Pick over and waah cranberrlea. rut
in aaace pan, add cold water, briog to
the boiling point and let boll nntil the
Force through «trainer
akina break.
and add aeeded raiaina, nnt meata brok-

en in small plecea, orange, wiped, thinly
sliced, then cut in email piecea, removto
ing aeeda, and augar. Again bring
boiling point and let simmer twenty

wherever you

Look for the

Triangle Trademark.

minutea.

/fijAeaf *w»rd Panamm-Pact/io Exposition

BOAST FIG

Prepare dreaaing the aame aa dressing
for (owls, adding half an onion chopped
Select a young pig about ai*
fine.
weeka old, waah inaide and out tboroughly. Put a teaapoon of baking aoda

STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK
(hiacipil Suriom)

ALBANY

NBW YORK

BOSTON

BUFFALO

Λ

Sooth Fiito, M·

in another water and rinae out the inaide again. Wipe dry, aalt the inaide
and fill with the dreaaing until it ia original aise and ahape. Sew it up, tie the
lega in poaition and place in a kneeling
Pour a little
posture in the baking pan.
hot aalted water in tbe pan to u»e in
baetiog until the pig wanna and then
baate with gravy from the pan. Rub often with rag dipped in melted butter to
keep the akin from craoking. Roast
from two to three boura. In garniahing,
place a wreath, or atring of cranberrlea
around it· neck, a lemon, carrot, oraprig
of celery in Ita mouth, and surround
with parsley or celery tope.
SAU9AGE AND

WALNUT

STUFFING

Babies of Quaker and Puritan 8took
Rare, Princeton ProfaMor Say·.

Sacrifices Secrecy Ir Eager-

permitting

RAILWAY MEN 60 TO FRANCE

ground that they
themselves to die out.

the

wore

"The maxim 'as rare as a dead mule
Quaker baby' certainly goes for
Philadelphia." said Professor E. Q.

or a

Conklin of Princeton.
"The greatest danger that faces this
city and this country today Is that
good family stocks shall disappear.
Good hereditary lines are running out,
due, In most instances, to voluntary
In
causes which ought to be avoided.
Boeton, Philadelphia and elsewhere the
Every
old families are disapi»earlng.
normal man and woman ought to be
taught that they live not only for
Too often we read the
themselves.
headline The Last of the Family.'
"The saddest thing Is to see the
splendid old families of Boston. Philadelphia and other [daces, families that

have borne presidents in their time,
die out from willfulness."
The Basis of Thankfulness.
The unqualified acceptance of life,
with all Its mystery and pain, all its
labor and weariness and yet with all
Its sweetness and Joy and all its latent
is and forever must

potentiality—that

the one
To 1 qt. of boiling water add 1 tea- be the basis of true gratitude,
Unless you
walnut
thanks.
for
1
theme
and
salt
English
pt.
great
spoon
meata; cook frr twenty minutea. Put 2 are grateful for life Itself you cannot
tablespoons butter in a frying pan and be truly glad for anything that life
when it ia melted add 4 tablespoon·
But being grateful for life

chopped onion and the liver of the turkey. Add all of the above ingredients
1 lb. well seasoned sausage,
and stuff turkey.

to

JAM

mix well

PCFFS

plain paste 1-8 inch thick and
pieces 3*4 inches. Put 12 tableeach. Moistspoon jam on lower half of
Press togethen edges with cold water.
er and bake twenty minutes in hot oven.
Mince meat may be used instead of jam.

Roll
cut in

S MOK ELE SS-<M,
We Still Have

and Securities

$2.00

Odd lota οi Women's Oxiords. $3.00, $2.50 and
grade, for $1.00.

Women's Boots. $3.00, $2.50 and $2.00 grade, for $1.00.
Narrow toe and high heel, sizes 2, 2 1-2, 3, 3 1-2, 4, 4 1-2, β
and 6 1-2.

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO.
OPERA HOUSE BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE

Telephone 38-2

Mais' Supplies
Concrete Blocks,
Wood Fiber Plaster,
and
on

THE BEST WIRE
FENCE MADE!

everything

bought

a

full

car

load of the

PITTSBURGH PERFECT FENCE

shall receive before May 1st This is an electric
welded fence and has stood the test for years. It costs no
which

we

more than

times

the inhuman barbed wire fence which

injures

so

many1

your stock.

that

and shall make

J. B. COLE & SON,
South Parie, Maine.

TOLMAN

El.

AGENT FOB

Edison Diamond Disc
Phonographs and
Records.

W.

Paris, Me.

price accordingly.

WALKER & SON,

SOUTH

MAINE.

PARIS,

CHRYSANTHEMUMS
Yellow

White,

Pink,

at the Greenhouse, South Paris.
ALSO

ALL

KINDS

for

planting

outdoor

or

OCULIST

Will be at bis Norway office over C. F.
Ridlon's grocery store Friday, Oct. 29,
and the last Friday of each following
mootb.
Portland office, 5481-2 Congress Street.
S8tf

C. E. TOLMAN

General Insurance

inside.

STANDARD

South Paris,

Real Estate For Sale.

Real Estate

Send for Catalogue.

Jtf

ΚΠΠΙΓΤΜΓ

$1.60,-1.90,-2.26

per square

S* P. Maxim & Son
South Paris.

Maine

TOLMAN

Agent for the

Weaver Pianos,

TST
SOLD ONLY BY

llvUr IXNVX
E.

Insurance.

NORWAY, MAINE.

FvERMSTif
C.

or

The Dennis Pike Agency,

CO.,

South Paris.

w

Maine

In South Paris Village, Me., a
very nice little farm of 5 acres, good
strong soil, nice S room house with
stable attached, painted white and
in good repair. Will be sold at a
bargain to close an estate. $1900.
See us for all kinds of

SEWING
MACHINES.

W. J. WHEELEK &

BLOCK

PYTHIAN

FLORIST.

Ε. P. CROCKETT,

DR. AUSTIN TENNEY

OF

BULBS

CASTOR IA ForlnfintsandChiWrMi

ThiKUYHBmAlwipBMtkt

SOUTH PAKI8. MAINE
<*

A11-the-Way-by- Water

MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
DIRECT TO NEW YORK.
Steamships NORTH

STAR.

LAND

and

NOBTH

Reduced fare· la effect. £'>.00 to NEW YORK.
Reduced SUteroom Price·.
Leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, Toe·., Than,
and Sat at β.-00 p. m.

Got. Dlngley.
Steamship· Bay
Leave Franklin wharf, Portland, week days at
7 -00 p. m. Returning, leave Boston week day·
at 7 Λθ p. m.
State and

Player Pianos and Organs

PYTHIAN BLOCK.

EASTERN STEAMSHIP UNES

BOSTON AND PORTLAND LINE.

—

j>

~~

1 cup eweet milk
1 cup sour milk
1 cup sugar
4 egg-yolks
1-4 cup blanched,
Juice and rind one
1-4 teaspoon salt

strong.—Boston Transcript.

The virtue of prosperity Is temperThe virtue of adversity is forti-

ance.

tude.

INTERNATIONAL

UNE.

Steamship Calvin Austin. Leave Portland
Monday at 5 00 p. m. for Bast port. Lu bee and St.
John. Return leave St. John Wednesday at
9.-0)

a.

day-at

•Oil

m.; leave Portland for Boston Tnurs·
6:00 a. m., due Boston J M p. m.
H. A. CL4Y, Superintendent,

Vnuaklln Wharf, Portland, Mala·.

Tablet·.—A. E.

Paris.

"Describe water, Jobnuy," said the

teacher.

2 cups milk
3-4 cup granulated sugar
1-4 cup corn starch
1-4 teaspoon salt

"Water," explained Johnny,

white fluid that turns black
put your hands io it."

"is a
when you

CURED BOY OP CROUP
Nothing frightens a mother more than
the loud, hoarse cough of croup. Labor-

breathing, strangling, choking and
gasping for breath demand instant action.
Mrs. I. Neureuer, Eau Claire,
Wis., says: "Foley's Honey and Tar
cured my boy of croup after other remedies failed." Recommended for coughs
and colds.—A. E. Shurtleff Co., S. Paris.
ed

"Mama," queried Bobby anxiously,
goin' to die and go to heaven?"
"Why, Bobby!" exclaimed his mother,

"Is papa

"Of course not! What on earth ever
put such an absurd idea into your bead?"

Flaky pastry

LOCATING THE TROUBLE
2 bananas
When one is suffering from backache,
3 tablespoons powdered sugar
Scald the milk and stir into it the rheumatism, lumbago, biliousness, sharp
sugar, corn-starch, and salt well mixed. pains, sore muscles, and stiff joints it is
When smooth and thick, oool a little and not always easy to locate the source of
stir in one whole egg and two egg-yolks, trouble, but nine times out of ten it can
slightly beaten together. Flavor with a be traced to overworked, weakened or
half teaspoonful of vanilla and pour diseased kidneys. Foley Kidney Pills
into a pie plate lined with pastry. The bave bene8ted thousands of sufferers.
oven should be hot at first, then moder- —A. E. Shurtleff Co., S. Paris.
ated to prevent boiling. When done,

"Tommy," said the teacher, "can you
peel the bananas, remove the bitter
threads, and slice the fruit over the cus- tell us what is meant by nutritious
tard. Cover at once with a meringue food?"
made of the egg-whites, powdered sugar,
"Tes'm," said Tommy; "it's food
and a fourth teaspoonful of vanilla, and what ain't got no taste to it."
bake ten minutes in a slow oven.
CHEAPER THAN HOME MADE
ENGLISH BKOWN PUDDING

2 eggs
1-2 cup sugar
1-3 cup butter
12 cup bread flour
1 tablespoon warm water
Few grains salt
4 tablespoons tart preserve, as cherry or plum
1-2 teaspoon soda
Beat eggs very light, add sugar and
stir thorongbly. Beat the butter to a
soft cream and beat slowly into the eggmixture. Then add the flour. Dissolve
the soda in the water, add to mixture,
and beat thoroughly, then stir in the
preserve, and beat till evenly distributed. Transfer to six individual, wellbuttered molds, and steam one hour, or
into a single mold, and steam one and
one-half hours. Serve with plain fruit

sauce.

CHEESE AND PEAB SALAD

grated American

Mayonnaise

creased manufacture of war supplies,
especially for Russia, Is proceeding In
Japan. At first the military authorities were quite averse to permitting
the manufacture of munitions by private factories, but they are now ready
to utilize every possible means, public
and private, for giving practical assistance to the allies as much as possible and as speedily as possible, says
a Tokyo correspondent of the Chicago

Daily News.
Therefore it is no surprise to read
In the Jijl Shlmpo that a contract has

been made between a Arm In Vladivostok and an Osaka merchant for certain war materials of the value of
be
17,000,000 yen (about $8^00,000), to
supplied by the end of next May.

Feared Revealing of 8oorots.
The following Is quoted from the
Japan Times:
"The army authorities were known
to be purposing to monopolize the manufacture of arms and ammunition.
For that purpose they were strongly
to the existence of private fac-

tories for manufacturing war materials. This opposition was chiefly based
military
upon the necessity of keeping
secrets to themselves.

great change has
"Now, however,
this recome over their attitude In
enspect They are now found to be
meet
to
enterprise
private
couraging
the Russian demand. They have already shown themselves willing to
help private undertakings with their
a

experience

in the manufacture of war

materials. Military experts have been
ordered to assist private concerns.
"It is really remarkable that such a
change has come over the attitude of
the military authorities, who are generally identified with conservatism and
excluslveness of the first order. This
is considered to be one of the most
striking effects of the present war,
and before it is ended it is felt that
Japan must be prepared to receive
much more of the influence causing
unexpected transformations in various
forms.
"The

in Europe bas already
few unexpected tendencies, among which the new attitude of
the military authorities is certainly the
The Influence of
most conspicuous.
war

caused not

a

the war may extend to other quarters,
and Japan in her endeavor to assist
Russia and her allies may ultimately
reap the benefit of realizing a remarkable progress In her manufacturing
capacities when the war Is ended.
However, this Is looking only at the
bright side, and It will be well for the
to be prepared for whatever
emergencies may be brought up by the
greatest of the wars ever fought by
the nations."

people

Railway Worker· For Franc·.
Another way of helping the allies is
pointed out by the Japan Times in
these lines:

—

chopped almonds Shurtleff Co., S.
lemoii

BANANA CREAM PIE

1 1-2 cups

Help EoglaoïL

"It Is reported that the railway board
ley Kidney Pille completely cured me."
overtures from
Men and women testify they banish lame has recently received
back, stiff joints, sore muscles and sleep the French government for the supply
A. E. of Japanese railway engineers and
disturbing bladder alimenta.

Scald sweet and sour milk together,
Reand s^ain through cheesecloth.
serve a tablespoonful of the almonds,
but add the rest of these, together with
the other ingredients, to the card, and
pour into six patty-pane which bave
been lined with the pastry. Sprhikle
the tops with the reserved chopped almonds and bake in a moderate oven until firm to the touch, about twenty-five
Three tablespoons cotta.<eminutes.
cheeee may be substituted for the milk.

A fine selection of Records

THE CHEAPEST AND BEST FENCE IN THE WORLD.

A.

Take Along a Hammer.
She —Ilave you been up to break
bread with the new bride and groom
yet? He—No! I'm not feeling very

and Foley Cathartic

Pastry

always in stock. Come in and

runs

our

King Edward Liked Turkey.
The late King Edward VII. of'England. traveling in America In i860, conceived a liking for roasted turkey with
oyster and chestnut dressing and with
cranberry sauce and for Albemarle pipIn after
pins and Baldwin apples.
of
years, when he came Into possession
Sandrlngham, he caused arrangements
to be made by his steward whereunder
those delicacies were forwarded from
America at regular times.

2 cape bran
Shnrtleff Co., S. Paris.
1 cup dried, ground bread-crume
flour
A Friend Lost.
1 2 cup bread
3 1-2 tablespoons sugar
"Tee, I lost my friend."
1 teaspoon salt
"How was that?"
ι m
"We agreed to be perfectly frank with
2 cups milk
each other."
4 teaspoons baking-powder
«•Tee?"
Mix together dry ingredients, beat
"Well, I got in my criticism first."—
egg, add milk, or half and balf of milk Cleveland Plain Dealer.
mixture.
and water, and stir into first
WENT TO THE HOSPITAL
Bake about twenty-five minutes in welloiled gem pans. This will make eight·
C. E. Blanchard, postmaster, Blancheen muffins.
ard, Cal., writes: "I had kidney trouble
FoCHEESE CAKES
so bad I bad to ko to the hospital.

masons

from 32 inches to 58 inches in height, listen to them.
fence
in
any height desired.
poultry
Remember we bought very low by taking a full car load Pythian Block, South
Stock fence

baked potatoes and pimentos

use,
hand and for sale all the time.

O.
have

the orange shells

to

opposed

specialty.
years' experience

Brick, Cement,

Perfect Fence

we

nuts. Fill
with this mixture.

and the

akin to the vast forever.

Dice enough potatoes to make 1 qt.,
add 1 small onion minced fine. Cook in
AND
SOLD.
It Is difficulties which show what
BOUGHT
salted water until almost done. Add 1-2
men are.—Eplctetne.
minfive
all
farm
Cook
and
I have both village
prop- can diced pimentos.
drain and put in baking dish.
bonds for sale. utes more,
OUR JITNEY OFFER-Tbis and 5c.
erty, also high
Add sauce made of 2 tablespoons flour,
Don't miss this. Cut oat this slip,
Loans and investments
carefully 2 tablespoons butter, 1 pt. milk, salt and
enclose with five cents to Foley & Co.,
pepper, and 1-2 lb. grated cheese. Cook
made.
name and aduntil it bubbles and the cheese is thor- Chicago, III., writing your
will receive in reExamination of titles a
oughly melted, pour over the potatoes dreaa clearly. You
turn a trial package containing Foley's
in title and bake in tbe oven until a golden
Twenty
Honey and Tar Compound, for coughs,
brown.
colds and oroup. Foley Kidney Pills,
work.
bread-biian muffins

Pittsburgh

price

3 bananas
3 oranges
1-2 lb. white grapes
1-2 cup chopped pineapple
Sugar to taste
Juice of 1 lemon
Scant 12 cup English walnut meats
Cut the oranges in two crosswise and
Remove
save the peel for salad cups.
all pulp from tbe peel. Skin and seed
the grapes Mix the orange, grapes and
pineapple, add sugar and lemon juice
and let stand in a cool place until chilled.
Before serving add tbe sliced bananas

contains.
Itself adds a tinge of celestial glory to
everj- simple blessing and makes today

grade

Men's Oxfords. $4.00 grade ior $2.95.

At a very low

Bean

Calf Button Boots Real Estate
Grade for $2.00.

$4.00

FBCIT SALAD

SOUTH PARIS

OF...

Women's Russia
The

Hastings

J.

Good Assortment

a
....

HEATERS

Canadian Saw Hia Old Prtand Bayoiwtad In · Gwman Treaoh.
Tw# Winnipeg residents mat In death
in
nip· recently In a German trench
drawn
tire
narra
the
Is
This
Flanders.
from the survivor, who has returned
to North Winnipeg, discharged owing
to wounds received at Yprea.
The Englishman, departing in Au1014, for Valcartier, took farewell
gust,
ness
of many friends, including a German,
who had for several yean been his
They had been
next door neighbor.
exceptionally good friends.
One night In Flanders cam· th· order
to take the German trenches The Winnipeg man, leaping the German paraAmmunition Plants Working at Top pet, fell on a foe. Both lost rifles and
la
! 8poed, and Moot of Thoir Product
grappled In the pitch darkness. Final8Hippod to Ruaaia—Financial Halp la ly the narrator got the death grip on
Alao Being Coneidered by Tokyo his foe's throat A star shell showed
who
the face as that of the German
Bankere.
had said goodby to him in Winnipeg.
The work of organizing for the In- "Then my comrade bayoneted him, and

"The fine old families" of Philadelphia's Quaker stock and those found-

ed by New England's pilgrims came
of
In for criticism at the convention
the American Association For 8tudy
and Prevention of Infant Mortality, on

cheese

Lettuce
β halves canned pears.
Arrange pears individually In nests of
lettuce-leaves, fill the hollows of the
pears with the grated oheese, and top

Ton cannot make as good cough medicine at home for as little as you pay for
Foley's Honey and Tar, nor can you be
sure of getting the fresh, full strength,
clean and pure materials. Did you ever
bear of a home-made cough medicine doing the work that Foley's is doing every
day all over the country?—A. E. Shurtleff Co., S. Paris.

She—"They say an apple a day will
keep the doctor away."
He—"Why stop there? An onion a
day will keep everybody away."

drivers because of the scarcity of railway and tramcar drivers in France,
where almost all men between twenty
and fifty years of age have been sent
to the front The terms proposed are
eald to be 180 yen (|90) a month salary
and extra allowance of Θ0 yen a month,
the period of contract being five years.
The traveling expenses are to be borne
by the French government The authorities are not yet determined as to
whether the overtures be accepted 01
not
"The number of engineers and drivers required Li not given, but as there
are about 4,226 engineers and firemen

Tiny

Suppose

She Lived?
(Story by Alice Cameron.)
Elsbetb was taken by mother to

"The Tokyo civic electric bureau can
also supply some 1,000 drivers from
Its reserve force. Among the drivers
In the employ of the civic electric bu-

Never wash the jelly bags with soap.
It is too apt to leave a flavor. Use borax

or

baking soda.

an

Mucous Surfaces or the System. Send
for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENET & CO., Toledo. O.
Sold by all druggists, 76c.
Hall's Family Fills for constipation,

Fall and Winter Hats
Call and look them

of 180 yen, with an
extra allowance of 00 yen a month. Is
far better treatment than given tc
Junior high officials of the government
fresh from the universities or field
officers of the army or professors of

the higher schools."
It has also been suggested that Japan
fciay assist the allies financially. Shf
has 400,000,000 yen (nearly $200,000,·
000) of gold in London and would place
tlint at the disposal of Oreat Britain oo

satisfactory terms.

ENGLAND TO LABEL ALL MEN.
Those Who Are

Willing

to

Fight

to

Be

who are invalided out of the servie» a*
for medical reasons to become

unlikely

efficient again.

A great career, though balked in the
end, ls still a landmark of human en-

ergy.-Samuel Smiles,

^

You

over.

will be welcomed.

MRS. L. C. SMILEY
South Paris, Maine.

Bowker Block,

LARGE SAVINGS ON
OVERCOATS

dawn' confirmed my suspicion that my
former friend was dead.
"I am sure be recognised me," said
the survivor, "but bow did he get
there Γ

An Economical Wife.
"A friend of mine," says a clever
needlewoman, "had occasion to open
my shirtwaist box the other day. She
came to me, saying. My, but you are
extravagant! You have eleven pretty
silk waists In that one box. How did
silk?*
you happen to buy so much wash
My answ er surprised her. My husband
works lu α bank and must wear clean
linen. He Is partial to silk shirts, but

have too many overcoats. Our us
practice is to have a mark-down on coats in late wir r.
This year we have decided to mark part of our overWe find

we

coats down at this time

you may get this winter'

so

It's your
for two-thirds the usual cost

wear out

there is the least break near
the collar they are thrown away.
"Shortly afterward I appear In a new
silk waist, for the rest of the shirt Is
perfectly good. He is a large man, and
as soon us

of them.

opportunity

All good.

less.

or

to get a
war:,

serviceable garments for the cold winter days ah·
This is the \v..
Several winters' wear in every coat
the

there Is not the least trouble In getting
the waist from the shirt Sometimes I
vary them by putting on a plain collar

new

The
The

and cuffs.
"You will find that when using this
idea you do not mind at all how many
new shirts the man of the how*e
chooses to buy. You will even suggest
at times that a certain shirt In the window would look well on him—and, incidentally, on you."—Pittsburgh Dis-

The
The
The
The
The

patch.

Dog Hero of Auttsriitz.
In the annate of the French army
Mustache is ntlll a celebrity. Mustache
was one of the dogs used in the Italian
campaign when Napoleon was first
consul He saved the French army
from a night surprise and annihilation.

prices
$22.00
$20.00
$18.00
$ 16.00
$12.00
$10.00
$7.50

read:
Overcoats

are

marked

$15.00

Overcoats

are

marked

Overcoats

are

marked

$13.00
$12.00

Overcoats

are

marked

$ 10.00

Overcoats

are

marked

Overcoats

are

marked

$8.00
$6.50

Overcoats

are

marked

$5.00

H. B. FOSTER CO
ONE PRICE CLOTHIERS

Later he tracked and captured a spy
who had secured valuable Information.
But this dog's crowning achievement

MAINE

NORWAY,

>

at the battle of Austerlltz. The
standard bearer of the regiment had
just fallen dead. Mustache's teeth and
an Austrian soldier's hand grasped the
tattered banner simultaneously. Mustache llew at his enemy's throat and
was

LF

bore him down. Then, seizing the flag,
he carried It back to the regiment
Napoleon gave Mustache the highest
decoration for his valor. He met a soldier's death not long after this, racing
forward beside the flag, leading the
regiment In a furious charge.—New
York Sun.

for

Constipation

Biliousness
Sick Headache

ATWOOD'S

MEDICINE
FAMILY REMEDY

Curious Street Nam··.
The list of curious street names la
inexhaustible.
Benuondsey possesses
Near Gray's
a Pickle Herring street
Inn there Is to be found a Cold Bath
square. Most of the Nightingale lanes

A Three Years' Record

Youth's Companion.

Tropical

8nak· Killer.
reptiles In the Bronx
zoo, in New York, is the mussarama,
It Is nonpoisonous Itor snake killer.
self, but attacks, conquers and kills

Among the

rare

deadly reptiles as the tropical
viper and the fer-de-lance. To their
poison it is altogether Immune. The
snake kills by coiling about its victim
and squeezing it to death. Against
the coral snake's poison, however, the
snake killer has no protection and
quickly succumbs to the paralyzing affects of a coral snake bite.
such

Th· Difference.
Mrs. Dash—The idea of Mrs. Rash
having society aspirations I Why, her
father was a peddler! Mr. Dash—Yes,
she's entirely too forward. She ought
to hang back until people have forgotten It Now, in your case, my dear,
It was your grandfather who was a

peddler.

Libel.
meant any little book, but
as many small tracts In the early days
of printing were personal and offensive in character the word acquired
its present significance.

Libel

once

The

ekeptioa.

Harvey's theory of the circulation ot
the blood was considered so ridiculous at the time of the discovery that
for ten years not a single patient consulted blm.

J

In Bac.

PETER

■

adjudged

proj«e'rty

ORDER OF MOTICE

ΤΠΕΗΚΟΝ

District op Maine, es.
D.
On this 6th day of Nov., A
rea-ilng the foregoing petition. It !Ordered by the Court, That a t
upon the same on the 17th day
1915, before said Court at Port .i
trlct, at 10 o'clock In the foren·
tlce thereof be publlsbe<I In th·
crat, a ncwspa|>er printed In sal
that all known creditors, an I «.·:
Interest, may appear at the said tl··
and show cause. If any they h;i
1·
prayer of said petitioner should not
And It le further ordered by the ι. .:t.
know:!
to*all
mall
send
shall
the Clerk
by
Itors copies of said |>ct1tlon and thlsorier,
dressed to them at their place» of resident»
state·!.
witness the How. Clarence Hale. Judgi
1 thereof, at Portof the said Court, and the
land, In said District, on the 6tb day of Nov., A.
■

■·

■

JAMES Ε. HEWEY, Clerk
petition and order thereon
Attest-JAMES K. HEWEY, Clerk

A true copy of

Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
1

In the matter of

IRWIN B.LOWE,
J In Bankrui
Bankrupt. )
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge oft!
■

with size.

Get

one

are

perfectly

fifteen cents

by

next mail.

WM. C. LEAVITT

CO.,|

Norway, Maine.

mf

Yee—Many People

have told us the same story—distress
after eating, gases, heartburn. A

trlct Court of the United states for the Dis
of Maine :
TRW IΝ Β. LOW Κ, of Paris, In the Co;
1 of Oxford, and state of Maine, la
District, ree|>ectfully represents that on
8th day of Oct, 1915, be was duly adju..
bankrupt under the Acta of Congress relatli
Bankruptcy; that he has duly surrender*
bla property and rights of property, and
fully compiled with all the requirements of
Acts and of the orders of Court touchln.

bankruptcy.

Wherefore he prays, That he may l>e ·!ι
to have a full discharge fr>
provable against his estate undera·
;ch debts as
bankruptcy Acts, except
cepted by law from such discharge
r, A. D. ;
of
Novemlx
10th
dav
Dated "this
IRWIN Β LOWE. Bankr

by the Court
debts

ORDER OF NOTICE THEREOF

District op Maine, ss.
On this 13th day of Nov., A. D. 1.·ΐ: on
Ing the foregoing petition, !t Is
tirdered by the Court, That l
I
\
D.
upon the same on the 24thIVri
-at 1 !
1915, before said Court at
w
l
t:.
i:;
forei
In
the
10
o'clock
before and
trlct, at
! I1·
xf
tlce thereof be published In th
ue—25c.
l»'.-t:M,
you.
crat, a newspaper printed In
that all known creditor», ai
Chaa. H. Howard Co.
Interest, may appear at Hie said
and show cause, If any the
it
PARKER'S
prayer of said petitioner shou
And It Is further oplere·! by
HAIR BALSAM
Clean··* and btaotifles th* tub.
the Clerk shall send by mall to a
Pmuiutts · tarai* ill growth.
ltors copies of said pettii
Ηβτ«Γ Fall· to Bestore 0-ray
dressed to them at their place.- o;
Hair to lu Youthful Cole·.
stated.
Prevents balr fall I of.
Witness the Hon. Clakkm κ lh
the said Court, and the seal then
JO
47
In said District, on tbe 1:1m lay of V
1915.
HOTICE.
JAMES E. HEW
(l. s.]
A true copy of petition an ', or 1er
The subscriber hereby gives notice that hi
rk
Attest: JAMES E. HKUK
bas been duly appointed administrator of the I 46^id
estate of
ENOS D. HBALD, late of Buckfleld,
1
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
for I' scm·
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased In the matter of
LOUIS BLOCK, alias
for settle
&re des'-ea to present the same
L, BLOCK, Bankrupt.
ment, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
make payment Immediately.
To tbe How. clarence ΙΙλι iNov. 9th, 1916.
FREDERICK R. DYER.
District Court of the United si.,:
46-48
District of Maine:
Block all*s L. Block of Norw..
>
County of Oxford, and suu >f
OVER 66 YEARS'

Dyspepsia
Tablet

after each meal will relieve
Sold only by
f

Bankrupt's

EXPERIENCE

Patents
I RADE MAHKS

Design·
Copyrights Ac.
Anyone sending a sketch and description ηmar
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether
invention is probably patentable. Communie»·
lions strictly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for teeming patent*.
Patents taken through Moan A Co. receive
special «oils*. without charge, In the

Scientific American.

taiiftcrgasn»

In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs.
All persons having
Dinner Club.
demands against the eetate of said deceased
Teased because they could not cook, are desiredlo present the same for settlement,
hare and all Indebted thereto are requested to make
girl clerks of Elizabeth, N.
1914.
JOHN B. TRA8K.
organized ΜΓτ· Oooked MJ Flat Son·:

8unday

1

)

To the Hon. Clarence Hale. .Jt:!;:·>
trlct Court of the United States for t
of Maine
W. LEARNED of Ar. i ν
County of Oxforl. an 1 State of M
said District, respectfully represc:
the 19tb dav of June, lart past,
bankrupt under the Act#
relating to Bankruptcy; that be h;»
an 1 rt*Mrendered alt his
ty, and has fully compiled with V r
ment* of sail Acts and of tbe or urtouchlng his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may
by the Court to have a full disci. ir.·
debts provable against his esute
Bankruptcy Acts, except such de! u
excepted by law from «ueh discharge
Date<l this in ! day of Nor A. D. Î·.·:
PETER W. LEARNED, Bar

[L. β.]

England may be asked to lift that
NOTICE.
blockade a brt, as Ambassador Gerard
The subscriber hereby gives notice that be has
been
administrator of the
duly
appointed
In Berlin needs new shoe· and cant estate of
OEORGE A. MARSH. late of Dlxfleld,
get them In Berlin.

day Dinner clnfc"

for Dijcha'»

Bankrupt. )

45-47

A handsomely illustrated weekly.. Tersest circulation of any scientific Journal. Term·. 13 α
year; four months, |L Bold by all newsdealers.

Gerard Need· New Shoe·.

Bankrupt's Petition

Id the matter of
PETER W. LEARNED,

D. 1915.

national

allotment of areas, the
will be relative to their productiveness.
For it must be reaiixed that whereas In
α well watered region five acres may
be enough to support a family, anywhere from 500 to 10,000 acres may be
needed to support a family In the desert It Is all a matter of water supply,
for water Is primarily the basis of land
utility and value, as It is the prime
means of subsistence of all living
things, whether plants or animals.—

Bor α Sic bottle at noireft
etorc, or write for FREE Sam;.:
"LF." MEDICINE CO.. PortUeJ. Me.

Uted for Over Sixty Yean

and Lore lanes are hidden ironically
A Test That Must Impress Democrat
enough In the slums of the east end.
Headers.
But for really bizarre street names
The Short
one should go to Brussels.
Street of the Long Chariot, the Street
Three years Is a loDg time.
A rigid teat of merit.
of the Red Ilalred Woman and the
Tbia Norway resident testified three
Street of Sorrows are remarkable
enough to catch the least observant years ago.
He now says the résulta were pereye. The Street of the One Person is.
manent.
as one might guess, considerably narSooth Paris people oan rely on the
But the cream
rower than Whitehall.
statements of each well-known nearby
of Brussels street names surely belong* residents.
to the Street of the Uncracked Silver
M. M. Eilgore, Danforth St., Norway,
Cocoanut. This in the original appears Me., says: "I bad backache and rheuMy
as one ponderous thlrty-slx letter word. matic pains for more tban a year.
kidneys were the cause of the trouble.
—London Chronicle.
Sometimes I was so lame I could hardly
stand. I did not rest much and was
An Artist*· Struggle·.
miserable when I was advised to
Professor von Herkomer, the famous feeling
try Doan's Kidney Pills. I got tiiem at
to
such
a
had
gain
struggle
painter,
Stone's Drug Store and a few boxes I
a living in his early days that bad it cured me."
of
stock
for
his
inexhaustible
not been
THREE TEARS LATER, Mr. KilRore |
patience and self confidence he would said: "I bave never had the slightest
return
of kidney trouble since Doan's
probably have abandoned art entirely.
He sold his first picture for 2 guineas Kidney Pills cored me."
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don't simply
and later on earned for a short time
ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan's
a couple of pounds weekly for a woodKidney Pills—the same that Mr. Kilgore
cut which be supplied to a comic pai*er.
bad. Poster-Milburn Co., Props., BufThis modest salary coming to a stop,
falo. Ν. Y.
he was at his wits' end to know what
of
minto da He applied to a troupe

The

Indigestion
Appetite

Poor

THE RELIABLE

Ownership of Desarts.
government virtually
owns all our deserts, although In Texas
the state owns all the public lunds. It
reau there are α number of graduât»
is probable that eventually the desert
of private universities, middle school·; lands will
pass from public ownership That will fit.
That
or other institutions who can be recomInto the hands of private owners by
If
in
need
send
safe.
A
mended for the service proposed.
size of which

monthly salary

DISPLAY

OF

offered.

The armlets of each class will hav· s
afternoon tea, fashionable, bnt where
distinctive mark.
DATE KISSES
the various ladies present were well acThus all who are willing to fight will
2 egg-whites
quainted and indulged rather too freely
In gossip. The little girlie sat very be distinguished from those who have
1 cup powdered sugar
1 cnp broken walnut-meats
straight and still, listening to all that not offered their services.
was said.
Critical remarks were made
1 cup chopped dates
Beat egg-whites stiff, add other Ingres abont absent friends, and even guests
CAR FAMINE THREATENED.
clients in the order given, drop from a who took tbeir departure were discussed
teaspoon on to buttered pans, and bake with some freedom.
till delicately brown in a slow oven.
Elsbetb edged closer to her mother Freight Tax·· Capacity of Railroads
This makes two and a half dozen kisses. and remarked in a solemn whisper,
All Over Country.
"Nobody seems jes' ezaokly satisfied
OINGKB NUTS
Because of the Immense f-nngtt
with anybody, does they, mama?"
3 cups flour
moving over the i-allroads of the coun1-3 cup sugar
try New York freight agents have exState of Ohio, City of Toledo,
1-4 cup butter
Lucas County, es.
the opinion that a car famine
pressed
1 cnp molasses
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
will occur within sixty days unless
ta senior partner of the firm of F. J.
1 tablespoon allspice
Cheney & Co., doing business in the manufacturers can rush deliveries of
2 tablespoons sugar
and State afore·
City of Toledo,
new cars in greater number than they
Mix together in order given; roll with ■aid, and that County
said Arm will pay the
have been able to do In the last sixty
the hands into small, flat nuts as large ■urn of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for
each and every case of Catarrh that
as a quarter, and lay on pans lined with
days.
cannot be cured by the use of HALL'S
brown paper. Bake in a very slow oven. CATARRH
The net surplus of Idle cars Not. 1,
CURE. FRANK J. CHENET
Sworn to before me and subscribed
to the monthly bulletin of
according
When you open a new pattern, take a In my presence, this <th day of Decemthe American Railway association, isA. D. 1186. A. W. QLEASON.
lead pencil and write on each part the ber,
(Seal)
sued recently, was 2&28Θ compared
Notary Public.
name of It, and a good deal of time will
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken InternWith 78,299 Sept L
be saved later.
ally and acts through the Blood on the

with mayonnaise.

MILLINERY

strels for an engagement as zither
In the service of the Japanese governplayer, but in vain, and then took to
ment railways at present some of the
designing carpets. For some years be
BeFrance.
to
sent
be
number could
battled with poverty, achieving no sucsides these there are many reserve encess until be obtained employment on
gineers who would be glad to accept a weekly illustrated journal.—London
the offer in view of the high salary
Globe.

Designated by Armlets.
A unique and picturesque plan fox
labeling those fit and unfit for military
Citrolax
service is announced by the British
CITKOLAX
war office.
Khaki brassards or armCITROLAX
lets bearing the royal crown, which arc
Best thing for constipation, sour stom- now
being prepared, will be distributed
ach, lazy liver and sluggish bowels. Boon to the following:
Stops a sick headache almost at onoe.
First the men who enlist and art
Gives a most thorough and satisfactory
In
the call to
flushing—no pain, bo nausea. Keeps placedthe groups waiting
colors; second, to men who
your system cleansed, aweet and whole- join
some.
Ask for Citrolax.—A. E. Shurt- offer themselves for enlistment and are
found physically unfit; third, to those
leff Co., S. Paris.
Where Do You

NEIGHBORS MET AS FOES.

IKS

Petition

Loins

t
said District, resiiectfully represent*. *
In
the 11th dav of S« pt< mber, last pa-t.
Λ eu >f <
the
under
bankrupt
adjudged
'til.
relating to bankruptcy; that he ha·
of

ρr·
rendered all his property and rleliti·
and has fully compiled with all the η | toi.·
of said Acts and of the orders of Court
bla bankruptcy.
1κ· d.
Wherefore ne prays, that he may
fron.
by the Court to have a full discharge
under
debts provable against his e-tate as are
debts
sueh
bankruptcy Acts, except
discharge.
cepte«l by law from sucn
of Novemlier, A. D. I'd
Dated
■

this8th (lay

L.

·\

BLOCK, Bankrupt

ORDER OF NOTICE TUEREO.V
District or Maine, ss.
1915, η
On this 13th day of Nov., A. I).
Is
reading the foregoing petition, It
be
Ordered by the Court, that a bearing Λ >'
J4th day of Dec
upon the same on tbe at Portland,
In sal t I
said
Court
before
1915,
and tiiti
trlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon;
D«
notice thereof be published In The Oxforl
District,
said
In
ocrât, a newspaper
!»
that all known creditors, and other |iereoe·a.
and ρ
Interest, may appear at the said time
»
bave,
wkj
and show cause, If aay they
not be grai ι·
prayer of said petitioner shouldthe Court, that t! ··
And It is further Ordered by
creditor*
Clerk shall send by mall to all known Id π >
a
copies of said petition and this orler,
»ute<i
to them at their places of residence as
Judge
Witness the mon. Clarence Hale.
at Port
af the said Court, and tbe seal thereof,
Nov
the 13th day of
In said

printed

land,

A. D. 1915.

District,

on

JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
fL.i.J
A true copy of petition and orler thereon.
Attest: JAMJES E. HEWEY, Clark.
ΙΜ0

